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Updated to run on any
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Essential for all users of 32-blt RISC OS computers
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Oregan's SoundStudio reviewed

Control your business payroll

• HTML oddments examined
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£99 +VAT (£116.32 inc.)
Site Licence

£440 +VAT (£517 inc.)
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UBLISHER

£129 +VAT (£151.57 inc.)
Site Licence

£440 +VAT (£517 inc.)

M I" I! I. S S I II N

UBLISHER
PLUS

£229 + VAT (£269.07 inc.)
Impression Publisher Plus
for Publisher owners

£99 +VAT (£116.32 inc.)

Impression

£79 + VAT (£92.82 inc.)
Site Licence

£350 +VAT (£411.25 inc.)

>
0.25s.

Artworks TurboDriver

Computer Concepts has produced
'go-fast' StrongARM upgrades
for all of their major software

and hardware products.

Upgrades:
from Artworks no dongle £22.32 inc
from Artworks with dongle £27.02 inc

from Publisher no dongle £22.32 inc
from Publisher with dongle £27.02 inc

Publisher Plus £27.02 inc

Style £22.32 inc

TurboDrivers, LaserDirect, Spoolers,
MacFS, MacFS Light, Compression,

Movie Magic, Wacom drivers:
£11.75 inc each

Some upgrades are available for free
download from our www site

http://www.cconcepts.co.uk

For information on other CC

software and hardware call sales

and ask for our Product Guide

or check out our web site.

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX
Tel 01442 351000'Fax 01442 351010

http://www.cconcepts.co.uk

I

£49 + VAT (£57.57 inc.)

NETWORK

r-OH lUHHODHiVF-HS & I AShKDIHbCI

£149 +VAT (£175.07 inc.)

Mac
hUKAWKN RISCWHIPU1EKS

MacFS
£99 +VAT (£116.32 inc.)
MacFS Light
£49 + VAT (£57.57 inc.)

£29 + VAT (£34.07 inc.)

E&OE

StrongARM is a trademark of Acorn Rise Technologies.

StrongARM Graph above shows:
Speed comparisons between a 166MHz StrongARM and a
33MHz ARM610 Rise PC.

On the left: Time taken for Artworks to redraw the well

known mini illustration.

On the right: Time taken for TurboDriver to print a 2.2Mb file.
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Public Domain
A special looking at the best demos

Cover Disc

Play Twin World, the great game from
Ubi-Soft, plus lots more

Game Show

Games compatibility on the
StrongARM

Burnt Sienna: Val, Frost
What does it all mean?

Back Issues
You can complete your collection while
stocks last

Subscribers' page
Take advantage of our special
subscription deals

Letters

Be heard on the pages of AU

The Regan Files
AU talks to Stephen Streater of Eidos

Free ads
To pick up a bargain look on this

month's cover disc

hands on
*INFO

More Circle Challenge results plus
plenty of psychedelic sensations

Making it go
Software for Mike Cook's serial I/O

board project

; ; C for yourself
"''.' Reading and writing data

Rambles through
Acorn Wood

More hints and tips from Mike Cook

• education
;, Editorial

Find out what's happening in the
Education world

March 1997

Advertisers index

See page 73

Dream on Mike
Rusty Dreamer from Sherston reviewed

Round again
CD-ROM reviews

• reviews

2 An eye for detail
' Choosing a flatbed scanner

Making it pay
HardCash from RaspSoft reviewed

Order out of chaos

Oregan's StudioSound tested

_ ,—

M'IhI JM»| •!'.,• >'f*

When is a game not a game?
Two new challenges for the Psion

Draggie/Menu Bar
Drag down, knock out comparative
review of app launchers

features
:••>•'•<} Passing comment
'Y :: The penultimate HTMLtutorial

I wrote that...
Paul LeBeau, author of the original
Acorn Web site

The Acorn User website
Check it out at:

http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser
•'••'"'••"—''••'"

flhJ v?ikl 41 /I filfy

p
The Acorn User Website has been refurbished

Next month in Acorn User

We'll be reviewing Zip
drives and there's the first

part of our fantastic new
series on creating 3D

graphic games.

Next issue on sale 20 March 1997

March 1997 Acorn User 3



Selected prices 28th January 1997

Science Series Triple Pack, age7-i6
Shareware CD
Sherston Clip Art Collection, ago7»
Simon the Sorcerer CD

Survival's Mysteriesof Nature, KS2.3

HTM 204 45 £174
tenia

BfTalking Nursey Rhymes CD, age 4-6
Tizzy'sToyboxCD,age4-6
TypographyPontCD
UnderstandingEnergy,KS3
Understanding the Body,<S3,4
Vikings I (Angiia). KS2
Worldof Robert Burns,age8-
Wortd's Weather. •:•>}
World War II• On the Home Front, KS2.3
(needs Keynote/KeyPlus) Ang*a

\ Other software

GamesW

Angha

28.20 £24
5640 £48
39 9S £34

45.83 £39
45.83 £39
45 83 ,£39
43.48 £37
57.58 £49 fc.
4583 £39 ?,-
.1583 £39 I'

Cambs Sort 5640 £48 t,
Anglo 57 58 £49

- LIMITED STOCKS -
- Please telephoneusbeforesendingmoney-

A3000 Case for Expansion Card Watford id.10 £12
Alone in the Dark Knukt
Champions Compilation (notR« PC) Kraals
Citizen Swift 24 Printer, ex-demonstration offers invited .
Craftshop 2, age7» 4Mibon 14.10 £12 : lOout of 10 German, «ge8-16
Epson GQ-5000 Printer, second-hand offers invited
EpsonLQ-2500+Printer,second-hand offers invited

sherrton

AngM

10 out of 10 Dinosaurs to/to
10 out of 10 DrivingTest io/w
10 out of 10Early Essentials, age3-7 io/io
10outof 10 English.age6-l6 10/10

2820 £24

14.10 £17
14.10 £12

14 10 £12
M io £12

10 out of 10 English (Foreign Language) wio 14 io £12 £
2350 £20 8 10 out of 10 Essential Maths, age5-i2
17.63 £15 ¥• 10out of 10Essential Science, age S-12

10 out of 10 French,age8-16

14.10 £12
M 10 £12
14 10 £12
14.10 £12

14.10 £12
14 10 £12
14 10 £12

17.63 £15
u.oo-"iU j

10/10

10/10

tone
10/10

row

10/10

10/10

Oregan

Acorn Companion semerc
Acorn Companion 2 for RisePC and A7000

SEMESC

ACross

Advance
Advantage, KS2.3
Adventure Playground,age5
Amazing Maths, ksi-i
Anagram Genius
Ancestry II
Animated Numbers, age 3-6
Animator
ANT Internet Suite Release II

BApollonius PDT
ArcFax
ArcFS2

ArchiTech
ArchiTech SL SI
Arcturus

Arcventure I... The Romans, age 10-12 Sherslon 32 90 £28
Arcventure II... The Egyptians, ageS-llShwston 32.90 £28
ArcventureIII...The Vikings, KS2 Sheraton 37.90 £28
ArcventureIV... The AngloSaxons,age8-ii

Sneraron 38 78 £33

Aries CameilV 78 20 £24
Around the World in 80 Oays. age9-12Sheraton 4348 £37
Artworks FD
Artworks Tutorial Video
Artworks Made Easy
Audio Mixer
AudioWorks

Aztecs, ago 7-11
Badger Trails,«2
Balloons, ksi
Balloons (Izzy and Lizzy), ksi
Banner II

BBC Basic Reference Manual
Betsi, KS2

Heimdall Kfnahi
i ? HeroQuest Kmals

Krisalis Collection (notRise PC) Kraals
Landmarks - Elizabeth I, KS2.3 tongmao
Landmarks• The Civil War, «2,3 longman
Mouse for Acorn CPC
Oh No! More Lemmings (requires lemmings)

Quest for Gold
Revelation (r.oiRisePC)
Sleuth 1.5

,. SolidsRENDER
i Speedballll

Xenon 2

* PC software
Hutchinson Encyclopedia 1996 CD for PCaiucj moo £40

I * Windows 95 Microsoft 92.83 £79
Windows 95 Microsoft 92.83 £79
Windowsfor Workgroups 3.11 Microsoft 76.38 £65

CD rom software
19th CenturyBiographies,XS2.3
(needsKeynoWKey Plus) Anglo 28.20 £24
Art in the National Curriculum, ksi-3 Avr 56 40 £48
ArtWorks CD CC 115.15 £98
Bitfolio 6 CD Longman 34.08 £29

Bitfolio 7 CD mq 48ib £41
JBodywiseCD,age9-16 Sheraton 50.53 £43

_|| Breakaway Maths, age7-12 VirM 75.20 £64
fej Britain Since 1930 (Angiia), KS2.3
^« (needs Keynote/key Plus)
•I British Birds, age7-16
"' British Isles fromthe Air, KS2-4

Cars- Maths in Motion CD,age8<
CD Francis, age 11-16
Clip Art Collection
Clip-Art CD 1
Clip-Art CD 2
Counties of the BritishIsles. KS2-4
(needs Keynote/KeyPlus)
Countries of the World. KS2-4
(needs Keynote/Key Plus)

jj Dictionary oftheUving World

1763 £15

11.75 £10

17.63 £15
14.10 £12

17.63 £15

19.98 £17

Krisals 7.05 £6

Ktiuia 10 58 19
KnsaH 70S £b

Beebug 41.13 f.iS
Silicon 69 33 £59
Kraals 17 63 lib
Fcl'DSC 10.58 £9

Angiia
vrrM

Angiia

Cambs Soft

YITM

28.20 £24

91.65 £78
4583 £39

4583 £39
,., 51.70 £44 „,

2en.o 28.20 £24 (9^9Bang
CC 21 15 £18 aB,9 P,clure
rr jus r 10 E9 Birds of War(not Rise PC)CC 2115 tl8,Hj B|rd50)Wa,,0rRiscpC

45.83 £39 2^c.kA"9el
• Blinds

45 83 £39 [SBodywiseFD, age 9-16
4935 £42 ['! Break 147 SSuperpool (not Rise PC)

11Dinosaursl The Multimedia Encyclopedia Media 4935 £42 ! l'ef ,47* Supcrpool for Rise PC
b DTP-lClipArtCD awl 17.63 £15 II Iud9?' D.TP

• rvTQ.-l rll« t.^r-!\ .«., r<r I Bllfn OutDTP-2Clip Art CD
DTP-3Clip Art CD
Dune II CD

Earth and Atmosphere, KS2.3
ElfTales CD. age5-7
Environment Series 1: Water, age 11-I6 WM
Environment Series2: Landand Air,ageli-16

Y77M 91.65 £78
Eureka(Angiia). XS2-J Angoo 45.83 £39
Exploring Castles, KS3 Anglo 45S3 £39
Font Emporium zenu 28 20 £24
Frontier 2000 CD rom, KS2-4 Cambs Soft 56.40 £48
GardenWildlife, «2 Ang/ia 45.83 £39
Ghosts Media 49.35 £42
Granny'sGarden CD.ksi.2 4Maiion 32.90 £28
Guardians of the Greenwood. kS2,3 4MoKon 57.58 £49
History of Inventions Ang/10 45.83 £39

HlitchinSOn Multimedia Encyclopedia
Altico 2938 £25

vttm 1is. 15 £98

(shrink-wrapped)
Inventors and Inventions, age9-14
KidPix2CD. KSt.2 IDA 49.35 £42
KingfisherChildren's Mieropedia, ksi-3 IDA 7520 £64
Magpie CD (ongmon 7167 £61
Map Detectives, age8-13 Sheraton K3A POA
Meteosat Collection Photo CD Spocetech 39.95 £34
Mission:Control - Crystal Rain Forest 2 CD,
age 7-11 Sheraton 50.53 £43

Multimedia for Schools Angiia
NaughtyStoriesVolumes 1 and 2 (set of 12) CD.

Angte

APDl

APOL

Eclipse
AVF-

Sherston

7.63 £15
1763 £15
4348 £37

7990 £68
3760 £32
79 90 £68

K10 out of 10 Junior Essentials, ages-n
_ 10 out of 10 Maths Number, age6-16
SI 10out of 10Structured Spelling, age-9
"2067BC

Burn 'Out
C Version 2
C Version 3
CADet, KS3.4
Calabash Pirates, age7-11
Cambridge ReadingTalkingBooks,age5-7

Sfterati

CardShop
-Carnage Inc (not Rise PC)

Carnage Inc. for RisePC
JCartoon Graphics Library
CasioQV-10 Softwareonly
Castle of Dreams, age 7-11 (notRscfo
C/C++

|.iUCDtfacker
a CDtracker Plus
- Celebration

Chameleon, age7»
,£, Chartwell
• Chessll

^5 Chocks Away Compendium
ajchnstmas Adventure, age 5-8
flChristmasAllsorts. age6»
H ChristmasCollection
JlChristmas Story, ksi.1
» CineWorks

toS Classcardz forResultz
!S ClasscardzforWordz
'JClockwise, ksi-3

Longman

Stem

Cambs Soft

Fourth

Mmtrvt

ShfSton

Wtnwolt
Clam

4Mat)on

frlkng
Fourth

Storm

Srierston

SEMfRC
SiMtK

n.oo«£11
Kl/rlm 74 68 £21

Acorn 115.15 £98
59 93 £51
22 33 £19
27 03 £23
1880 £16

8930 £76 . .,
2468 £21 |S
2468 £21 '

Anl 115 15 £98
Oak 164 50 £140

filling 32.90 £28
Wl 2350 £20

AiDex 184 48 £157
Aspm 57458 £489

Oregon 23.50 £20

73 50 £20
Acorn 247.93 £211

Werewolf 14.10 £12
23 50 f20
32.90 £28
38 78 £33
2703 £23

16.45 £14
28 70 £24
74 68 f 21
1880 £16

6815 £58 I
32 90 £28

Oregon I5I5SEI29
73 SO £20
73.50 £20
7870 £24
2350 £20
5640 £48

Dabs Guides
only £7

Artworks Made Easy
Budget DTP

C Guide

Graphics on the
ARM Machines

Impression

Rise OS 3 First Slops

Artworks • Big Picture
C/C++ • Easy C (++;

Impression Style
Impression Publisher

(Plus)
Pendown • Photodesk

ProArtisan 2 or 24
Textease

Rise OS3.1 upgrades

DrawWorks2

Drifter
Dune II FD

Dungeon (not RisePC)
Dungeon for RisePC
Earthwarp, KS2
EasyC
EasyC++
EasyClip
EasyFont3
EasyFont 3
EclipseCollection
Eidoscope
ElfTalesFD,age5-7
E-Type2 (not RisePC)
E-Type 2 for Rise PC
E-TypeCompendium
Eureka 3. XS2.3
Eyefor Spelling,ksi.2
Fervour (no: Rk PC)
Fire S Ice
Fireworkz
Fireworkz Pro

FirstLogo. KSI.2
FirstPage. KS2-4
FirstWords with Smudge, ago4*
FistLore
FlightPath, age9*
Flossy the Frog, ksi
Flossythe Frog Art Disc
Fontasy
Fontasy/ DrawBender/ Placard
Font Designers Toolkit
Font Directory 2
FontFX

Font Pack 277
Font Pack 298
Font Pack 312
Formula Two Thousand
Formulix
Freddy'sAdventure, ksi
FreddyTeddy, ksi

23.50 £20';* Frontier 2000 FD, KS2-4
94.00 £80 S Full Phase+ 2
5573 £47 j Genesis Professional
98.70 £84 ' Genesis Project

iSV 18.80 £16

fourth 32.90 £28
Eclipse 3173 £27
fourth 2820 £24

fourth 2820 £24

longman 30.55 £26
Beebug 6463 £55
Beelxrg 104 58 £89

Fabis 34.08 £29

Fobs 31.73 £27
Fobs 58.75 £50

Idlpse 23.S0 £20
CC 184.48 £157

Sherston 37.60 £32
fourth 29.38 £25

fourth 29.38 £25
fourth 21.15 £18

lonomon 106 93 £91
LOA 32 90 £28

Clares 1880 £16
Senegode 17.63 £15

Cofton 103.40 £88

Co/ton 16333 £139
Longman

Longman
Storm

Mystery
Storm

JMation

4Mation

2938 £25
S993 £51
23.50 £20
24.68 £21
28 20 £24

27.03 £23
11.75 £10
1763 £15

3525 £30
28 20 £24
4348 £37
1058 £9
23 50 £20
23.50 £20

73.50 £20
2350 £20
75 20 £64

19.98 £17
1998 £17

32.90 £28
5640 £48

Oat 131.60 £112
Oak 5S.23 £47

tongmon 30.55 £26
ropotog 22.33 £19

I 95 m \!) Cobalt Seed
ColorMobile Software Driver
Command Ship
Complete Animator
Compose World
Composition (Rise PConly)
Compression
Creator II

Crystal Maze, age7»
Crystal Rain Forest FD. KS2

Cdton

C&lon

4M$tion
ropotog
Topolog

Cambs Soft

SEME8C

Sritrslon

Ang.'ia

4Marion

APOt

APP1

69.33 £59

57.58 £49
41.13 £35
1793 £11 I
12 93 £11

Osulit 23.S0 £20
Oalal* 7350 £20
OaUfJt 2350 £20

Iriatn

3408 £29 « GeordieRacer, KS2
54os £46 5 G'ant Killer, KS2.3
17 63 £15 J Gothic S Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 1
4230 £36 I Oatlfile 3525 £30

•Gothic 81Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 2

age 5-7
Nelsonand HisNavy, W3
Patchthe Puppy, age3-6
PD-1 CD (Utilities)
PD-2 CD (Games. Novelties)
PDCD-1
PDCD-2
PDCD-3

Photobase Decades: Britain Since the 1930s/ !!
••• r. -e

Shersron

Sheraton

THIS WAY i
r 3000 Acorn products and prices

Visit the ICS web site for up-to-the-minute prices and
asi .;. Wspecial offers not shown here • http://www.ianco.co.uk/with SHORT LIST SECT

TheVictorians Longman 7O.S0 £60
IPhotobaseDecades: The1960s Longman 59.93 £51
Photobase Decades: The Victorians longman 59.93 £511
Photobase:Science Longman 5993 £511
PiCtUtePoint CD, KS1.2 longman 3525 £30!

IPlantwise CD, age 9-14 Sherston 5053 £43
jPrimary Maths 101a 56.40 £48

PublishArt Release 3 CD Smart 38 78 £33
RidiculousRhymes CD, age7« Sherston 45.83 £39
Robert Duncan Cartoon Kit MSI 48.18 £41

IRomans!. KS2 AngUa IS83 £39
RustyDreamer, KS2 Sheraton 5640 £48
Science Series 1: Elements, age14-16 vttm 91.65 £78
Science Series 2: Materials, age 11-16 nrM 9165 £78

[Science Series 3:Electricity and Magnetism,
Primary, age7-16 VjrM 68)5 £58|

IScience Series 3:Electricity andMagnetism,
Secondary, age7-16 WM 91.

I Science Series Double Pack, age 11-I6 nrM I38.65£118|

Cyber Ape 78A W98 f 17 k
Cyber Chess 25 85 f?J 1 Datable 37.60 £32

Darkwood 23.50 F70l BGranny s Garden FD, ksi,2 dMation 2703 £23

Darryl the Dragon, ksi.2 4Mation 71.15 f!R . •Graphics Loaders CC 47.30 £36
•Graphics on the ARM Machines Dabs 7.00 v»£7

DataPower 2 •Hard Disc Companion 2 Beebug 51.70 £44
•Hatchback, age7. tMation 3760 £32

Demon's Lair fourth 21 15 £181 •Haunted House Fourth 23.50 £20

DeskEdit 4 •Hearsay II Beebug 6933 £59

Desktop ScreenTurtle, ksi-3 4935 f47 •High RiseRacing for RiseOS 3.1 Modus 23 50 £20

Desktop Thesaunjs Beebug 21 15 f!R | • High RiseRacing for RiseOS <3 1 Modus 23.50 £20

Diagramlt Da'Jiada 49 35 F4? •Holed Out Compendium Fourth 21.15 £18

DigitalSymphony Oregan 54 05 f4fi( •Home Accounts Mnerva 3173 £27

Digital Symphony + CD Rom Oreqan 6933 1B9 1 R'Comp 4465 £38

DinosaurDiscovery, M2 4Mation 29 38 £25 1 •HTML reader / writer Softeose 39.95 £34

Disc Rescue LOOK 43.48 H7 ' '•HyperStudio TAG 115.15 £98

DrawBender ICS 11.75 fin- •Illusionist Clares 4700 £40

DRAW_Changer v2 DCC.dATA 24 68 f?i •ImageBank Mam 28.20 £24

Draw Print S Plot Oak 32.90 £28 llmageFS 2 Alternative 4583 £39

ImageMaster
ImageOutliner
Impression (Dabs)
Impression Publisher
Impression Publisher Plus

(\ Impression Publisher Resource Disc oicjSau
B impression Style CC

S Impression Style Resource Disc OlCJATA
»T Impressive Quantummpressive

InterdiCtOr 2 (not SliongARM)
InterTalk V2
James Pond 2 + (not RisePC)

PMng 2820 £24
tou 54 05 £46

Dabs 7,00 "£71
CC 135 13£115I
CC 267.90 £228

Acorn

Eclipse

12.93 £11
88 13 £75
12.93 £11
14 10 £12

I860 £16
91.65 £78
1998 £17

James Pond - Undeavater Agent / RunningWater, •4
SkilllW 32.90 £28 I

* Landmarks -Second World War. KS2.3 Longmm 30.55 £26 B
Landmarks - The Aztecs. KS2.3 longman 30 55 £26 •

E LandmarksMicroworlds- The Victorians,KS2.3
tongrran 30.55 £26 \

* Logic GatesS Counters. KS2.3 Camooard 17 63 £15 \
•» LogicMania fourth 3790 £28 f
III Lookl Hearl TalkingTopics(set of 6), age5-7
• | Sfteriton 64 63 £55 ,

LRTV long-run 30.55 £26 >, 3
MacFS CC 9988 £85 i •
MacFSLight CC 5288 £45
Magic Maths Creaiw 2938 £25
Magnetoids Orejan 23.50 £20
Magpie FD Longman 71.67 £61

•1Masterfile3 eeetwg 5288 £45
•5 Mathematics Through WinLogo. KS3 Longman 3525 £30
;; MathMania, «2-4 ropo'og 2820 iiA
2j Mathsbook (Topologika) ropo/og poa POA
••' MathsCard CrtMVt 44 65 £38

Maths Circus. KSt-3 4MaK>n 2938 £25
Maths Odyssey Como Tut 47.00 £40
Merp/Mirror Image iba 1998 £17
Midi Box ropo/og 28.20 £24
MIDISynthesiser (forRise PCwim16-b.isound) IS' 4465 £38
Mission- Control - Crystal Rain Forest 2 FD,
age7-11 Shenron 50.53 £43
Morpheus Ortgan 41.13 £35
Mouse in Holland, ksi,2 4Marion 32.90 £28
Multimedia Textease Softease 98.70 £84
MUSIC BOX, KS1.2 ropolog 37.60 £32

MUSiC StUdiO 32 (.ongman 9635 £82
•JMy World 2 swirc 44.6s £38
!Naughty Stories Volume 1 (set of6)FD, age s-7
I Sheoton 45.83 £39

Naughty Stories Volume 1 Books, age s^Srieraron 14oo^EM
Naughty Stories VotenVfffset of6) FD, age 5-7

Sftfrjlon 45 83 £39
Network Acorn
New TeddyBears' Picnic,rcsi
NightSky

KSl-4

Junior Database, xsi-3
Junior Pinpoint, KS1.2
Junior Sibelius!. KS1.2
Jurassic Clipart
KeyAuthor

• Keynote 2.0
1 Key Plus 3.0

Keystroke
Kid Pix, Wl.2

t Kid Pix2 FD,KS1.2
• Landmarks - Columbus, «2,3

Landmarks- Egypt,XS2.3

Noot, age 4-12
4 Notate, KS2-4+
5 Nstore 4D

Numbertime, ksi
Oak PCBII
Occasion

OmniClient 2
Orrery
Ovation
Ovation Pro

Ovation Resource Disc
Oxford Reading TreeStage 2
More Talking Stories A, age5-7

Oxford ReadingTree Stage 2
Story Books, ageS-f

Oxford ReadingTree Stage 2
j] Talking Stories FD, age 5-7
J Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2
• Wrens TalkingStories,age5-7
[! Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3
• More Talking Stories A. age5-7
I Oxford Reading TreeStage3

Story Books, age S-7
OxfordTalkingInfant Atlas FD,KSt
Parish Magazine Clip Art Collection dec, oata i8 60 £16

3Party,WeddingS Anniversary Collection
OfC.dArA

] PCPro
PC x86 Software
PenDown, KSI-3
PenDown DTP

bji PenDown Etoiles, KS3.4
|f PenDown Plus. KS2-4

Personal Accounts V3
Phases - Ancient Egyptians

H Photodesk v2

Photodesk v2 Light
lUIPicturePoint FD. KSt2
•St PmPoint 2. KS3.4
B Pinpoint DatafileAnimal Kingdom, KS2,3iongmoni6 45 £14
JPinPoint Datafile Diet and Nutrition, KS3.4
? longman 1645 £14

|S Pinpoint Oatafile Second World War, KS3.4
1

I Placard
I PlantwiseFD,age9-14
• Playdays. age3-8
a Playground, ksi

Plot
Podd, ksi.2
Prehistoric Animals Graphics
Primary Teachers Clip Art Starter SetDfC^dAtA
PrimeSolver Full version, ksm Minerva
ProArtisan 24 (RscPConly)

I ProCAD, KS4
IProphet 2 Apnutt 16803 £143
jPublishArt Release 2,Artworks format Smart 34 os £29
I PublishArt Release 2, Draw format Smart 34.08 £29
jPublishArt Release 3HD Smart 38.78 £33
[Puddle, KSI ropolog 19.98 £17
[QuicKey fCS 1175 £10
[Rainbow, KSI.2 Longman 35 25 £30
IReal McCoy 4 fourth 25 85 £22
IReal McCoy 5 fourth 32.90 £28
[Recordz Cofton 109J8 £93
[Report Generator rsv isso £16;
[Report Writer, KSI-4 Cwaiw 4465 £38:
IResultz CoHon 8813 £75
IRevelation ImagePro 24bit, limited offer, KS2-4

longmon 45.83 £39
[Revolver Psycore 14 10 £12j
I Rhapsody 2 Clirei 5640 £48i
[Rhapsody3 Clarei 86.9S £74

Rhythm-Bed Clam 44.65 £38
[Rick Dangerous Hitmen 12.93 £11

tongman

SSwSus

M<roS
Ang'j
Angtti
AngJjj

S£M£»C

Sntnton

Claris

4Marion

Longman

52.88 £45

35 25 £30
5640 £48

17.63 £15
6345 £54

3173 £27
69.33 £59

Quimvm 32.90 £28
LOA 31.73 £27 y
LDA 39.95 £34 1|

tongman 30.55 £26
longman 30.55 £26

noo«£11

3643 £31

71 67 £61

48 18 £41
7167 £61
43.48 £371

longman 30.55 £26 j
Oak 7755 £661

[xpLAN 68 IS £58!
Aram 547 55 f466 J

SpocelKh 69.33 £59 j
Betbug 77.55 £661
Beeoug 191 53 £163)

OfC.dATA 9.40 £8fe

Sherslon 41 13 £35 i

Sherston 900 w£9 I

Sherstorl 41.13 £351

Sherslon 45 83 £39;

Sherstorl 41.u £351

Sherston

Sheraton

Alepfi
Acorn

Longman

Longman

900 "°£9|
22 33 £19 i

1528 £13
47 00 £40^,.
12 93 £11 |J
51.70 £44 «5
68.15 £58 2

(ongman 65.80 £56 5
lononun 96.35 £82 g
Aprirate 43.48 £37 5
SCMfSC 32.90 £28 S

Sp*eu-cn 26/90£228IB
Spjcctecfi 137 78 £113 p
longman 35 25 £30
Longman 9283 £79

longman 16.45 £14
4, .nPoint Datafile Solar System, KS3.4 Longman 16.45 £14

rj 3Pinpoint Datafile: Britain Since 1930, KS2.3
li • Longman 1645 £14
f PinPoint Datafile: Looking at the World, KS2.3

longman 16.45 £14i ijT
11.75 £10

Sherslon 4935 £42
StillW 7468 £2.11 .8

ropofog I8 60 £16
Clares 74 03 £63 ji

IDA 2233 £19

M«oS 1763 £15
1528 £13
57.58 £49!

Clarei 98.70 £84:
Mnervj 292.58 £249|



Ridiculous Rhymes FD,age7. Sheraton 45 83 £39
RISC OS 3 FirstSteps Dobs 7.00 »£7
RISC OS 3 Programmer's Reference Manual vol 1-4

Acorn IO5.O0"£1O5
RISC OS 3.1 Documentation Acorn 29 38 £25

I RISC OS 3.6 Programmer's Reference Manual vol 5a

IDE hard disc kits

RISC PC

PRICES

SLASHED!

The best IDE filing system
• Password protection • Disc partitioning •

•Not limited to 512 Mb*
Pleaso specily OS 2 or OS 3 for all kits and interfaces

AllICS CD products require Rise OS 3.1 or later
I

I Round the World Yacht Race, age 9t Slorni
• RTF and WordPerfect Loaders and Savers CC

Oregon, Sally andWally
5 SaloonCars Deluxe

Saloon Cars Deluxe Extra Courses
E> S-Base2 Developer

T S-Base2 Personal

Acorn 35.00'"£35
Rise PC Technical Reference Manual Acorn s5.oo»£55
RollVT Paragon 24 68 £21
Rosieand JimTalking Activities, age3-6 Sheraton 1578 £13

2820 £24
32.90 £28

2350 £20
25.85 £22
17.63 £15

108 10 £92
55.23 £47

-OR £5

170 Mb

240 Mb

540 Mb

Smaller sizes a,

IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit for Arch

540 Mb

1000 Mb

1.6 Gb

availability.
edes range:

tcs 233S3 £199
ICS 276.13 £235

ICS 339.58 £289 |S
fourth

fourth
longman
Longman

: Schema 2 clarei i»f.63 £95;
•» Score Draw Clares 51.70 £44
•i ScreenTurtle, ksi-3 ropotog 3995 £34
•^Search and Rescue,age9- Storm 28.20 £24

Sea Rescue, age7-9 Sheraton 29 38 £25 '
Seashore Guide
SecurelT-Plus
Seelinks - Ourselves, KSI.2
Serenade
Shakespeare Show
ShapeFX
Sibelius 6, KS3.4
Sibelius 7

tjj Sim City 2000 for A5000, limited offer Krlsal
Simon the Sorcerer FD
Simple Circuits, KS2.3
SimpleControl, KS2.3

2 Sleuth 2
smArt, age7. 4Molion 38.78 £33
smArt Faces: English 4Morioo 17.63 £15
smArtFantasy 4Morion 17.63 £15
smArt Fashion 4Motton 17.63 £15
smArtFiler, age7* 4Moiton 2820 £24
smArtHomes:English 4Mawn 17.63 £15
Smudge Discovers the Woild, age5-9 Storm 44.65 £38
Smudge Punctuates, age5» Storm 32.90 £28 1
Smudge the Scientist,age4. storm 4465 £38
Smudge the Spaniel, age4* Storm 22.33 £19

!Somerset Talking ComputerProjectlearning Materials

A3000 CD bargains
Doyou alreadyhavean ICS IDE interface? £

new LOW prices
Clares

ropotog
Storm

Sheraton

M<roS

Combi Soft

LOA

Clam

ropo/og
Dofo Store

Sibelius

Sibck

17.63 £15 J '•
34.03 £29?'' 8-!
31.73 £27
83.13 £75

45 83 £39
10.58 £9

180.95 £154

974.08 £829
29 38 £25

GomesW 32.90 £28
Comboord 2820 £24

Camboord 71.15 £18
Boebug 109.28 £93

8-speed Upgrade for A3000 Serieswith ICSIDE
ICS 24SSS£209

-Vou need Rise OS 3.1 and a free external IDE connector-
Checkthe version number of your IDEFS module:

press F12 and type 'Help IDEFS
If it is 3.14 or more you just pay the above prices.

if it 2.5 or more but less than 3.14

your Interface needs a modificationcosting £19.
If it is less than 2.5 please callfor advice.

!Acorn Rise PC Power Pad Dual
Power Switch

fripse 32.90 £28
Gomesw 19 98 £17

Audio 278 48 £237
Audo 297 28 £253

Acorn 86.95 £74
ScanLight256 cc 150.40 £128
ScanLight256 for A3000/3010/3020/A4000

CC 162.15 £138

ScanLight Video 256 A31O/4O0/5000/Risc PC
CC 22090£1881;

ScanLight Video 256 A3000/A4000 CC 22090E188
SCSI Interface for A300/400/540/5000/7000/
Rise PC (16 bit) Cumono 115 IS £98

Sound ByteRecorder vn 5640 £48
Atormwde ill 63 £95 J SSound Force 1Multimedia PC Speaker System

Oux*Sfu: 3995 £34
Sportster Vi 14.4 external USHobotks 11280 £96
Sportster Vi 33.6 kbs external ussobotics 179.78 £153

Rise PC7005M HD540 14" Monitor Atom 144760 £1232 Si PowerWAVE 30XG
t Rise PC7005M HD540 4xCD 14" Monitor 1496 95£1274 \ PowerWAVE 50XG
; Rise PC700 10M HD1GB 14"Monitor Acorn 1596.83 £1359 | RISC OS 3.1 Rom Pack, 3 set

Rise PC700 10M HD1GB 17" Monitor Acorn 1977.82 £1679
RiscPC700 10MHD1GB4XCD 14" Monitor 1643.83£1399
Rise PC700 10M HD1GB 4x CD 17" Monitort996 33£1699

E 16 Bit Minnie Audio Card ESP 68.15 £58
Cx 5x86-100 Card for Rise PC Aleph 397.15£338
ErgoKeyboardfor RisePC Coii'e 44.65 £38
Ethernet Interface S Access* for Rise PC/A7000

Acorn 139.83 £119
Power-tec SCSIIICard for RisePC Alsystems 20445 £174
RisePC 1 - 2 Mb VRAM Upgrade
Rise PC 2 MbVRAM Arom 229 13£195 j
RisePC(Senes Band above) SingleSliceUpgrade Ifi

Acorn 88 13 £75

Rise PC 586-100 Card
Rise PC DX2-66 Card
Rise PC DX4-100 Card

SCSIIIInterface for RisePC (32 bit)
SIMM 4 Mb 32 bit

SIMM 8 Mb 32 bit

SIMM 16 Mb 32bit
SIMM 32 Mb 32 bit
StrongARM Processor upgrade
StrongARM Processorupgrade,
bought with computer

¥.

46765 £398 |l Sportster Voice 33.6k Modem +Voyager. 12 monthsAcorn

Acorn 291.40 £248

Acorn 350 15 £298

rumono 173 90 £148
41.13 £35

Argo 404.20£344
XC8 177.43 £151

X08 420.65 £358
CC 173.90 £148

Tele-Card
Tele-Card + Teletext-Turbo
TV Tuner with Teletext

64.63 £55 $
139.83 £119

Acorn 291.40 £248

UserPortAnalogue/ MIDI forA3000Seriesand A4000) ; !l
£58

Acorn 116.33 £99

Acorn

UserPort Analogue / MIDI for A5000, RisePC
Acom 98.70 £84

Vision 24 A3000/301073020/4000 internal
HCCS 102.23 £87

Vision 24 A5000/400/300/Risc PC HCCS 102.23 £87
Vision 24 508 line A3000/3010/3020/4000 internal

HCCS 136.30 £116

Vision 24 508 line AS000/400/3007Risc PC
HCCS 136 30 £116

Vision Master Colour Monitor 15" iyamo 295.00£295
Vision Master Colour Monitor 17" vyama 49soo£498
Vision Master Colour Monitor 17" Pro iryoma 534.00£534

.!Whisper Fan Quietener (for A300/A400 Series only)
VI KS 17.63 £15

WizzoS for A5000
Zip DISC 100 Mb (needsnointerface)
Zip Pack (drive + disc) (needs

20 mo

IDE CD onlykits
- ALL ICS CD PRODUCTS REQUIRERISC OS 3.1 -

8-speed foi A3000 Series ics 2B9.os£246
8-speed for Archimedes ics 27613£235
8-speed for RisePC ics 17390£148
8-speed + HDFS for A3000 Series ics 301.98 £257
8-speed + HDFSfor RisePC ics I8800£160
IDECD Interface for A3000 Series ics 83.43 £71

VIDE CD Interface for Archimedes ics 68.15 £58

jlDE CD Interface for Rise PC ics 64.63 £55
IDE CD + HD Interface for Rise PC ics 77.5s £66

I Printers

SpaceCity,age7-9
SparkFS
SpeakingStarspell
Special
Spellingweek-by-week, xs2
Spex+ Fullversion

f !J$pex+ Home version
Splitan Image,age7-16
Splosh*
Spobbleoid Fantasy
Star Fighter 3000
Starspell
StartWrite

Stereowoild
Stigof the Dump, KS2.3 (notRise PC)
StrongGuard
Studio24 + Studio24Pro
Stunt Racer 2000 (not Rise PC)
Stunt Racer 2000 for Rise PC
Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks
Table Aliens, age8-i i
TableMate 3
TABS
TalkingAnimatedAlphabet, age3-6
TalkingClocks,ksi.2
TalkingNurseyRhymesFD,age4-6

J Talking PenDown, KSI-3
TalkingRhymesPack 1, ksi
TalkingTextease

Tanks
TechWriter

TechWriter Professional
Teletext-Turbo
Termite Basic
Termite Internet
Textease Version 2
Time Detectives... The Victorians, KS2 Sherston

fi Time Machine fourth
f TimeTraveller • Britain Since1930,KS2 IDA

Time Traveller - The Victorians. KS2 IDA
Time Traveller - Tudors S Stuarts. KS2 IDA
TinyDraw/TinyLogo, ksi.2
Tizzy'sToybox FD,age4-6

fcl TopModel
\ Topographer

Touch Type
Trace
Treeka

5 TurboDriver Canon

TurboDriver Epson Stylus 800
"'TurboDriver HP

f i Twain Canon IX incl Sean-Light Professiona

Twain Epson GT8000, 6500
Twain HP Scanjet II,He,Ilex

j TWO (Taskand Window Organiser)
TypeStudio
Undelete
Vector, age9.
VersaTile
VirtualGolf- Augusta Course
Virtual Golf
Virtualise
ViVID 20
Vox Box
Voyageof Discovery, 09c9-13
Voyager, 1 month
Voyager,6 months
Voyager, 12 months
Wardrobe, ksi

IWatch- MagicGrandad90 YearsAgo longmon 30ss £26
IWeb Designer'sToolkit n-Comp 2820 £24
I WhatDoYou Know?, age 4. CambiSoft 27.03 £231
[WinLogo, KS1-4 Longman 8460 £721
IWorld Geography Maps Micros 2820 £24I
[World Wildlife Graphics Micros 17.63 £15'
IWorraCad cut 7636 £65
IWorst Witch, age7-io(not Rise PC) Sheraion 78 20 £24
IzigZag -Vikings longmon 38 78 £33
|Zoo,KSI fopotog 19 98 £17I

Fisher

tcs

Chalksolt

Aspen

Aspex

Sherston

KuoUh

Fourth

FedNet

F.shei

Icon

Fourth

Sheraton

ASM Club

Topolog
Sherston

Longman

fopotog

Soffeoie

Doggy
Doggy

Sofleose

30.00™£30
29.38 £25
23.50 £20
48.18 £41
1I.7S £10
28.20 £24
44.65 £38

38.78 £33
19.98 £17

4465 £38
3290 £28^2
2703 £23
3055 £26
64 63 £55
32.90 £28
28.20 £24

23.50 £20
Pineapple I45.70£124

fourth 28 20 £24
fourth 28.20 £24
fourth 1880 £16

Sherston 27.03 £23K;
DalrUda 34 08 £29

Aspen 111.63 £95
Sheraton 32 90 £28

3760 £32
4583 £39

6228 £53
28 20 £24
75 20 £64

Werewolf 24.68 £21
icon 169.20 £144
Icon 224.43 £191
XOB 267 90 £228

57.58 £49

92.83 £79
56.40 £48
4935 £42
2233 £19
31.73 £27
3173 £27
31.73 £27
2933 £25
4583 £39

Spocelech 115.15 £98
Clorei 6933 £59

loio 44.65 £38
10 58 £9rWmg

ISA 19.98 £17

CC 45.83 £39
CC 45.83 £39

CC 45.83 £39

sional
filling 18 80 tlb
Riling 18 80 tlb
MMig 18 80 tlb

tcs 11.75 £10
Becbug 3290 £28

Ouonfum 17 63 £1b

4Malion 68 15 £58
Longman 47.00 £40

Fourth 1528 £13
fourth 2585 £22

Clorei 23 50 £20

iSV 12.93 £11

Clares 47.00 £40
Sherston 36.43 £31

Argo 5640 148

Argo 138.65 £118
216 20 £184

Topolog 1998 £1/

POSTAGE IS FREE
FOR PREPAID SALES IN THE UK

IDE HD + CD kits
- FOR A3000 SERIES -

- ALLICS CD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS 3.1 -
170 Mb •» 8-specd KS 40303 £343
240 Mb * 8-speed ICS 44063 £375
540 Mb * 8-speed ics 47823 £407

Hard discs & CDs
IDE CD Drive8-speed
IDE2'/i" Hard Disc, 170 Mb
IDE2'/<" Hard Disc, 240 Mb
IDE2'/." Hard Disc, 540 Mb

J| IDE 3'/," Hard Disc. 540 Mb
IDE 3-/r" Hard Disc. 1000 Mb
IDE 3'//'Hard Disc. 1.6 Gb
IDE HD Interface for A3000 Series

IDE HD Interface for Archimedes
IDE HD Interface for Rise PC
IDEHOInterface + User Port for A3000 Series

res

ICDor Second Hard Disc Fitting Kit for Rise PC

Hard Disc Cradle Kit for Archimedes
Hard DiscFitting Kitfor A3000
jHardDisc Fitting KitforA3O20
HardDiscFitting Kitfor Rise PC5Va" bay ics

JHard Disc Form Factor Converter 27," to 3'A"KS823 £7
Second Hard DiscFitting Kitfor A5000 iCS 17.63 £1
Isecond Hard Disc YPower Lead KS 8.23 £7

Removable discs

tcs 123.38 £105

ICS 99.88 £85

ICS 128.08 £109

ICS 172 73 £147

ICS 175 OS £149

ICS 21738E185

KS 280.83 £239

KS 88 13 £75

KS 70.50 £60

ICS 70 50 £60

ICS 9283 £79

PC

tcs 11.75 £10

ICS 17.63 £15

ICS 8.23 £7

KS 823 £7

KS 23.50 £20

8J-30 Bubble Jet Printer (Black)
BJ-30 Bubble Jet Printer (White)
BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet Printer (Black)Canon 210 33 £179
BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet Printer (White)Conon 210 33 £179
BJC-240 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Canon 210.33 £179
BJC-620 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Conon 381.88 £325
BJC-6xxInk Cartridge, Black High Capacity

Canon

BJC-6xxInk Cartridge, Cyan
BJC-6xxInk Cartridge, Magenta
BJC-6xxInk Cartridge, Yellow
BJC-4200 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Cane
BJC-4550 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Cone
Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Ink Cartridge, Black Co.
Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Ink Cartridge, Co!ourCanon47.00 £40
Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Ink Tank, Black Conon 10.58 £9
Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Ink Tank, Colour Conon 17.63 £15
DeskJet 340 HP 205.63 £17S

• DeskJet500 Series/ DeskwriterInk Cartridge,
Blackdouble capacity hp 7468 £21

DeskJet 500 Series Tri-chamber Colour Ink Cartridge
HP 2468 £21

DeskJet 600 Series Ink Cartridge, Black HP 24 68 £21
DeskJet600 SeriesInk Cartridge, Colour hp 2703 £23
DeskJet 690C
DeskJet 870Cxi

EP-L Toner Cartridge for LBP-4
EP-SII Toner Cartridge for LBP-8
LaserJet 5L

Stylus200
Stylus500
StylusColor 200

Canon 162 15 £138

Canon 162 15 £138

C.inun

HP 264 38 £225

HP 440 63 £375
Conon 69 33 £59
Conon 81.03 £69

HP 358 38 £305
Lpion 14805£126
Epson 287.88£245
[pion 18213£155

Other hardware
A305/310/440 RISC OS 3 Carrier Board lf£L 22.33 £19
A7000 4M HD540 Atom 1056.33£899
A7000 4MHD540 4xCD Acorn 1173.83 £9991
Auto-Scan 1438 Monitor (14") (AKF50 alternative)

Mierovirec 29963£255 ]
Auto-Scan 1450 Monitor (14") (AKF60 alternative)

Mro-owroc 229 13£1951
Backplane, 4-s!ot 4-layer withfan uri 6463 £551
Casio QV-10A Camera Acorn 408 90 £348

ta-_ColorMobile Direct Scanner forWindowsfwno. 175.08 £149
M ColorMobile OfficeScannerfor WindowsF>™<233 83£199
! DeskTV EntryCard Yeltomtone 2l73s£185|
I DeskTV Standard (with Tuner) veltovwtone 232.65 £198

DM130 Audio 108.10 £92
SDMI 50-S Audio 197.40 £168

|BErgo Keyboard Coitfe 115.15 £981
!J5 Ethernet Interface, A400 10base2+T Access*

Atormwfe 11633 £991
i' Fan Kit for A300/A400 Series KS 17.63 £15]

to p

for details

HOW TO ORDER

?!

Carriage is free within mainland UK if you pay
on ordering,
Cheques should be made payable to Ian
Copestake Limited.
You may also pay by credit card debit card or
Switch. We normally make nocharge for this,
and take no payment until goods are
despatched. We need your address as known
to the card issuer, the card numberand expiry
date, and the valid from date and issue
number if any.
Ifyou leavean order on our answering machine
please include your telephone number, your
card details as above, and your calculationof
the total payment due.
Official orders are welcome from UK edu
cational and government institutions (invoices
are due for payment within 14 days and are
subject to carriage and late payment charges).
Prices including VAT are shown in italics,
followed by the price excluding VAT: eg
"fn.75 £10". Zero-rated items are marked
VO. Please pay the amount including VAT
unless you are a VAT-registered EC customer
outside the UK, in which case please quote
your international VAT number. Ours is
GB 595 7258 84.

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit
card we will add airmail and insurance at cost.
Otherwise please add £6 (Europe) or at least
£12 (elsewhere) for each software item and
send a pounds sterling bank draft payable at

*r

IDE 3'/i" RemovableHard DiscCartridge SO310, 105 Mb
SyQuest 29.38 £25

IDE3'/r" Removable Hard Disc Cartridge SQ327, 270 Mb
SyQuest 42.30 £36

IDERemovable Hard Disc Kit for A5000, 270 Mb
KS 421.83 £359

IDERemovable Hard Disc Kit for RisePC, 270 Mb
KS 421.83 £359

Removable HardDisc FittingKit forASOOOiCS 29.38 £25
RemovableHard DiscFitting Kitfor RisePC5V." bay

:cs 23.50 £20

s Acorn portables
A-Link for Pocket Book

Flash Disc 512K for Pocket Book

Flash Disc 1 Mb for Pocket Book

MainsAdaptor for Pocket Book
Parallel Link for Pocket Book

Pocket Book II 256K

Pocket Book II 1MB

Memory

Acom 59.93 £51

Acorn 92S3 £79 j
Acom 119.85 £102

Acorn 18 80 £16

Acom 32.90 £28)
Acorn 238 53 £203

Acorn 316 OS £269

A305/310/440 1 • 4 Mb IFCL I38 65E1I8

A3000 1 - 2 Mb, Upgradable IFSL 61.10 £52

A3000 1 - 4 Mb IFIL 9988 £85

A3010 1 -2Mb IfH 4465 £38

A3010 4Mb IffL 92.83 £79

A3020/A4000 2-4Mb • IffL 86.95 £74

A5000 2 - 4 Mb IFCL 7638 £65

GamesPad Dual GamesW 35.25 £30
GamesPad Pro Dual Gomesw 39.95 £34 2| a London clearing bank, or Eurocheques for

I GT-5000 A4 ColourFlatbed Scanner(parallel port)
fpson 410 08 £349

iTV Mam 197.40 £168
Lambdal6 Worn its.IS £98
Midi Max cc 7990 £68
Midi Port Standard Podule for A5000, A7000, Rise PC

com 63.45 £54

MovieMagic CC 232.65 £198
Mozart DigitalAudio Yellowstone 69.33 £59
Parallel Port MIDIInterface csp 86 95 £74

IPD Cartridge, 650 MbRewritable Panasonic 4465 £38

not more than £100 each.

All products, prices and specifications are
offered in good faith and are subject to
availability and change without notice.Special
offers apply only while stocks last. Goods are
guaranteed but we do not supply them on
approval. Returns (in original packaging) and
cancellations can only be accepted by prior
agreement and there may be a charge to
cover the costs involved

1

Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer
Cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limited please

Dept U701B, 1 Kington road
West Kirby, WIRRAL

Merseyside, England, L48 5ET
Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax: 0151-625 1007

sales@ianco.co.uk

http://www.ianco.co.uk
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news

Xemplar makes a successful
BETT debut
IT SEEMS hard to believe that Xemplar
wasn't at last year's BEIT education show
because, then, the joint venture between
Acorn and Apple hadn't started operations.
Xemplar Education Limited wasn't
launched until April last year. So BETT'97,
at the beginning of January, was Xemplar's
BEIT debut and for its efforts, it came away
with no less than two prizes in the
Educational Computing and Technology
awards and enjoyed exceptional attendance
on its stand during the show.

Brendan O'Sullivan, Xemplar Education's
managing director, said: "To win one of the
prestigious Educational Computing and
Technology awards in our first year of oper
ation is a fantastic achievement. To win two

is a vindication that the research and devel

opment which has been invested in our
solutions has been worthwhile. The awards

confirm that our solutions-led approach is
the best for education and we are looking
forward to more wins in years to come!

"BETT '97 was a very exciting event for
Xemplar. Being the company's first BETI", it
gave us the opportunity to demonstrate and
show visitors the progress we have made in
the months since our launch. It also gave
many of us a chance to catch up with some
old friends and colleagues. Particularly
encouraging for myself was the massive
interest shown in the new technology
demonstrated on our stand, highlighting
the fact that the schools community is keen
to embrace a new era in educational IT."

And the rest...

Xemplar's award winners
were the Xemplar Junior
Toolbox for RISC OS and

the Pocket Book which won

silver awards in the Primary
Hardware and new Home

Computing categories
respectively. Meanwhile,
Acorn's StrongARM proces
sor card won a gold award
in the Secondary Hardware
category.

One of the main attrac

tions at the Xemplar stand was a working
intranet (private Internet operating over a
local network) which was also connected to
the global Internet. The 'live' stand was
designed to demonstrate how a school can
share resources, create Web pages and
connect to the Internet as well. Acorn's

Network Computer and Apple's interesting
new Newton-based eMate 300 portable
computer for schools also attracted much
attention.

The concept of the school being the hub
of a local community-wide high-tech learn
ing network was also being promoted by
Xemplar. The theory is that while children
might think they spend a lifetime behind
the school gates, in fact classes only make
up a small fraction of a typical year and an
increasing amount of learning is taking
place in the home and other places through
the use of portable computers, computers at
home and the Internet.

Xemplar also introduced its new Xemplar
Curriculum Centres (XCCs), a UK-wide
network of customer information and

support centres designed to provide guid
ance in the light of the increasing number
of curriculum initiatives in the local govern
ment, grant maintained and Independent
sectors.

Xemplar Education Limited, tel: (01223)
724200, fax: 01223 724 300. Web:

http://www.xemplar.co.uk/

ANT's Internet Suite won a gold award in the Educational Computing
and Technology awards held at the recent BETT'97 show. ANT's
award was in the Secondary Software category and director Martin
Coulson accepted his company's accolade from Gillian Shepherd MP,
the Secretary of State for Education. Coulson commented: "We are
extremely proud to have won this prestigious award and would like
to thank all the customers who nominated us. I would also like to
thank the team at ANT who have worked on developing the Internet
Suite and supporting our users in education."

Congratulations also to RComp who received the bronze award in

this category for HTMLEdit 2.
For the third year John Crick of Crick Software has scooped the

EC&T BETT Gold Award in the Special Needs category, in recognition
of the easy-to-use Clicker range of products. On collectingthe award
John Crick said: "I am extremely delighted to receive this award. I am
sure that Clicker 2 has become so successful because we were able to

incorporate so much feedback from the users themselves."
The silver award in his section went to SEMERC for the

Rollerball Plus.

In the Primary Software section SoftEase came out on top receiv
ing the Gold award for Talking TextEase. Geoff
Titmussof SoftEasesaid: 'We are absolutely delighted
to win this prestigious award, and very pleased that
so many people agree that Talking TextEase is 'simply
the best'. The Gold Award is certainly a major mile
stone on our road to success'. Science Explorer (YITM)
got Silver and Junior Sibelius received the Bronze
award.

ART also received a gold in the Secondary
Hardware section for the StrongARM.

Well done to everyone.
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US interactive TV technology deal
The Curtis Mathes Holding Corporation has
announced that the company's forthcoming line
of UniView interactive television products will be
based on ARM processor technology. Both Acom
and ARM worked together to win the Curtis
Mathes business, and Acorn User sources say
Aconi is especially pleased with the deal because
Curtis Mathes decided to drop a Motorola-based
project in favour of ARM after seeing what Acorn
had already achieved with ARM.

"By choosing Acorn's RISC-based technolo
gies, we have ensured that our products will
perform with the superior graphics and features
demanded by today's consumers," said Curtis
Mathes chairman and chief operating officer
Patrick A. Custer. "We are convinced that work

ing with Acorn will allow us to accommodate

Stop thief!
RS COMPONENTS, better known

as a supplier of electronic and
electrical components from resis
tors to batteries, is introducing
security products including
clamp plates, cable kits, screw-on
kits, notebook lock kits,
computer peripheral security
locks and base locks. Some of the

kits are also suitable for similar

sized items of equipment, like
audio and video units.

The market for solutions to

Flash byname..
THE UK'S NUMBER one modem supplier, US Robotics,
has started supplying the latest version of the best-
selling Sportster modem family. The Sportster Flash,
as its namesuggests, uses flash memory so enabling
new features to be added via software at a later

date. This has been possiblewith USR's more expen
sive Courier modems for some time.

As initially supplied, the
Sportster Flash is visually and
operationally much like its
immediate predecessor, the
Sportster Voice. This means it
can operate at either 33.6K
bits/sec or 28.8K bits/sec,

depending on the remote
service you're connected to
and it has voice and fax modes.

A free software upgrade to
update the modem's flash
memory will soon be available
to virtually double the perfor
mance of the modem when

connected to certain services.

The upgrade will add a 'x2'

our need for greater expandability in the future
to keep our products on the cutting edge."

Acorn's ART director, Peter Bondar,

commented: "This is another example of a major
company investing in the use of Acorn technol
ogy. Curtis Mathes came to us to provide a range
of technologies because they were aware of our
flexibility and experience in this market. We
were very quickly able to provide a solution for
their market requirement proving again Acorn's
ability to allow a customer a real-timc-to-market
advantage."

Curtis Mathes' UniView set-top products are
expected to retail in the US for less than $400
(£250) and the technology will also be inte
grated into a line of Curtis Mathes premier
television sets.

prevent computer theft is grow
ing very fast, with government
figures revealing that there has
been a 60 per cent rise in
computer-related theft in the last
two years, the average value of
items stolen amounts to £25,000.

Schools and homes are especially
vulnerable, exactly the kind of
place you might find an Acorn
computer.

RS Components, tel: (01536)
201234, fax:(01536)201501.

56K bits/sec mode which is steadily being supported
by an increasing number of on-line service providers.
Depending on the kind of data being transmitted, in
x2 mode, the Sportster Flash will be able to send or
receive data at around 10,000 bytes per second,
making a megabyte data transfer take less than two
minutes. Registered Sportster Flash owners will be

able to download the software

from USR's bulletin board.

UK Internet service

providers UUNET Pipex,
CompuServe, Netcom, Cable
On-Line, AOL, Cable Internet,
Virgin Net and Which On-line
have all committed to provid
ing 56Kbps dial up ports for
their users some time this

year. The Sportster Flash has a
suggested price of £229,
which includes a five year
warranty.

US Robotics Limited, tel:

(01189) 228 200, web:
http://www.usr.co.uk
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Xemplar gets
Photorealistic
Xemplar has declared that it is

committed to supporting Canon's

interesting enhanced colour

bubble jet printing technology,

called Photorealism, for RISC OS.

Drivers fully supporting Canon's

new Photorealism printers are

expected to be announced by the

end of February, according to a

Xemplar spokesman. Xemplar has

also announced RISC OS support

for selected Apple flat bed colour

scanners.

CC need ARM
programmers
If you believe you are an expert

ARM programmer and you have

nothing better to do, Computer

Conceptswould liketo hear from

you. Several contract opportunities

need to be fulfilled at CC to supple

ment in-house work. For more

information, contact Kate Moir at

CC: E-mail kate@cconcepts.co.uk, or

tel: (01442) 351 000.

Acorn re-groups
Lastyear we witnessed Acorn's

publicpartitioning into separate

business divisions, like Acorn RISC

Technology (ART), Acorn Online

Media (AOM)and Acorn Network

Computing (ANC). These divisions

had their own phone numbers and

their own distinct identities.

However, Acorn is now retreat

ing from this idea. Aninformed

source tells us that last year Acorn

felt it needed to create a new iden

tity which underlined its core

technology disciplines and sepa

rated it from the educational

computing tag, which is now

owned by Xemplar. Now it's time

to concentrate on the 'new' Acorn

as a group of companiesunder the

Acorn banner once more. The divi

sions will continue to have their

own names and identities but they

have less emphasis in the group's

public exposure.

Plus now the phone answers

'Acorn Group' once more!
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The future on the Web
is... orange
Jaffa Software, the company which
broughtyou WimpWorks, has set up
its own Web site on the Internet.

WimpWorks isa RISC OS desktop
application development tool.Jaffa
saythat insteadofsettlingfor
anotherattempt to marketa prod
uct,theirnew Website isa "dynamic
environment in which users can

exchange hintsand tipsand down
load applications developed byother
usersof WimpWorks. Youcan also

download a free demo version of

WimpWorks from the site. TheJaffa
Software sitesoundsinteresting,
even though its address -

http://www.warwick.ac.uk/~csube

- issomewhatcryptic!
You can also contact Jaffa Software

viae-mail to: jaffa@cryogen.com

CC Canon BJC-620 deal
When the original Canon BJC-620 was

launched threeyears agoithada
princely price ofover£600. Canon have

since madethe printer better,fasterand
sharper andnow CC isselling them,
complete with TurboDrivers, forjust
£279+ VAT. The Canon 600-series is

notable because ituses separate ink
cartridges foreach primary colour. You
will be able to see the Canon BJC-620

andall theother CC products, including
bargain specials onmultimedia prod
ucts, at theforthcoming Wakefield
show. Finally, networked server versions
ofImpression andArtworks now
support a wider range ofnetwork cards.

New West Midlands
Acorn usergroup
Thefirstmeeting ofa newAcorn
user group in the West Midlands was

scheduled to take place inDudley on
Friday 7th February. TheWest
Midlands Acorn User Group
(WMAUG) will then meet every
other Friday thereafterbetween 7pm
and 9pm at the St.Thomas's

Community Network,Beechwood

Road, Dudley, West Midlands.
WMAUG meeting's willfeature talks,

demonstrations, helpand support,
including annual bring and buys, etc.
Formore information, please contact

Andrew Timmins at either: e-mail

andrewtimmins@castlehighsch.camp
us.bt.com or phone: (01384) 865580
(after 5pm).
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Mapping the detectives with Sherston

SHERSTON SOFTWARE, the learning software
specialist, will feature the work of its best sell
ing author, Simon Hosier, on a CD-ROM title
for the first time. The new title, Map
Detectives, is to be released in April. Map
Detectives is an interactive multimedia-

enhanced package which teaches mapping and
compass skills.

According to Sherston, the teaching of geog

raphy is an area not particularly well served
with software. Map Detectives is aimed at 8 to
12-year-olds and was developed on Sherston's
own authoring system, Playbook. Map
Detectives will cost around £45 when it is

released in April and the CD-ROM will be
triple (Acorn/Mac/PC) standard.

Sherston Software, tel: (01666) 840 433, fax:
(01666) 840 048, e-mail: info@shcrston.co.uk

Acorn appoints second Far East agent
ACORN IS TO BE represented bya second official agentinthe Far East. Multimedia software consultancy MPT
in Japan will link Acorn directly with potential customers there. MPT is a35-strong company headed up by
Matsuo Yoshimoto. The company hasan impressive client listandhasbuilt upa reputation forInternet multi
media solutions.

MPT will provide Acorn with localised sales and marketing ofitsproduct development facilities. MPT will
also help inany work which may beneeded toadapt products ortechnology to the local requirements of
language, etc. Last year Acorn appointed Conhan Co. Ltd asitsrepresentative agency inKorea. Conhan is an
IT productand service organisation, specialising inthe multimedia and Internetrelated sectorof the Korean
technology marketplace.

Macromedia Director for PD CD-ROM
ACORN TOOK out a licence to provide support Director
for Macromedia Director multimedia applica- had actu
tions over a year ago, ostensibly for Online back she
Media set top box develop
ments. However, there is a

growing demand for the
technology to be supported
on ordinary RISC OS. New
education software company,
Inclusive Technology, has
just announced a suite of
special needs software which
was developed using a
Macromedia Director author

ing package for Apple and
Windows platforms.
Inclusive Technology's devel
opment director, 'Irish
Hornsey, told us: "We'd love
to port these programs to the
Acorn platform but Acorn
doesn't support Macromedia

When we reminded her that Acorn

ally licensed the technology some while
asked if we could find out if Acorn was

going to implement it for
RISC OS. Yes came the

answer from Acorn's ART

director, Peter Bondar:

"We should be ready to
release it in two to three

months."

Apparently develop
ment software is already
being evaluated by
selected third-party Acorn
software developers. The
arrival of Director capabil
ity will undoubtedly
provide access to an
important selection of
applications developed
using the Macromedia
technology.



RiseTV
The Award Winning Desktop Television System is only £298.45!*

*Price of the complete package including expansion card, software, postage andVAT

1 THE 1996

ACORNUSER
Awards

this is to certify that

Irlam Instruments

HAS WON FIRST PRIZE IN THE

ACORN USER AWARD CATEGORY OF

-3

Best Expansion Card

Rise TV

Rise TV is a unique multimedia digitiser complete with
built-in television tuner and audio processor. It allows
you to watch television on the desktop and digitise high
quality still images from the tuner or an external video
source.

RiseTV uses hardware to update the screen, so your
computer runs at full speed and the real-time display
is always true colour (24 bit) irrespective of screen
mode. The display can also be scaled to any size or
made full-screen.

There is simply no other expansion card which can
come close to RiseTVs image size, colour depth and
speed of update. In recognition of this performance,
Acorn User have given RiseTV the '1996 Best
Expansion Card' award.

For the Complete Picture...

Rise TV Features

O 24 bit framestore providing 16.7 million
colours updated at 50Hz.

• Real-time display sizes of over 1024 x 768.

O No DMA slot required. Rise TV even works
onA5000's!

D No processor power required to update
the video window.

O Real-time control of scaling, filtering,
contrast, brightness and saturation.

a On-board TV Tuner covers all VHF and UHF

channel frequencies.

D Tuners suitable for European and other TV
systems available on request.

O Auxiliary inputs for composite video and
S-VHS sources.

H Audio support including control of bass,
balance and treble adjustments.

D TV tuner fitted as standard.

D Modular system provides support for future
expansion and upgrade.

Optional Upgrades

A teletext hardware module is already available for
Rise TV. This comes complete with software at the
very modest price of £45.83 including VAT.

Teletext pages can be selected and viewed in the
desktop, and subsequently saved as sprite or plain
text files, for use with other applications. Fastext
and index page links are fully supported

We are working on at least one other major upgrade
to be released in the coming weeks!

Access

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei University,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH. Tel/Fax 01895 811401. Email: sales@irlam.co.uk

Please note: Rise TV works on A5000 & RISC PC machines (requires one free expansion slot). You must have
RISC OS 3.1 or later, a hard disc and 2Mb RAM minimum. Rise TV has a full 1 years guarantee. E & OE.
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CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

The UK's premier
Acorn peripherals

manufacturer

Ntf*00?

SCSI Flatbed scanner
plus SCSI II Interface

The single pass high
quality Scanflat II
range of A4 flatbed
scanners is a new

and improved
version of the highly
successful Scanflat

series. With a new

compact footprint to save space, and improved
scanning speeds, the Scanflat II provides both quality
and ease of use for the busyoffice or classroom.
Available nowin 600dpi and 800dpi versions.

♦ New versions with 400x290mm footprint
♦ High resolution Scanflat 1200 still available
♦ Line art, grey or 24-bit colour modes
♦ Pre-scan colour/brightness control
♦ Free ImageMaster Software & TWAIN driver
♦ Full I year guarantee

SCSI II INTERFACES from £66
(when bought with Scanflat II Scanner):

A3000, A30I0, A3020, A4000 £66 (£7755)
A3-10*, A4O0, A540, A5000, RiscPQ A7000i: £72 (£84.60)
Castle Technology's plug-&-play software allows up to 7 SCSI

peripherals to be connected. Free software includes
ISetup (SCSI), PhotoView, CDPIayer, and iChange FSI.

Backplane maybe required

Price in brackets includes

delivery and VAT
Brochure

Price
Offer
Price

Scanflat II 600 (600dpi) £449
(£539.33)

£249
(£304.33)

Scanflat II 800 (800dpi) £549
(£656.83)

£299
(£363.08)

Scanflat 1200 (1200dpi) £699

(£833.08)
£349
(£421.83)

ORDER NOW!

CALL 01728 621222
or order by FAX ON 01728 621179

Deliver)' £10 (£11.75 inc VAT) perorder.
Prices exclude VAT unless otherwise indicated.
Cheques (allow 5working daw toclear), debit cards (Switch &Delta),
credit cards (2% charge may apply), and educational orders accepted.
All trademarks acknowledged. E&OE

Castle Technology Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road
Framlingham Suffolk IP1391.1

e-mail: sales@casde-technology.co.uk
Web: littp:/Avww,castle-teclinology.co.uk.

SPECIAL PURCHASE
120Mb and 400Mb Hard Drives

for A3020 / A30I0 / A3000 (Rise OS 3.1 required)

120Mb

exVAT '^tP
400Mb

wat lnt delivery
ex VAT 4 va!

A3020 £90.00 £11750 £120.00 £15175

A3010 incl Interface £129.00 £16333 £159.00 £l9a58

A3000 incl Interface £129.00 £16333 £159.00 £19858

A further unexpected bulk purchase allows this unbeatable
offer to be repeated - order NOW to avoid disappointment!

Get one of our Special Offer hard drives and dramatically increase the
power of your Acorn. Fit it yourself - no special knowledge is required and

no extra parts are needed. Just connect and go!

♦ Easy to fit
♦ Uses Rise OS 3.1 for full compatibility
♦ All drives formatted and soak tested

♦ Full I year guarantee
♦ 500Mb also available

AN EXPANDABLE SCSI EXTERNAL

D-ROM
For any Acorn computer

(except A4)

Available now!

Call 01728 621222

300 Kb/sec CD-ROM

Tray loading CD

Volume control

Headphone socket

*Spare slot
(for other SCSI devices)

SCSI cable

SCSI terminator

SCSI ID selector

Daisychain PSU

Whisper-quiet fan

Combo Case with CD-ROM

SCSI II INTERFACES from £66
(when boughtwith CD-ROM):

A3000, A30I0, A3020, A4000 £66 (£7755 Km)
A31a, A400, A540, A5000, RiscPC, A700ff £72 (£84.60 inc VAT)
CastleTechnology's plug-&-play softwareallows up to 7 SCSI

peripherals to be connected. Free software includes

ISetup (SCSI), PhotoView, CDPIayer, and iChange FSI.
Backplane maybe required

for only

£99
(£128.08 inc

DELIVERY & VAT)

The unique expand
ability of SCSI makes
it so easy to install
extra SCSI hardware,
and Castle Technology
is delighted to be able
to make this once-

in-a-lifetime CD-ROM

offer. Make use of the

wealth of CD-ROM

material available as

well as playing audio
CDs direct from your
computer.

Own internal PSU

SCSI in & expansion
Phono output (to hi-fi etc)

Replay, Audio player,
PhotoCD etc compatible

*(Jse spare slot for
other SCSI devices:

Hard drives up to 2Gb from
£39 (100Mb), Panasonic PD

(600Mb optical + CD),
SyQuest, Jazz, Zip etc.

removable drives.

Faster CD-ROM drives are

available as an option -
Call for details



news

Argo's Sound Byte recorder Switching on special needs
ARGO INTERACTIVE

has produced a low
cost digital sound
recording kit called
the Sound Byte
Recorder. The £49

package includes a
microphone and the
Sonor sound editing
program. The micro
phone plugs directly
into the mic socket

of most Acorn

computers and can be used with other audio recorders, like tape
recorders, for example. You don't even need to use the micro
phone of course, simply record from a suitable audio source using
a direct lead.

Argo Interactive Ltd, tel: (01243) 815 815, fax: (01243) 815 805,
e-mail: info@argonet.co.uk

Weather Reporter gets
an update
THE AUTOMATIC data logging
weather station supplied by The
Advisory Unit/Computers in
Education, has been endowed with
new software which aims to make

the weather station faster and easier

to use.

The Weather Reporter hardware
comprises a mast which installs on a
roof and is linked via a cable to your
computer. The mast can measure and
log wind speed, direction, temperature and rain fall 24 hours, 365
days a week. Virtual reality may be very trendy hut a resource like
this, relating what is actually happening all around you, tends to
generateadded fascination and interest among students.

The complete Weather Reporter outfit is priced £395 + VAT,
however, existing users can upgrade their software only for just
£55 + VAT.

The Advisory Unit, tel: (01707) 266714, fax: (01707) 273684, e-mail:
sales@advisory-unit.org.co.uk

THE ACE Centre, based at

Ormerod School in

Headington, near Oxford,
has announced a new

program which was devel
oped in conjunction with
SEMERC. HotSpots is an
interface program which
enables special needs switch
gear to control other
programs instead of using a
mouse or a touch screen.

HotSpots works by providing a numberof hidden command buttons on
the screen that can be revealed by operating the switch. Users can then
scan through the commands and choose the correctone at the right time
by continuing to use the switch. The ACE Centre believes its mouse alter
native is simplerand easier to use than others on the market.

The ACE Centre, tel: (01865) 63508, fax: (01865) 750188, e-mail:
acecent@dircon.co.uk

Dod made a go-kart.

LHIL^3 IS

Smiles please for Irlam
EPSON'S NEW PhotoPC 500 digital camera can now be used on the
Acorn platform thanks to Irlam Instruments. The PhotoPC 500
looks very much like a traditional 35mm compact camera but
where you might find the film chamber you will instead find 2Mb
of memory for storing 30 or 60 images, according to the resolution
mode selected.

The maximum frame resolution of the PhotoPC 500 is 640x480

pixels, captured in 24-bit colour. JPEG-style image compression is
used to reduce the 900K of raw image data down to a more
manageable 68K per picture. To double the number of pictures
which can be stored on the PhotoPC 500, you simply switch to a
half-resolution 320x240 mode. Add-on RAM is available to boost
the image capacity to 200 shots. A built-in flash with red-eye
reduction is featured.

The Irlam contribution is the Epson to Acorn transfer software
which accesses the camera's memory via a serial port connection.
You are able to view thumbnails of images stored in the camera
and then selectively download the images required. Images can
also be exported in standard JPEG or Acorn Sprite format.

Irlam is selling the Epson PhotoPC as an Acorn-ready kit for
£499 including VAT.

Irlam Instruments, tel/fax: (01895) 811401, e-mail:
saIes@irlam.co.uk

Atari compatibility card?
ACCORDING TO THE Acorn CyberVillage
on the Web, a German company is possibly
building a Motorola 68030 co-processor
card for the Rise PC, expressly to provide
Atari TT emulation. Now defunct, Atari at

one time had a huge following in Germany
and there are still a sizeable number of

Atari devotees. The Atari TT was one of the

last computers Atari produced before it
went under.

The TT was the ultimate development of
the once-common Atari ST. While the latter

was mainly used for games and MIDI music
work, the TT was considered - in its time -
to be a powerful workstation for CAD and

other graphics applications. Several German
software houses produced some interesting
graphics packages for the Atari platform.

Although Acorn Germany was a victim of
Acorn's recent re-structuring, it too has an
enthusiastic following there, partly through
the demise of Atari and its rival
Commodore. In a sense, Acorn has replaced
the Atari TT/ST and the Commodore Amiga
as the German computer enthusiasts' icon
which represents defiance against the
Wintel bandwagon. So, we shouldn't be
surprised to hear that a German company
might be building an Atari emulation for
the Rise PC.

That German company is apparently
Riscy Bits of Bonn. Acorn CyberVillage
suggests the card will be the hardware for
an Atari TT emulator and it might even
include Atari's much-vaunted DSP (digital
signal processor) which would enable it to
emulate an Atari Falcon games console. We
tried repeatedly to contact Riscy Bits, but
despite leaving messages on its answering
machine, we were unable to get a response.
If we have any further news we will bring it
to you as soon as we can.

Riscy Bits are at: EriedrichstraDFe 47
53111 Bonn, tel: +49 228 690 034, fax: +49
228 690 034.
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The Java question
THERE SEEMS to be some confusion

regarding the implementation of Java, the
computer language developed by Sun
Microsystems for cross-platform
client/server computing on the Internet.
Will Acorn support Java or not? seems to
be the question of the moment. A rumour
apparently started on the Internet that
Java would not be implemented by Acorn.

This is odd because one of the funda

mental requirements of a Oracle
reference platform Network Computer is
that it supports the running applications

written in Java. Acorn has already
demonstrated Java applications running
on the NC it has developed tinder
contract for Oracle.

Acorn has made clear that it will not be

implementing its own version of JavaOS,
an operating system designed specifically
for NCs. As featured in last month's issue,
Acorn's NC chief, Malcolm Bird, says
there is no requirement for an alternative
to the RISC OS-based NC operating system
(NCOS) Acorn already has and that's
exactly what JavaOS would represent.

It would be very odd indeed if Acorn
did not extend its Java support to RISC
OS as much of Acorn's and Xemplar
Education's future strategy for RISC OS is
Internet-related and if you don't have
Java in your Internet armoury (pardon
the pun) you might as well sit on the
sidelines. The inclusion of Java is just as
important as ensuring Web browsers are
up-to-date with the latest version of
HTML, for example. The speculation that
RISC OS would be Java-less seems to have
been conceived rather prematurely.

Cumana launches portable PD CD-ROM drive
THE PARALLEL proTeus is the name of
Cumana's new portable CD-ROM drive,
which can also function like a slow external

hard drive. The drive is a PDdevice, PD being
a standard developed by Panasonic and
others, which enables a PD-enabled CD-ROM
drive to accept re-writable optical disc-
cartridges as well as conventional read-only
CD-ROMs. For ordinary CD-ROMs, Cumana's
Parallel proTeus operates at 6X speed, while
the PD section can store up to 650Mb of data
per PD disc cartridge.

The drive is housed in a tough metal case
and can be attached to both Acorn

machines (second generation models with
bi-directional parallel ports) and PCs. Spare
PD cartridges cost £30, which means each
disc will store nearly 22Mb of data for a

PCs meet NCs
WHILE NETWORK Computers (NCs) will find their niche, they won't
fulfil thedreams of ubiquity which are hoped forby proponents of the
NC industry. That's a rough summary of the latest report on NCs from
the influential market intelligence form, Forrester Research. Their
report predicts that ordinary dumb terminals will become extinct
because of the NC but PCs will emerge virtually unscathed from an
assault by the introduction of NCs. Much of the current optimism in
Acorn's future prospects rides on the back on the expected success for
its NC products.

"Sun and Oracle have visions of NCs dethroning Microsoft-powered
PCs from the corporate desktop but companies will not dump their
huge installed base of PCs when these devices finally ship," says Tom
Rhinelander, Forrester analystand reportauthor, He adds:"NCs will be
very successful, though as replacements for the millions of existing
dumb terminals. Companies are scrambling to get all their users on the
Intranet and NCs offer IT a less expensive way of upgrading terminal
users on the Internet and Java capabilities than complex hard-to-
manage PCs.

"Upgrading dumb terminal users to NCs will finally allow IT to ditch
PROFS and other legacy applications while simultaneously opening up
the exploding Intranet development to a whole new set of users."
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single pound or less than 5p a Mb. The
recommended price for the Parallel proTeus
is £449.

Meanwhile, Cumana has made some

enhancements to its 32-bit DMA SCSI II card.

The driver is fully compliant with all the
latest Acorn models and RISC OS releases, as
well as StrongARM. On-board flash memory
should also make it future proof. New icon
bar tools enable multiple drives to be
stacked in order to save space and you can
define different icons to represent different
drives. PC formatted media is also

supported, so SyQuest and the new proTeus
drives can now be used. Finally, most
mapping and configuration options can be
managed from the drive's icon bar.

Cumana, tel: 0114-281 3344, fax: 0114-243 9306

Rhinelander added:"With basic Internetand Javacapabilities similar to
PCs, NCs allow corporate developers to target all employees with new
applications and information."

Forrester also makes a surprising prediction that IBM will establish
itself as the leading NC vendor, overtaking NC pioneers like Sun and
Oracle andothersmaller vendors like Acorn. Forrester suggests IBM will
offerfree serversoftwareand NCs plusserverbundlesas well as termi
nal replacement programsto jump-startthe NC market.

The problem with Forrester's view of the NC market is that it seems
to ignore a basic concept which drives the NC cause along; that the NC
will strive to be as ubiquitous as the telephone. French telephone
subscribers can already replacetheir printed phone bookwith a Minitel
terminal. An NC is an infinitely more powerful device than a Minitel -
which, incidentally is a dumb terminal! However, mass-market NCs
need cost no more than a Minitel to make.

It is probably wrong to expectthe NC revolution to sweep away the
PC. However, there are plenty who would also say the assumption that
NCs will simply replacea relatively small number of dumb terminals in
niche markets- is equallyflawed. Forrester's report is called "PCs Meet
NCs" and is part of Forrester's Computing Strategies research service.
Forrester'sweb site is at http://www.forrester.com



10 Reasons

to Buy from BEEBUG
^ 0% Finance

Over 20 months.

Subject to status

i/ FREE Subscription
to RISC User
Magazine
12 months of the leading
Acorn subscription magazine
(RRP £24)

l/ FREE Ovation
Desktop Publisher
RRP £81

Upgradable to Ovation Pro
for £116.33

l/ FREE Technical
Support
12 months free technical

support

l/ 14 Years
experience in the
Acorn market

^ Attractive Trade in
discounts
Your dataand upgrades will be
transferred to your new system
at no charge

l/ Comprehensive
range of Acorn
related products

^ Acorns largest
dealer and an
Acorn Centre of
Technology

^ Large Showroom

^ All hardware
upgrades fitted free
of charge
If ordered at the same time as
your Rise PC.
Windows and other software can
beinstalled and configured for a
small charge

Rise PC700 4Mb HD540,
Rise PC700 4Mb HD540 CD,
Rise PC700 10Mb HD1Gbr
Rise PC700 10Mb HD1Gb CD,

with AKF60 monitor
with AKF60 monitor
with AKF60 monitor
with AKF60 monitor

Upgrades
VisionMaster 15" add
VisionMaster 17" add
VisionMaster Pro 17" add

8Mb SIMM
16Mb SIMM
32Mb SIMM
1Mb VRAM (expandable)
2Mb VRAM

CD Drive Eight Speed IDE
CD Drive Twelve Speed IDE
CD Drive Twelve Speed SCSI

StrongARM Upgrade - Offer until end Feb '97
SCSI I Interface
SCSI II Interface

£44.62

£311.37
£395.62

£43.50
£75.00

£170.00

£85.00

£128.00

£113.98

£172.73

£182.13

£116.33 with Rise PC
£116.33
£205.63

PC DX2-66 Card £175.07 with Rise PC (£292.58 without)
PC DX4-100 Card £233.83 with Rise PC (£351.33 without)
PC 5x86 Card £351.33 with Rise PC (£468.83 without)
IPC Pro Upgrade (incl PC Exchange) £49.00

If upgrading the original 540Mb or 1Gb hard drive, deduct £50 or £65
respectively from the following prices;
1Gb Drive IDE £205.63
2GB Drive IDE £287.88
1GB Drive SCSI £304.33
2GB Drive SCSI £434.75
4GB Drive SCSI £787.25

Windows 95 OEM (CD)
Windows Workgroups 3.11 OEM (CD)

BEEBUG Ltd, 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts AM 4JS
Tel: 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 email: saJes@beebug.co.uk

All prices include VAT Courier delivery £11.75

£92.00
£64.63



id Showroom qpen Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices INCLUDE VAT) Carriage not included

CD-ROM Drives
Multi-Session. PholoCD. CD-DA. While & Green Book
compatible. SCSI diives require SCSI card with
CDFS>2.20
Carriage: a=£2, b=£6. c=£B

Internal ATAPI C^ROWFDrives
Panasonic 8xCD ATAPI (Tray) £80b
Cable &Fitting Kif £10a
Above drives .ire compatible With BiscPC.'A7000 only.

Internal SCSI Drives (Tray)
Sony 2x CD SCSI 275ms £80b
Pioneer 12x CD SCSI 130ms £Callb

External SCSI CH-ROM Drives
Sony 2x CD SCSI&sms £135c
Pioneer 12x CD SCSI i3omS ECallc

For SCSI interfaces refer to Hard
Disc section adjacent.

ll3rQ UISCS Canv. a=£2. b=£6, c=£8
IDE 3%" Bare Hard Drives
Seagate (Connor) 1Gb £150b
IBM 2.1Gb £200b
ForA3000'A3010 hard discs see Hard Card section below.

SCSI 3%" Bare Hard Drives
IBM 540Mb £170b
Fujitsu 1Gb £250b
IBM 2Gb £300b
Syquest Removable SCSI Drives
All following Syquost Drives include a Cartridge.
105Mb Internal C109b
EZ230 External £242c
270Mb Internal E165b
270Mb External C245c

IDE interface £85b
Morley Uncached £113b
Morley Cached £165b
Cumana SCSI II £175b
PowerTec SCSI2 £195b

External case/psu £90c

105Mb Cartridge C29a
E2135MbCart>. £20a
EZ230Mb Cartr. £21 a
270Mb Cartridge £40a

Hard Disc Interfaces/Accessories
50-50CSCSICble£10a
25D-50CSCSICbl£10a
SCSI2-50C Cable £18a
SCSI2-25D cable £18a
50IDC4-way SCSI£10a
50C Terminator £10
50HPC Terminator £15
2nd IDE Drive Kit £15a

RiscOS Computer Systems
All include 1yr on-site maintenance. 3yrOn-site isavailable. Carriage Included on computer systems.ForPCCards see
section below. Allmachinos are single slice &have a backplane fittod oxcopt tho 4Mb machines.

Special Offers - Trade-in your old; RiscOS, PC, Amiga or Ataricomputer-for
a £200 discount! Purchase any Acorn computer (not incl NetStations) and
get a TopicArtCD AND (QuickTile OR QuickLynk+5m cable) FREE.
Computer Model with i 14" Monitor 17" Monitor No Monitor
NetStation (28k modem or 10bT Ether) £725 £1100 £460
A7000 4MHD540 £1099 £1475 £835
A7000 4MHD540+8xCD- ,,,; £1169 £1545. £905
RiscPC700 4MHD540 £1299 £1675 £1030
RiscPC700 4MHD540+8xCD £1369 £1745 £1100
RiscPC700 5MHD540 £1449 £1825 £1180
RiscPC'700 5MHD540+8XCD £1519 £1895 £1250
RiscPC700 10MHD1Gb..- £1599 £1975 £1330
RiscPC700 10MHD1Gb+8xCD £1669 £2045 £1400
Deduct £65 for liyama MF-8617E or Add £5 for ilyama MT-9017E.
StrongARM (when purchased with a RiscPC) £116
20/20 Finance on Acorn computers - -20% deposit &20 interest
free monthly payments. Loans from £700(min) - £2000. Subject to status.

zip/jaz Drives
• zip & jaz Drives work just like hard drives
except they are removeable. letting you
instantly access files and applications.
• zip drives use 100Mb capacity discs &jaz
drives use 540Mb/1Gb discs allowing any
number of discs giving unlimited capacity.
• The drives are fast. Data transfer speeds
around 1Mb/s for zip drives & >2.3Mb/s for jaz
drives - ideal to backup your hard drive.
• Each drive comes with 1 year warranty and a
starter disc.
• These drives require a SCSI card that is
suitable for removeable devices.

Internal zip drive (5%") £145c
External zip drive £145c
Single 100Mb zip Cartridge £15a
Pack of 6 zip Cartridges £65b
Internal 1Gb jaz drive (31/2") £350c
External 1Gb jaz drive £430c
Single 540Mb jaz cartridge ECall
Single 1Gb jaz cartridge £73a

QuickLynk (vi 04) £32a
With 5m Local Cable E39a
With 10m Local Cable £45a
With 20m Local Cable £52a
QuickLynk allows you to access another
unattended RiscOS computer remotely using
the serial port via modems or locally using a
cable to connect the 2 computers. Each
computer can be configured to ailow access
to any attached tilingsystem device eg ADFS,
IDE, SCSI, CDFS, etc. Once connected, files
can be transferred to/from the remote
computer. Other features include password
access, auto dialler with phone book and chat
mode to send messages to remote computer/
user. Transfer rates up to 1.9 kbytes/s can be
achieved with older computers, eg. A410,
A3000, rising to 11.-1 kbytes/s on the RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limited by the
speed of the serial port. QuickLynk cannot at
present be used directly Irom programs/
command line. Requires RiscOS 3.10 or
greater, ring for details.

TopicArt
TopicArtCDI £20a
This CD-ROM Contains over 2000

ClipArt files, each in Draw,
Artworks & EPS formats

+ Replay Movies & demos

Floppy discs £8a each
Singlediscclipart containing approx. 50 highquality
draw format clip art images on each disc, on a single
subject. Comes with mono roforonco sheet. 20 subjects
are available now. Please specify when ordering; Site
licence is included;

1 General '
2 Transport
3 Costumes
4 Entertainment
5 Bugs 2 Slugs
6 Road Signs -
7 Sports Equipment
8 Sports Figures
9 Dinosaurs
10 Symbols

11 Tools
12 AnimalsGB
13 Chemical Hazard Signs

•''.,114 Fire/Emergency Signs
MIS Hazard Signs

.. 16 Safety Signs
—17 Xmasl

18 Xmas2
19 Xmas3
20 Xmas4

QuickTile (vi.o3) £29a
QuickTile allows you to create
posters from ANY RiscOS
application, including Impression.
Simply enter the size of poster
required 8c select PRINT from the
application! QuickTile. does the
rest, printing each tile with crop
marks and tile references. New
features include the facility to
print inverted crop marks or no
crop marks. QuickTile can only
be used with the RiscOS printer
Driver or TurboDrivers.

Requires RISCOS 3.10 or later.
Return disc to upgrade for £4.
Upgrade from Tiler for £18.

to Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices INCLUDE VAT) The lowest prices without compromise

RiscPC PC Cards
ArUpgrado Irom ACA42 or bought
RiscPC, B=purchascd separately. Carr,: £6
PCCard A B
5x86-100 £350 £460
486DX4-100 £230 £350
486DX2-66 £175 £290
PC Pro (without PCExchango) £40
Window '95 CD (Full) £90a
The abovecan bo installeddirectlyIromCD
without previously installing PCD(JS/MS-DOS

CarnageTi

StrongARM Upgrade £275b
2nd Slice with PSU £117c
2nd Slice without PSU £90c
YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70a

mw-m
>r Sound Cards

le current price trend is up as at 03/02/96.
The (ollowing prices are whilst stocks last.

RiscPC/A7000 SIMMS
4Mb £25a|8Mb £30a
16Mb £62a|32Mb £125b
RiscPC VRAM
1Mb2nd user £45|2Mb £120
1-2Mbu/g (exchange) £90
Call lor details ol memory (or other models.

ii',L^Tnir^7T(»rrnnTTn<roi
Older computers willregime an adaptor E12

AKF50 14"0.28dp £315
Ilyama MF-8617E 17" £575
Highspec FST Tube with0.26" dot pitch

Ilyama MT-9017E 17" £645
VeryHighspec Diamondtron tube. 0,25' stripe

rmters (Carriage £8)
Canon BJC-240 £200
Canon BJC-4100 £220
Canon BJC-4200 £250
Canon BJC-4550 (A3) £360
Canon BJC-620 rraodpi) £350
HP LaserJets Printers ECall
Add £47 to above printers (or TurboDriver

A30X0EtherLan102 £140
ArchiEtherLan514 £140
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602 £120
Add E17 to above pricos lor Access*.

Portable Computers

Pocket Book II (1Mb) £315b
Psion 3a NEW 3c
1Mb RAM £290 £320
2Mb RAM £320 £385
AutoRoute Express UK/EIro C62n
- one of the best packages (or the PB/3r
A-Link £59a
Parallel Link £28a
128k RAM SSD £48a
256k Flash SSD £53a
PB'Ps3 Games ECalla

PC Serial Link C60n
Mains Adaptor El8a
512k RAM SSD El 35a
512k Flash SSD E89a

3amosE38i

Hardware Upgrades
24M6 Card (1Mb) £450b
FPA for 25MHz ARM3 £67a
iTVTVTuner+TT u only) £100b
Joystick l/F (Not riscpc) £30a
Logitech Mouse (Acorn)£26a
Midi Max Card (CC) £79b
Movie Magic (1 only) £250b
Scart Cable (9ori5pm) £12a
Serial Upgrade (A3000) £27a
25W Speakers (mains) £35b
80W Speakers (mains') £40b

14.4 Voice Sportster £115
33.6 Voice Sportster £180
Modems come with a 25-25 PC wired cable 8
25-9 adaptor which may hinder the printer port.
A 9-25 way cables is available at E10 See
below. A3k/Archi req. Archi wired cable.

ANT Internet Suite II £115a
ArcFax £32a
Dual Serial Card £104b
9-25 Archi or PC Wired Modem Cable £12oa.
3-way Serial T-Switch (incl. comm. cablo) E32

K-HiiiHi-icnnn
ScanLight Video 256 £215
Epson Colour Scanners, include 'TWAIN 8
ImageMaster lor RiscOS. Bundles include
CorelPamt 8 OCR software lor PC's/PC Cards.

GTx-5000 Para bundle £369
GTx-5000 SCSI bundle £425
GT-5000 SCSI (bare) £369
GTx-8500 Para bundle ECall
GT-8500 (bare) £529
GTx-9500 bundle ECall
GT-9500 (bare) £679

Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St. STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 OBT

Hard Cards/Multi-Pods I Books (No VAT)
A3010 Hard Disc Multi-Pod
80Mb+User Port £210
130Mb+User Port £275
160Mb+UserPort £320
A3000 IDE Hardcards
80Mb + User Port £170
130Mb + User Port £210
160Mb + User Port £255

rinter Consumables
riage: £2 lor Cartridges, £8 lor Toner

BJ-10(BC-01) £1
BJ-210(BC-05) £28
BJC-600 Series

BJI-201HCbkBlack£10
BJI-201bk Black £6
BJI-201C/M/Y £8ea.
BJC-800

BJI-643 Black £18
BJI-643C/M/Y £23 ea.
Epson Stylus Colour
EpsonStylusColourII
C3903A Toner(LJ5P)
EP-LToner (LBP-4/HPLJIII)
HP 92274A Toner (HP LJ4L)

BJ-200 (BC-02) £19
BJ-300 (BJI-642) £16
BJC-4000 Series
BCI-21Bk Black £9
BCI-21C Colour £17
BC-20 Fast Black £28
HP DeskJets
Mono £23
Colour £25
Black £16/Colour £26
Black £20/Colour £26

£64
£64
£60

Swllt24 Mono/Colour Ribbon

age: fo bonolit personal callers to our
showroomcarriage is itemisedseperatoly,The
carriage indicated is for single items. Please
call us lor total carriage when ordering more
than one item since it is not cumulative.
Terms: Allprices include VATexcept books.
Carriage is not included unless olherwise
stated. Carriage charges apply to mainland UK
(excluding remote areas. Scottish Highlands.
Chann Isles, IOM),elsewhere at cost. Orders
MUSTbo accompanied by a phone number.
Prices and spec's subject to change without
notification.Goods subject to availability.
Goods not offeredon trialbasis. Restocking
fee on non-faultyreturns. Officialorders

le from educational institutes, chq with
nder £30. ESOE.

E8/E16

Acom HISCOS3 PRM'S
Acorn Volume 5a PRM
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
Acorn RiscPC Tech Rel Manual
ArlWorksMado Easy (Dabs)
Budget DTP (Dabs)
'C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs)
RiscOS 3 Firsl Steps (Dabs)

Proqramminq (or All (Be

£99.95c
£29.95b
£19.95b
£49.95c
£5.00a
£5.00a

£5.00b

£5.00a

iM's (Carriage £2) | Games (Carriage £2)
oltwaro

Artworks on CD (CC) (Carriage £6) £110
ClipArl CD 1/2 (CC) £21 each
Dinosaurs (Microsoft) £44
Dune II (Eclipse) £41
Granny's Garden CD £32
Guardians ol the Greenwood £51
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia £20
Kiyeko ECalla
Musical Instruments (MS) £44
My 1st Incred. Amazing Dictionary(DK) £36
PB Bears Birthday Party £37
RiscDisc Vol 1 /2CD £17/ £20
Simon Hie Sorcerer CD £41
The Way Things Work (DK/IMS) £44
Ultimate Human Body (DK/IMS) £44

pplications
oarrlngo: B=EZ, b=E6, c=£8
Acorn C/C++ (Acorn)
Advantage(Longman)
ANT Internal Suite (ANT)
ArcFax (David Pilling)
AilWorks (CC)
Card Shop (Clares)
Chameleon 2 (4Mation)
Compression (CC)
DatnPower (IOTA)
DaVinci (Spex)
Dlso Rescue ?.(Look)
Easy C*. (Beebug)
Eureka v3 (Longman)
FiroWorkz Pro (Colton)
Font Diroctory2 (Look)
Font FX (DalaStore)
Hatchback (4Mation)
HTML Edit 2 (R-Comp)
lmagoFS2 (Alt Publ)
Image Otitlmer (IOTA)
Impression Stylo / Publisher
Impression Graphics Loaders (CC)
Impression Text Loaders (CC)
MacFS / MacFS Lite (CC) £89a / £53a
Ovation Pro Limited Oder (3 copies) £150b
PC Pro (without PCExchange) £40a
PC Pro (with PCExchange) £50a
PC Sound Professional (R-Comp) £25a
Personal Accounts (Apr) £44a
PhOtoDesk Light (Spacetech) £120b
PhotoDosk2 (Spacctcch) £245b
Prophet (Apricoto) £171a
Resullz (Colton) £88a
Rhapsody (Clares)v3 £87a
S-Base2 Personal / Developer £57 / £115c
ShapoFX(Datastora) Ei2a
Sibelius Junior £50

Sibelius 6 / 7 £206b / £9S0b
Slcuth2 (Beebuq) E110a
SparkFS (Pilling) £24a
Speech 2! (Superior) £24a
StrongGuard (ARMClub) £22a
Studio24 Pro (Pineapple) £130b
Textures (R-Comp) £10a
TouchTypo(IOTA) £45a
Top Model (Spacoloch) £115a
TurboDrivors Canon/HP or Epson(CC) £50a
Vector (4Malion) £86a
Web Designers Toolkit (R-Como) £27a

Ai::n HIS)
Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb
Break 147/Superpool
Burn Out (Oregon)
Carnage Inc (4D)
Chocks Compendium
Chuck Rock (Krisalis)
Crystal Maze (Sher)
Cyber Chess (4D)
Darkwood (Eclipse)
Dune II(lloppy)(Eclipse)
Empire Soccer (Maglm)
E-Type Compend. (4D)
E-Type 2 (4D)
Fire 8 Ice (Times Warner)
Global Eftect (Eclipse)
GODS (Krisalis)
Haunted House (4D) 2Mb
Holed Out Compendium
James Pond (Krisalis)
Krisalis Collection
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris)
Magic Pockets (Reneg)
Play il again Sam 2/3
Populous (Krisalis)
Real McCoy 2/3/4
Repton 3/4 (Superior)
Sally 8 Wally(Orogan)
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D)
Scrabble (US Gold)
Sim Cily 2000 (RPC/A5k)
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb
Spobblooid Fantasy (4D)
Starfighter 3000 (Fednot)
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D)
Tanks (Werewoll)
Time Machine (4D)
Virtual Goll(4D) 2Mb

Wolfenstein 3D

£27
£27
£23
£20
£27
no

£26
£27
£28

£1(
£25
£22
£23

£22 each
£25

£27 each
£22 each

£23
£27
£24
£34
£35
£28

£27
£27
£23
£20
£27

£20

HEsmmism&M
10/10 Series £20 each

EarlyEssentials (over 7), English(6-16yrs),
French (8-16yrs). Junior Essentials (5-11).
Maths (Number) (6-16),Maths (Algebra) (6-
16). Maths (Statistics) (6-16). Spelling (over 9)
FunSchool3 (under5. 5-7.orover7) £19
Fun School 4 (under 5, 5-7, or over 7) £19
Granny's Garden (lloppy)(4M) £27
Maths Circus (4Matlon) £29
Naughty Stories Volumes 1 or 2 £58 each
Ploydays (Gameswaro) £24
Ridiculous Rhymes ECall
Rosie 8 Jim - Duck loses its Quack £10
Rosie 8 Jim - Jim gels the sneezes £10

Tel: 0161-474 0778
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Heated debate about
Hexachrome printing
Commercial colour printing has used the stan
dard Cyan (C), Magenta (M), Yellow (Y) and Key
Black (K) colour printing system for decades and
computers have become the most efficient way
of converting colour imagery, graphics and DTP
into separate CMYK components. This informa
tion is printed onto the film used to make the
aluminium plates for offset lithographic presses.

The main problem with this system is that the
number of colours that can be reproduced with
CMYK inks on white paper is limited and espe
cially so with blues. Oranges can often slip into
brown and solid, deep blues and greens can only
be reproduced using extra, colour-matched inks.
For instance, the blue of the Barclays Bank logo
requires special additional printing with the
exact blue ink after the standard CMYK process.
Hexachrome, is not four-colour separation, but
six-colour including orange and green compo
nents which expands the colour gamut consid
erably, and addresses the problems in
reproducing vivid greens, oranges and blues.

In the last few weeks there has been much

debate on the newsgroups, especially Argonet, as
to the efficacy of developing Hexachrome for the
Acorn. The best candidate for Hexachrome would

be Ovation Pro which at the time of writing is
being enhanced with colour separation capabil
ity. But is it truly necessary? Only a small minor
ity of publications use five-, six- and even
seven-colour separations and this is usually for
ultra-high quality reproduction of professional

photography. Most commercial colour printers
are only equipped with four-colour offset
machines and even if you do see a six-colour
machine the penultimate press is usually reserved
for a spot colour and the last for varnishing. The
extra expense involved in this specialised print
ing is contributed to by the reproduction house
that produces the printer's film.

There is enormous expertise to be found in
Acorn reprographics bureaux who can produce
the quality of film required for good four-colour
printing, but this has come from years of experi
ence and hexachrome has not even been written

for Acorn DTPpackages.
There is a likelihood that print quality could

be reduced with hexachrome as the colour

curves which have taken years for Acorn repro
houses to tune, to suit their imagesctting equip
ment and printing machinery, would become
obsolete.

Only rarely do 1 see four-colour printing used
to its full potential, so with the added expense
of hexachrome and the technical problems that
inevitably arise with new technologies, many
recognise the pitfalls of turning to hexachrome.
The Acorn DIP world is anxiously awaiting
Ovation Pro's colour separation capabilities and
although the importance of five, six, even
seven-colour separation is recognised by Acorn
software programmers and repro experts, we
may be worse off waiting extra months for a sys
tem that is years ahead of its time.

Picture of the month
IAN MCKERETH is this month's

winner with a boat created

solely in DaVinci. This fine
demo of what can be achieved

using DaVinci was completed in
around 40 hours. This re-affirms

DaVinci 90 as a powerful, easy-
to-use base 3D graphics applica
tion and it is a shame that the

next versions originally
expected this year, 180 and 270,
have been put on hold for
financial reasons.

Ian has certainly taken the
package through its paces creat
ing a technically accurate and
complex model of this ship. He
used ArchiTech Shapes utility to
create shapes to pinpoint accu
racy and all the curved surfaces
were made using the TextoAtec
converter from Aspex. Congrat
ulations on winning the mort
gage-shrinking £20 prize.

DaVinci is

capable of
producing
some superb
results

Contacting me

You can contact the graphics and DTP page by
writing to me, Jack Kreindler at Acorn User,
Media House, Adlington Park, MacclesfieldSK10
4NP, or by e-mail to augrafix@idg.co.uk.

Sink or swim

Two months ago the Graphics Page
featured an article which spokeof
the excitingprospective hardware
that Pete Bondar was more than

alludingto at Acorn World1996,

and the 3Dgraphicssoftware that
could run on it. Somepeople wrote
in expressing their disagreement

with myview and predictionsof the
future of Acorn 3Dmodelling

packages, in the light of the
powerful new hardware to come.

It was strongly suggested in a

few letters that the magazine has
some kind of exclusive deal with

Sincronia, the authors of Top Model,
that the intention of the magazine

was to damage the progress of the
only other real alternative 3D

modellingpackage,DaVinci 90 from
Aspex and that we published

exaggerated and false information

regarding the availability of Top
Modeland its future development.

It has always been my aimas
Acorn User'sgraphicseditor to

promote and stimulate graphics

development on the Acorn platform.

Every opportunity has been taken to

meet the authors of TopModel and
DaVinci, help them combineforces,
suggest improvementsand express

problems with their products.

Ifofficial press releases and

developers' own words are

anything to go by,Top Model 2 is
soon to be released, the Pro version

isstill planned, but sadly,work has
ceased on the DaVinci projectfor
the time being. Westilldo not have
a rounded, mature and

professionally viable3Dmodelling

program for the Acorn, but ifwhat
we have been promised by Acorn
and by Sincronia, isto be accepted
in good faith, Istillstand by my

view that the future versions of

TopModel willemerge as the

showcase 3Dgraphics package on

the Acorn powered by

multiprocessorRise technology.
Top Model obviously has its

opposition and alleyes are now on
Sincronia to produce what they

have promisedwillcomeverysoon.
Ifthey fail,the Graphics Page will
express our disappointment, but
until then we keep our hopes up for

Sincronia or any other software
house to unveila profession3D

solution for RISCOS machines.
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Fresco framed?

ANT Fresco© users may have come

acrossWeb pages that seem to be
blank,but actuallycontain HTML

Frames code which the browser

doesn't yet support. Simon Foster's
simpleFreeware utility IFrameURL
adds a measure of HTML Frame

compatibilityto the Fresco Web

browser by looking inside the
HTML for FRAMESET definitions

and opening new Fresco windows

for each URL found. Simon's Web

site is worth a visit for this and

other useful software.

IFrameURL

http://www.stinky.demon.co.uk
/downloads/frame.arc

Dynamo Minnie

At last the innovative Dynamo
Minnie BBS has a 24 hour access

phone line and number. David

Hart's ArmBBS system is located
in Pontefract, near Leeds,

Yorkshire, and runs on an ARM3'd

A310with a 14,400bps modem.

DynamoMinniefeatures some
unusual and cleverANSI graphics

and dynamicscreen features, as
well as the usual file and message

areas. David'sANSI graphic art can

be seen on a number of other BBSs

too, signing as Skooby.
Dynamo Minnie BBS

(01977) 620004

Acorn-friendly

T-J Reproductionsoffers a full

professional print bureau service
to Acorn users, and can accept

copy in most Acornformats

including Impression, Ovation,
Artworks and Sibelius. Services

includescanning, imagesetting,

litho printing, reprographics and
platemaking. The company is

based in London and its Web site

is on the Acorn Cybervillage site at

http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/foli

o/TJRepro.

E-mail: tj.repro@argonet.co.uk
Tel: 0171-372 4430

Fax: 0171-372 0515

Keep sending me interesting URLs
for the next yoUR List by emailto
david@arcade.demon. co.uk, or

mail #2 on Arcade BBS 0181-654

2212.
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At home and away on the Web
• gl^-riai/Jg'Efr Robs Pag

-OjCt/o

ONE OF the nice things
about the World Wide Web

is that on a miserable cold

winter day in the UK, with
snow-laden skies and tem

porary tundra underfoot,
you can huddle up to your
Acorn computer, click on
a word and be in a

New Zealand summer in

seconds.

Following the trail of
Mark Moxon's recently
reported visit to New
Zealandcr Rob Davison, author of Cottlpo, Titler
and the PCA specification, we find that Rob's
interests include cars, music, books and gardens.
He almost apologises for a serious interest in
plants, trees and gardening, and looking at the
beautiful surroundings in which he grew up, this
is neither surprising nor requires apology.

Rob Davison's Web site also offers some of his

Freeware copyright software, and one of these is
called '.Linker which be used to produce sequences
for the production of animated GIF images so
popular on the Web, and in combination with
Peter Hartley's InterGIF, some really expensive-
looking effects can be produced which you can
see in an example animation on Rob's site.

For a breath of summer in winter have a look at

Rob Davison's Web pages at http://www.
GeoCities.Com/SiliconValley/7320.

New Zealand is where Peter Hartley's Aunt

Talesof the unexpected
from Peter Hartley

Rob Davison hard at work on

another application

Lilian made her Banana Cake, and Peter obvi

ously likes it enough to put her recipe on his own
Web pages back in frosty Cambridge, England.
You can also read his Homilies, a selection of ram-

blings and reminiscences from his own pen,
including an episodic if rather technical telling of
how he built an Internet server for Iota Software.

'All Rites Reversed - Copy what you like' is
Peter's thesis on the status of his Freeware soft

ware available from his pages including a new
version of InterGIF, the animated GIF image gen
erator and AADraw, a tool to make Acorn sprites
from Draw files for use with InterGIF. He says
generously that once he's written a piece of code
he doesn't want anyone to have to ever write it
again.

The Gothic graphics and Peter's dry wit in his
writings give the pages a Pratchettian feel which
can be found at http://www.ant.co.uk/-peter

YoUR List of Web sights
http://www.dsse.ecs.soton.ac.nk:8080/ftp/
freenet/p. temple/
Philip Temple's Acornet Suite - a linked compila
tion of the best of the Freeware and Shareware

Internet software.

http://www.aIphapro.demon.co.uk/
Alpha Programming site with Acorn section run
by Marc Warne, featuring AlphaSave,
SuperBooter, QuikBoot, Paradox, humour and
review sections.

http://www.arm.uk.linux.org/-rmk92/
armlinux.html

ARM Linux development site - register interest in
a forthcoming CDROM release here, "Mr. ARM
Linux" Russell King recommends.
http://www.houteIl.com/birthday.cgi
The World Birthday Web - register your birthday
and receive a multimedia greeting.
http://www.zynet.co.uk/gold/katech/
Welcome.html

Web Site of Cherisha Software, developer of
Observess, the expert system shell for the RISC OS
Desktop.
www.inter.nl.net/users/J.Kortink/
Creator 3.2 is John Kortink's latest update of his
Shareware Image Format Converter, now
StrongARM compatible.

http://homcpages.enterprise.net/craggleb
Home page of Craig Adam Brown, from which
you can see Craig's Rise PC running Mac OS - well
not quite, but nearly.
http://www.cyberline.fr/Mirko/
Home page of Vidovic Mirko of Lyons, France,
musician extraordinaire and founder of French

Acorn club ARMada. Try his Icon vault!
http://www.paston.co.uk/ncs/
Norwich Computer Services new Web page by
Matthew Gotts and Anthony Wheeler which has
Archive magazine disc contents, words, memory
prices and TickerTape Java applet.
http://www.erioI.co.nz/
'Play by Email' Web site of New Zealand com
pany Eriol Games, running PBEM games on
Acorn machines.

http://www.colegium.demon.co.uk/
Chris Rutter's home pages, a mine of Acorn-
related information including his list of
"Recommended Acorn software"

http://www.yeIIowstonc.co.uk/
Yellowstone Educational Solutions home pages.
http://www.varuna.demon.co.uk/tmc/
Tim Tyler's index of Acorn programs, including
WWW tools and utilities Texture Garden,
HTMLScan and the Zap add-on modules.
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kefield Acorn Spring Show
sored by Acorn User Supported by ART and Xemplar

turday & Sunday 17/18 May 1997
Thornes Park Athletics Stadium, Horbury Road, Wakefield

(Follow the AA Road Signs from M1 Junctions 39 & 40)

All the latest products on show from the biggest and best Acorn Companies
Show Theatre sponsored by Acorn User with continuous demonstration^^MJJ speakers

inq Times: Saturday 10:30 to 6:00
9lmddy 10:00 to 5:00

Tickets on \£3.Q0 Adults, £2.00 Juniors (under 16)

Or save anH

Pre-bookings must be p

fc^ by pre-booking at £2.50 Adults and
^before 9th May 1997

;•'.•• ^^jeque or postal order made payable to 'WACG Show'
•L not be accepted)

Bookings to WACG Show, 95 Cumbrian Way, Lupset Park, Wakefield, WF2 8JT

Further information from the co-organisers:

Chris Hughes Tel: 01924-379-778 email: show97@cumbrian.demon.co.uk
Mike Wilson Tel: 0113-253-3722 email: show97@barc.demon.co.uk

Or see our Website: http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/wakefield/ for the latest information.

Free Car Parking • Catering • Children's Playground '• Miniature Steam Railway

Less than 3/4 mile from City Centre with frequent bus services passing park entrance



RiscPC+Upgrades
AIIKi-cPCsi: A~tm-

include lyr on-sitemainlenance.

RiSCPC 600(arm710)
|4M/HD540 14-mon. £1299.00e

RiSCPC^^arm710)
I5M/HD540 mS^y £1449.000
|10M/HD1Gig 14"mon. £1599.00e
Strong Arm upgrade

\vailable to order with ne
RiscPC at only £116.33

|For17'AKF90 monitor Add £376.00
For CDrom Drive 4x Add £50.00

IFor CDrom Drive 8x Add £129.00
MlCrnnputcri archnilr andIdledhefrrrc dispatch
Mnhprinters andsoftware purchased installed a

requiredat no additionalensi
I486-DX2-66 PC Upgrade £292.00d
|486-DX4-100 PCUpgrade £351.00d
|586-100 PC Upgrade £468.00d

Deduct £117.50 off 486 upgrades
when purchased with RiscPC

IPC Exchange £29.00a
Windows 3.1 + DOS 6.22 £59.00c

[Access* Card . £139.00c
S/UArm710 + 3.6 CS&& £79.00b
Strong Arm upgrade £292.00c

IAudio Mixer £40.00a
IMovie Magic £279.00c
Second Slice no PSU £90.00d
Sound Card £69.00b
RiscPC 4Mb RAM £20.00b
RiscPC 8Mb RAM £35.00b
RiscPC 16Mb RAM £79.00c
RiscPC 32Mb RAM £169.00c
RiscPC IMbVRAMsimtec £81.00c

IRiscPC 2Mb VRAMsimtec £116.00c

Rrchimedes Comp
A7000 (1.6 Floppy 4 Mb expandable to
130Mb ram, Arm 7500 AKF60 M/S Mon,
540Mb HD, on sile 12 months warranty)

I4M/HD425 14"mon. £1099.00e

IFor 4xCDrom Drive Add £50.00

Pocket Book
Pocket Book 2(256k) £239.00c

Pocket Book 2(1 MB) • £319.00c
A-Link £59.00b
M-Link £59.00b
PC-Link + £59.00b
Parallel Link £29.00a
Power Supply £14.50b
Flash SSD 1MB £119.00c

Harduuare Upgrades

Casio QV-10 Camera £399.OOd

Hawk V9 Mkll £194.00c

Lark Midi Sound-Sa. £172.00c
Midi Max £78.00c
Rise OS Upgrade Chips
RiscTV (Irlam)

£36.00a
E295.00C

Teletext module for above £45.00a
SCSI 16bit £95.00c
SCSI 2 32bit £205.00c
TV Tuner £99.00c
TV Tuner + Teletext £159.00c

Data Storage

A30x0 CD Atapi interface £84.00b
Quad External Atapi CD £176.00c
A30x0 IDE interface £88.00b

| A30x0 IDE/CD interface £104.00b
all above include HD fixingkit

I IDE 2.5"
60mb £69.00c
350mb £129.00c
540mb £269.00c

IDE 3.5"
420/540m Conner £149.00c
1.7 gb Seagate £219.00c
2.1 gb Seagate £239.00c
SCSI 2 3.5"
544 Meg Fujitsu £188.00c
1 Gb10ms IBM £289.00c

IDE CD Tray Internal
4 speed £99.00c
8 speed £139.00c
SCSI CD Tray Quad Internal
Toshiba XM-3601B £POAc

SCSI CD Caddy Quad Internal
Toshiba XM-3501B £299.00c

PD SYSTEMS
4X speed CD-ROM Drive
650 MB Optical Disc Drive
Internal or External

Including 1 Cartridge £539.00d
Extra 650MB Cartridge £45.00a

I Parrallel Port
| Zip Drives 100mb £175.00c

memory Upgrades
IA3000 1-2mb £64.00b

A3000 1-4mb £139.00c
A3010 1-2mb £47.00b
A3010 2-4mb £89.00b
A3020 / A4000 2-4mb £89.00b

IA5000 2-4mb £99.00b
All Upgrades lilted free if ordered

withComputerelse £18.00

monitors
Acorn AKF60 £380.00d

| Acorn AKF90 £699.00d
liyama 17"MF8617E .2&joi £629.00d

Iliyama 17"MT9017E swot £699.00d
Microv 14" 1438 iakfso) £289.00d
Microv 14" 1450 iakfot) £219.00d
Microv 15'1565 .asaot £299.00d

Mai Clrr\c.r Te,: 01924254800 Fax: 01924 258036Ivlctl vlUci E.Mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk
Scanners

Epson GT5000 parallel
Epson GT5000 scsi
Epson GT8500 para/scsi
Epson GT9500 para/scsi
Scanlight 256 8bit
Scanlight256 16bit
Scanlight 256 Video
Image Master/Twain Driver

Printer:
Canon
BJ-30 (black)
BJC-70 (colour)
BJ-230 (A3 black)
BJC-240 (colour)
BJC-4200 (colour)
BJC-4550 (A3 colour)
BJC-620 (colour)
Epson
Stylus Col 2 (colour)
Stylus 500 (colour)
Stylus Pro (colour)
Hewlett Packard
DeskJet 400 (colour)
DeskJet 690 (colour)
LaserJet 5L (Black)
Calligraph
A4 1200 Laser (black)

£149.OOd
£199.00d

£311.OOd

£209.00d
£279.00d
£389.00d
£379.00d

£279.OOd

£269.OOd

£419.00d

£169.00d

£259.00d
£399.00d

£1150.00d

Printer Inks/Refills

i J
Inkjet Refills are an economical way
of re-charging your existing cartridge
Allinks come complete with gloves,
syringe and easy to use instructions.
Single 20ml Any Colour £6.70a
Twin 2x20ml Black £ 12.30a
Bulk 125ml Any Colour £23.00b

'CartridgeMate' a new and
easy to uso cartridge refill system for
HP 51626A high cap. cartridges

A refill system with no mess
Comprises: CartridgeMate

& 2 x 40ml Ink Tanks
Cartridge not included £35.00b
Ink Tank 2 x 40ml £21.00a
HP51625A Tri-Colour Cartridge refill
kit 3 x 3 colour refills Comprises:

C/M & Y Inks, Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £35.00a
We also carry a large stock of inkjel

cartridges and ribbons

EP-L Toner for LBP-4
EP-S Toner for LBP-8
HP Lserjot5L Toner

f

£69.00c
£79.00c
E59.00C

Printable Items

Colour'n Wear (2whiteBaseballCaps +
3 transfer papers) £10.50b
Colour'n Wear (2whileT Shirts+
4 transler papers £13.50b
Colour'n Wear
(4 transferpapers only) £7.50a

(30 iranslor papers only) £41.00b
Design & Print Mouse Mat £4.00a
Design & Print Business Cards
10x8 A4 150g Perforated £5.00a
Col InkJet matt photo white paper
25 sheets x 120gms £5.50b
Monochrome InkJet brilliant white
paper 100 sheets x 90gms £3.00b

CD Software

Ancient Lands ^gj»? (IMS) £44.001)

ArtWoiks (CC) £99.00c
ArtWorks Cliparl I (CC) £20.00a

Artworks Clipart II (CC) £20.(X)a

Being a Scientist Angiia) £44.(M)a

Bitfolio Ed7 (Lino) £50.00c

Breakaway Maths (YITM) £70.0()h

Britain from the Air £-14.00a

Britain Since 1930 £28.00a

British Birds age 7-12 £KM.(X)c

Cars-Maths in Motion (Cambs) £105.00c
Dinosaurs (M/S) £44.001)
Castles (Anglial £44.00a
Guardians of (he Greenwood £54.00a
Granny's Garden (4Mat) £35.(H)a
Garden Wildlife (Angiia) £44.(M)a
Hutchinson M/Media £45.00a

IndustrialRevolution (Angiia) £94.00c
Inventors&Invcntions (Angiia) £164.00c
KingfisherChildren: Micropedia % £65.tX)h
Kiycko andthelostnight (IMS) £34.(K)a
Langsdale (CCS) £!04.<X)e
Medieval Realms hw-isoo £16-1.00c

Musical Instruments (M/S) £44.001)
Mysteries of Nature (Angiia) TBA
My 1stincredible atf"^ dictionary £36.00h
Naughty StoriesTT&2 (Shcr) £93.00c
PB Bear's Birthday Party(I.MS) £36.O0h
PhotoBase 1920s,30s.40s,50s,60s
Victorians.Landscapes Iiach(LL)£5-l.(X)a
RiscDisc I (Uniqucway) £15.(X)a
RiscDisc2 (Uniqucway) £18.00a
Rise-Disc .^S^IUniqueway) £23.00a
Seashore Life (7-1 I) £44.(X)a
The Way Things Work^CJS) £44.(X)h
Ultimate Human Bodv^gg*S) £44.(Xlh
Understanding Knergy^^^ £53.00a
Understanding the Body £44.(X)a
World War 2 £28.(X)a

Finance
Clearly the Best Choice

(basedon 2091 deposit and 095 finance
over 2(1month pcriodKAcorn Items Only

20\0%
Personal finance is available to qualifying

purchases.Credit subject tostatus.
Written quotation on request.

APR 0%

^Acorn
Net Station

Out NOW £468.00d

Application Software
Advance (Acorn) £1 16.00c

Advantage (LL) £54.00a
Ancestry II (Minerva) £S7.()0h
ANT internet (ANT) £l09.00b
Apple FS (jS£) (Oragan) £30.00a
Arcfax (David P) £33.00a
Armadeus ^-£3) (Clares) £25.00a
ArtWorks " (CC) £99.00c
C++ (Acom) £249.00c
Card Shop (Clares) £22.(X)a
Celebration (Clares) £32.00a
TheComp.Animator dotal £93.001)
Composition (Clares) EI50.00C
Compression (CC) £31.00a
DalaPower (lota) £135.00c
Desktop Thesaurus (R Dev) £19.(X)a

Oavyn Software
Draw to DXF Converter

Only £23.00a

m > DXF

Draw Works 2 (iSV) £19.(X)a

EasyClip (Fabis) £31.00a
EasyFont 3 (Fabis) £31.00a
Eidoscopc (RiscPConly) (CC) £I70.00b
Eureka 3 (LL) £99.00c
Formulix (CC) £70.00a
PontPX (Datastorc) £ 12.00a
l'raine-ll I or 2 (Davyn)each £6.00a

Publisher Irregular frames
Graphics Loaders (CC) £44.(X)a
Illusionist (Clares) £45.00a
Image IS 2 (Alternative P) £41.00a
Image Outlincr (lota) £54.00a
ImpressionPublisher (CC) £139.00c
Impression Style (CC) £79.00e
Intertalk tAcorn) £92.000
Invastigator111 (Vti) £45.00a
Knowledge Organiser 2(Clare) £72.IHIa
Notale (l.l.l £62.(X)h

9C?RO(tncPCexch) (ANT) £4S.00a
PC Sound Pro ^ftjjRComp) £29.00a
PendownDTP (LL) £S9.00b
Pendown Etoiles (LI.) £58.00c
PendownPlus (LL) £83.00c
Personal Accounts (Apricote) £40.001)
PhotoDcsk2 (SpaceTech) £259.00c
Pinpoint (Longman) £104.00c
Pro Artisan 2 (Clares) £ 135.00c
Pro Artisan 24 (Clares) £99.00c
Prophet 3 Accounts (Apricote) £163.00c
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £45.(X)a

Replay Starter Kit (Acorn) £K).(X)1>
Revelation ImagcPro (LL) £163.00c
Rhapsody3 (Clares) £93.00a
Rhythm Bed (Clares) £45.00a

RiscCad Professional
Single User
Education
Site Licence
Serenade
ShapeFX
Sibelius 6

(Davyn)
(Davyn)
(Davyn)

(Clares)
(Dalastore)
(v3) (Sihe)

Sibelius7Prof. (v3) (Sibe)
Sibelius 7 Student c»3) (Sibe)
Sibelius Junior (Sibe)
SmArt (4Mation)
SmArt Piles t4Malion)each

i'^.'sf)

£200
£581

£93

£12

£179

£899

£499

£53

£37

£17

SmArl Pile Moll.l.ang.l4Matton)£2l.(X)a
Snippet (-IMalion) £38.00a
Sound FX Maker (CIS) £39.(X)a
Termite Internet (DoggySoft) £89.00c
TexlEasc (SoftEase) £54.00a
TextEase Talking (SoftEase) £7-l.()0a
TextEase Talking Multimedia £94.00c
TimcCodc (ART) £29.00a
Tiller (Clares) £93.0()a
Topographer (Clares) £73.00a
Touch Type (lota) £45.<X)!>
"urbo Driver (CO £51.00b
wain Drivers (DP) £ 19.00a

Education Software

M< out ol in l-ull Range Each £l4.(X)a
Dinosaurs, Driving let. Earl) Essential, English,
Bsi Milhs, I— Science. Bss.IT. French. German,
Ji.I-.NM.-nti.iK. Math Algebra, Math Geometry.
MathsNumber.MathStatistics.StuctSpelline.
Adventure Playground (Storm) £21.00a
Amazing Maths (CSH) £22.00a
Amazing Ollic (Storm) El5.00a
Arcvenluiel Romans (Slier) E38.00a

ArcventureII Egyptians (Sher) £38.00a
Aicvcnliirc III Vikings (Sher) £3S.(M)a
Arcventure IV A.Saxons(Sher) £38.00a
Around Worldxo Days (Sher) £49.00a
Aztecs (Sher) £48.(X)a
BadgcrTiails (Sher) £48.001)
Balloonsand Zoo (Topo) £21.00a
BodyWise (Shcr) £48.00a
Calabash Pirates (Storm) £25.(X)a

Coffee (Storm) £29.00a
Connections ISlier) £34.00a

Crystal Rain Forrest (Sher) £48.00a
Crystal Rain Forresl II (Sher) £4S.(X)a
Datryl the Dragon (4Mat) £21.00a
DataOraph (Topo) £30.00a
First Logo (LL) £25.00a
First Page DIP (LL) £53.00a
FlossyThe Frog (4Mat) £26.00a
Plight Path 9+ (Storm) £31.00a
FreddyTeddy (Topo) £15.00a
FreddyTeddy'sAdv (Topo) £15.00a
Fun School 3/4 (5.5-7.7+) each £20.(X)a

{Plonso Speclly age group)
Granny'sGarden (4Mat) £26.00a
Happy Life (CCS) £31.00c
James Pond running water £29.00a
Landmarks full range(LL)each £28.00a
Look HereTalking Topics(Sh) £61.00b
Maths Circus (4Mat) £29.00a
MalhsMania (Topo) £25.00a
Music Box (Topo) £35.00a
Naughty Slorics VI or 2 (Shcr) £58.001)
Nuinhei Tiles (Topo) £25.000
OllioOctopusSk Pad (Storm) £16.00a
Oxford Reading 'Tree Stage 2
Talking Stories (Shcr) £45.00b
More Talking Stories A (Sher) £45.001)
OxfordReading Tree Stage3
Talking Stones (Shcr) £45.00b
Oxford TalkingInfant Atlas £21.00a
PinPointJunior (LL) £31.00a
PlantWise (Sher) £49.(X)a
Playdays(age3-8) (Skill) £22.00a
Rosie .V Jim Duck (Slier) £11.50a

Rosie & Jim Sneezes (Sher) £11.50a
ScreenTurtle (Topo) £35.00a
Sea Rescue (Sher) £29.()()a
Selladore Tales (Slier) £26.00a
Smudge the Spaniel (Storm) £20.00a
Smudge the Scientist (Storm) £42.0()a
Smudge Punctuates (Storm) ETIiAa
Space City (Slier) £3l.0()a
Splash (Sher) £22.00a
SligofthcDump (Sher) £26.00a
Story Stalls (Shcr) £26.(X)a
Talking Clock (Topo) £35.(X)a
TalkingAnimated Alphabet £32.O0a
TalkingRhymesI (Topo) £26.00a
ThePlayground (Topo) £25.00a
The Puddle A:Wardrohe(Topo) £20.(X)a
Time Detectives (Sher) £49.00a
TinyDraw/Logo (Topo) £25.00a
TinyPuzzle (Topo) £20.00a
Teddy Bear's Picnic (Slier) £31.00a
Voyage of Discovery (Sher) £3X.00a

Games Softujare

Aldcrbnrron c gSVI-volution) £10.00a

Alone in the Dark (Krisalis) £29.00a

Aries 4games (GamesWare) £25.00a
Anagram Genius (4D) £27.()l)a

Axis (TBA) £22.00a

Big Bang (Psycore) £14.(X)a

Birds of War (4D) £29.00a
Black Angel (4D) £28.00a
Boxing Manager- S»Strisjlis) £5.00a
Burn Out (Oracan) £22.00a
Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £10.00a

Cobalt Seed (TBA) £21.00a

Corruption (Magif^gafetrolls) £5.00a
Crystal M.i/e (Sher) £27.00a
Cyber Ape (TBA) £l7.(X)a

Cyber Chess (4D) £28.00a

DarkwOOd (Eclipse) £22.00a

Dune2 (Eclipse) £32.00a

Dune2 CD (Eclipse) £40.00a
Dungeon (4D)2mb £29.00a
Empire Soccer (Empire) £23.00a
Enter The Realm (4D)2mb £21.()0.i

E-Type Compendium (4D) £22.00a

E-Type Jaguar2 (4D) £29.00a

Fire & Ice (GraftGold) £21.00a

l-lashhack (US Gold) £2530T
F.T.T. (TBA) £17.00aI
Galactic Dan (4D) £ 19.00a
Global Effect (Eclipse) £32.00a |
Gods (Krisalis) £10.008
Haunted House. (4D)2mb £22.00a
llienidall dS^ (Krisalis) £19.00a
Hero Quest fS£) (Krisalis) £I5.00a
High Rise Racin^-jjSJModus) £15.00a I
Holed Out Compendium (4D) £21.00a
James Pond (Krisalis) £ 10.00a
James Pond 2 RohoCod (G/W) £20.00a

James Pond tunning water £29.00a
Krisalis Collection (Krisalis) £ 19.00a
Lemmings Oh No More (Kris) £l5.(X)a
Lemmings RiSCPC (Krisalis) £27.00.1,
Magic Pockets(^g^cnagadeI £l5.00a
Populus (Krisalis) £25.00a
Revolver (Psycore) £l4.(X)a |
Real McCoy 2 (4D) £29.00a
i \pocolmse. HokdOia. Olympics. Incnial
Real McCoj 3 I4D) £29.(X)aI
\PmtrBani Mtiiyon.DropShlp,TheWnpCcrmt

RealMcCoy4 (4D) £29.(X)a |
iCalxll. Dan,OrieniahodityArm.X-Fire.Ca

Saloon Cars Delux (4D) £29.0()a I
Scrabble (US Gold) £25.00a |
SimCity 2000 <Kris)A50007PC £33.O0a
Simon The Sorcerer (G/W) £35.00a
Simon The Sorcerer CD(G/W) £4l.00a[
Small (3g»> _ (Virgo) £15.00a
SpeedHall (§£> (Krisalis) £15.00a
Spobblcoid Fantasy (4D) £27.00a
Statfighter3000 (Fcdnet) £25.00a
Slereoworld (4D) £27.00a
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D) £29.00a
Time Machine (4D) £23.(X)a
Virtual Golf (4D) 2mb £29.(X)a |
Virtual Golf augusta corns (4D) £I4.00a
Zooll.6m disk <ZJ§£> (AP) £10.00a I
GamesPad 2playcr (G/W) £33.001) I

SfuctUxt (^teevtcutce. O^enaA
juffeettn nmrUtetiUty

5.25 -101 hate disc drive £l9.00c
Xbit User Analogue Interface £23.00!)
A Mouse in Holland (EY) £20.00a
Doris the Dolly Dog (EY) £l().0()a
Flossy the Prog . (EY) £20.00a
Gemini (EY) £10.003
Paint Pot (EY) £5.00a
Polvoininoes ("Topo) £25.00a
Podd (ESM) £15.00a
Prime Mover (Minerva) £30.00a
Pro Driver (Ace) £l5.(X)a
StartWrile (AP) £8.00a
Waiter (Digital) £ 15.00a

; Hauu To Order

Cheques: should be made

payable toDavynComputers I
Credit Cards: you mayalso pay
byVisa, Delta, Euro, Switch,!
Electron, or Master Card. Wei
normally make no charge for this.I
and take no payment until goodsl
are ready for dispatch. We needl
the caul holders address and I
telephone number, card number|
and issue number if any and the
expiry date.

Carriage: charges areasfollows
a ' Small £1.251
b Medium £2.50
c Medium Recorded £4.50

d Courier £10.00
c Courier Large £ 15.00
Ollicial Orders: are welcome!
from UK education audi
government institutions (invoices!
are due for payment within 141
days and are subject to carriage]
and late payment charges).

VAT is inciuded:
Order Address: please send|
your orders to;
Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal,
Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:

Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday 9.30- 7.30
Friday 9.30- 7.30
Saturday 9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices andl
specifications are offered in goodI
faith and are subject to changeJ
without notice. We Process al

orders immedially, but suppliers]
do sometimes keep us waiting.
Goods are guaranteed but are notl
suppliedon approval. Returns audi
cancellations can only beaccepted]
by prior agreement and there may]
be a restocking and administration!
charge A full copy ofourterms are|
available upon request.
I. ,V.() I. 27th January 19971



portables
The story behind the NewsPAD
The NewsPAD, as I explained in my preview last

month, has been designed as a possible replace
ment to our daily newspaper. Looking at the prob
lems with the conventional newspaper you realise
that sooner or later a replacement is going to be
needed. Today's papers are environmentally
unfriendly to produce, create a lot of waste and
are only updated whenever a new edition is pro
duced - in most cases once a day!

Newspaper publishers are already realising their
time could be coming to an end and most major
newspapers now have Web sites
which are updated regularly - a
solution yes, but perhaps not the
ideal one. One person who realised
the newspaper industry needed to
change was a Spaniard by the
name of Joaquim Sans. In 1992 he
moved to a Spanish newspaper
which was interested in investigat
ing the idea of a multimedia news
paper which would run on a PDA.

In 1994, he managed to build a
consortium of companies (including
ART, the Spanish newspaper and a Greek software
company), sponsored by the EC, which were inter
ested in researching this idea. The NewsPAD project
is at heart an experiment to see how the informa
tion revolution could be applied to the newspaper
industry. ART'S role is to design the PDA hardware
in which the newspaper is viewed.

Before 1 talk more about ART'S role just think
about the advantages of an electronic newspaper
system. The obvious one is less waste as there is no
newspaper to throw away each day. However,
there are other less obvious advantages including
the fact that the information could be readily
updated (the information would be distributed via
radio signals - you would perhaps have to sub

Pocket Book games

scribe to a NSP - Newspaper Service Provider(!) to
receive your newspapers), news stories could be fil
tered to suit your interests and needs, while infor
mation and adverts could be interactive.

ART has already developed a prototype of the
first generation PDA - the NewsPAD. From a tech
nical point of view, this was covered in my pre
view but to recap, it is basically a very thin touch
screen monitor running a slightly modified version
of RISC OS. It is designed to run mainly 'read only'
applications but has the ability for the user to enter

information (essential for The
Times crossword for example!).
The NewsPAD, in order to be effec

tive, needs to be cheap, light, have
a reasonable battery life, be rela
tively hardwearing and easy to use
(the aim is to need no instructions)
- and these are some of the criteria

ARTare working towards.
The prototype electronic news

paper that ART is currently
demonstrating has been prepared
on Macromedia Director.

However, in the long run this is going to prove
unsuitable as it is very memory hungry and it
takes a long time to prepare a newspaper using it.
One possible replacement for this is HTML as this
is relatively easy to write and not particularly
memory hungry.

The current state of affairs is that there is still a

long way to go before the newspaper is replaced.
At the moment the NewsPAD is undergoing field
trials in Barcelona with the hope of attracting
financial support in order to take the project fur
ther and undertake more extensive trials. But even

with the current situation the electronic newspa
per is perhaps quite a few years nearer than it was
when the project first started in 1994.
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PSION HAS recently released two classic games for the Pocket Book II -
Scrabble and Monopoly. Scrabble is only available on SSD and costs £49.95
whereas Monopoly is currently only available on floppy and costs £29.95. Both
are very close to their board game counterparts with certain enhancements -
for example Scrabble has an inbuilt dictionary, the ability to undo moves,
hints, on-line help as well as Rainbow Scrabble which is the children's edition.
Suffice to say both games are very addictive - see the full review in this issue.

Artisan again
SINCE THE last column more details of the Artisan

have emerged. One of the more interesting is the
rumour on the Internet that the machine is being
developed because a rich American business man
wants a portable with an operating system that no
one else in the States uses and has ordered 150,000

units! Good news for Acorn if this is correct but not

perhaps for the business man. If the NC takes off -
which I am sure it will - as a lot of people in
America could be using a derivative of RISC] OS...

The machine will be housed in a case designed
by Acorn (unlike previous portables which have

been based on other manufacturers' cases) which
Peter Bondar promises will be very innovative. The
first version, as I said last time, will be based on an

ARM7500FE+ with a .StrongARM superchip version
later.

The high performance versions will possibly have
an on-bOard video conferencing system with the
ability to connect directly to a BT phone line. The
machine will hopefully weigh less than 31bs, will
have an internal 33K modem and ethernet port and
will use a three tier filing system consisting of ROM,
Plash and SRAM. Sounds impressive doesn't it?

Psion award

Psion pic has recently won the

prestigious award of Major

Corporate Exporter of the Year.

Theaward sponsored by Lloyds

Bank Commercial Services was

presented to Psion after

recording export sales in 1995

of £42m - 46 per cent of the

company's annual turnover.

The company's products are

already well established in

Europe, the US, Middle East,

Africa and Asia Pacific and

offices have recentlyopened in

Japan and Singapore.

PCMCIA acronym

During my trip to ART, AN

France told me this wonderful

joke which I thought I'd share

with you.

Q:What does the acronym

PCMCIA stand for?

A: People Can't Memorise

Computer Industry Acronyms!

(sigh...!)

StrongARM - wow!

My StrongARM arrived on my

doorstep early November '96

and it's incredible. ARM 710s

now seem slow and ARM 3s

unbearable -1 think I'm being

spoilt. What, however, does this

have to do with the portable

sector? Well, Peter Bondar said

we could look forward to a

StrongARM based Artisan

which should be an incredibly

impressive portable-I

personally can't wait...

Portables Web Site

The Acorn User Portables Page

Web Site has been up and

running for about a month

now. The URL is:

http://www.wayford.demon.co

.uk/AU/home.html - the capital

AU is important. The site

contains links to Portable

related web sites, essential

Pocket Book software and

much more.
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business
The Millennium Bug
UNLESS YOU are Rip Van Winkle or Sleeping
Beauty it cannot have escaped your attention
that the end of this century is fast approaching.
This has a particular significance for computer
users, or should that he for some computer users?

The latest in a long line of computer scares is
the so-called Millennium Bug.This relates to the
fact that as of midnight 31st December, (my
birthday by the way), 1999computers will cease
to function properly as they will not be able to
handle the year 2000. This has been well docu
mented in the computing and popular press
although with rather more relish in the
tabloids. Stories of planes and satellites falling
out of the sky and the world's financial markets
crashing with dire consequences for all are not
uncommon.

The background to the problem is that
approximately 25 years ago programs were
written for very different computers with lim
ited amounts of base memory. Code was very
tight and written in languages like FORTRAN
and COBOL or even assembler. To save space,
programmers only allowed two digits for year
fields in dates. Fine until 1999but no program
mer ever thought that their programs would
still be ninning in 25 years time.

1must express some sympathy as hindsight is
always 20/20 and no one else expected their
programs to be still running. Lessobviously, no
one else expected that some computers would
have changed so little. The consequence is that
some computers cannot cope with 00 as an
entry in a two-digit date field - it might be
1900 for example.

My early experience with computers taught

DataPower

delay
FIRST THE good news - Iota Software and
Xemplar Education are linking up to pro
vide DataPower on all platforms, presum
ably Macs and PCs. The bad news is that
this, once again, means a wait for a rela
tional version of DalaPower. The cross plat
form version should have been ready for
BETT, January 8-11. The relational version
is to follow.

Contact Iota Software Ltd, tel: (01223)
566789, fax: (01223) 566788, e-mail
admin@iota.co.uk

Mousing

me that you cannot rely upon them to work
accurately in two areas - arithmetic and time.
Computers are bad at counting anything other
than simple numbers with accuracy and should
never be relied upon to tell the correct time.
Your experience may differ but the Millennium
Bug tends to lend weight to my experience.

The Bugis, therefore, not a vims in the usual
sense but an inherent built-in flaw of the oper
ating system and some software. At this point a
warning should be issued- if using a PCor PC
card do not set the clock forward to sec what

will happen. Nothing may happen but stories
abound of people who have done this only to
see data disappear.

The bug ... isan inherent
built-inflaw of the operating
system and some software

What are the consequences for those of us
with more sense who use Arcs? We have the

same two potential problems as PC users - the
operating system and the software ninning on
it. One may cope while the other may not;
either way you have a potential problem.

Let's deal with the operating system first. If
using RISC OS there is no real problem. Just
load lAlarm and set the clock for dates far

enough into the next century with the confi
dence that either the computer or yourself will
be dead long before the bug becomes a prob
lem, if ever.

So, what about the programs that run on
RISC OS? My experience is that few actually

The six Ps
I AM SURE we all know that Perfect Planning
Prevents Pretty Poor Performance or some
variation of it. Planning is the most impor
tant and least respected aspect of any pro
ject. Of course a computer should be able to
help and in the old days, pre-IT, we were
taught methods like PERT and CPM. These
were used in the planning phase of projects.

Two software tools are available from

ACP Ltd called PlanING and ProjectING to
help produce visual representations and cal
culate critical paths. PlanING is a version
without the ability to allocate resources to
events which is a feature of ProjectlNG.
Demonstration discs and details are avail

able from ACP Ltd, tel: (01256) 58111.

FOR SOME time now l have been using one of the 3M Precise MousingSurfaces. I was quite pre
paredto be extremelysceptical at £10fora mousemat but I am prepared to say that these really are
very good and do improve your ability and comfort when using a mouse although they look and
feel strange to start with. Featuring an "advancedmicrostructured surface which provides unparal
leled tracking control and pinpoint mousing accuracy." Exactly- but they are good.

They are available form Norwich Computer Services, tel (01603) 766592, fax (01603) 764011.
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rely on the CMOS date but those that do rely
heavily on it. Accounts packages tend to be par
ticularly vulnerable but again we are well insu
lated in the Acorn World. Spreadsheet
functions also appear to work without prob
lems on most programs. A simple test is to set
the clock into the next century and apply the
@now function on a spreadsheet to see if it
returns the correct date. I would advise against
experimenting with data which is not backed
up but that always applies.

If I were Acorn I would also be marketing the
fact heavily as a lot of companies reliant on PCs
and mainframes are having to pay a high price
to have software re-coded to cope with dates
after 31st December 1999.

I would like to gather information to compile
a list of Millennium compatible RISC OS soft
ware. This would be rather like the lists of

StrongARM compatible software now appear
ing. Similarly if you find software which can
not cope with the impending Millennium I
would also be interested. Such information

should include version numbers. Either e-mail

or write to me at the address below. 1 will com

pile the information and publish the results in a
future issue. Obviously the software should rely
upon the date in some way either via its coding
or reading the internal date in the computer.

Once again we seem to have less of a prob
lem than those using PCs. Most PC software is
not yet Year 2000 compatible. Acorns are not
perfect and I am sure we all have long lists of
things we wish they could do - but when there
is reason to celebrate our choice of computer
then we should shout about it.

Self promotion
MOST' COMPANIES can benefit from a higher
profile and this need not require expensive
advertising. JETPRINT produce a number of
promotional products among them the Design
Your Own T-Shirt packs. There is also an
excellent Print-A-Clock kit which consists of a

mechanism (battery not supplied) and an ink-
jet self adhesive kit for designing the face of
the clock.

Bearing in mind my comments about com
puters keeping poor time elsewhere on this
page this is the ideal gift for any computer
user particularly if it promotes your product.

The JETPRINT catalogue of promotional
material is available on request. Tel (01603)
748002 or fax: (01603) 748003.

Contact
You can contact me, MikeTomkinson, by

post at the usual AcornUseraddress or by
dropping me an e-mail at:

aubizniz@idg.co.uk
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(The Professional Desktop Publisher)
Ovation Pro combines fast responsive word processing with state-of-the-art page layout features to deliver
the ultimate desktop publishing system. Packed with a staggering range of professional features—many
available on the Acorn platform for the first time—Ovation Pro opens up a whole new world of document
design. At last you can flow text inside and outside irregular frames or rotate them to any angle—in both
cases the text remaining fully editable. Even with such vast range of features Ovation Pro is still easy to use,
thanks to a superb user interface that makes the software easy to learn and instinctive to use.

(Superb Facilities Includ
§^ Rotated text frames with editable text.

♦ Drag and drop between documents •
♦ Automatic drop caps
♦ Multi-column frames

♦ Frame borders and dropjsfiadows
♦ Show invisibles

♦ IChars and single-shift font change
tpmisable with saveable changes

♦ Definable Button Bar

♦ Multi-step Undo and Redo
♦ Named colour system
♦ Definable width Pasteboard

♦ Frames with skew and rounded corners

♦ Straight and curved line drawing
♦ Easy-to-use active master pages
♦ Reads Ovation, RTF, DDF, Artworks

♦ Irregular frames with Bezier curves
♦ Drag & Drop for text and objects
♦ Definable colour charts

♦ Justification and letter spacing
♦ Vertical justification
♦ Autoflow around irregular graphics
♦ Context sensitive info palette
♦ Macro handling and script language

(Free Update)

\

Afree update will be sent to all registered users, offering more advanced features such as full-colour and spot colour separatiors,
image processing, auto paragraph numbering and 'local OPP for handling large graphics bigger than the memory size.

(The Extendable DTP System)
Ovation Pro has advanced expansion capabilities using extension modules called Applets. These allow new features to beaddc 1
without the need to upgrade the main application. Simple extensions may also be written using the integrated script language

A rangeof extension applets and scripts are planned for the future.

(The Ovation Pro Package)
Ovation Pro issupplied with a 300-page reference manual, separate tutorial, reference card, Bubble Help, Desktop Thesaurus

50 outlines fonts (from EFF, Acorn and Beebug) and a sample selection of clipart from DEC_dATA.
Full colour brochure available on request.

(Ovation Pro costs £193.88)
Upgrade from Ovation (bought before 27/10/95) £92.83

Upgrade from Ovation or other DTP* £l 16.33
""includes impression, EasiWriter, PenDown+ and Advanp

Other upgrades and site licences available - please phone for details
To upgrade you should return your original disc with payment (discs will be returned).

Prices include VAT but please add £3.50 carriage
Airmail will be charged.ifcost .to%overseas customerse up jet

f relinquish
•

ate waive /

wsakenX.
Beebug Ltd.

117 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts. ATI 4JS

&o overseas customers

.,«*

a**^

Tel: +44 (0) 1727 840303 Fax: +44 (0) 1727 860263 Email: saIes@becbug.co.uk itfl

*#*

/

V
/ \



public domain
Do you C?
The latest version of the popular
GNU C++ compiler is now

available on the WWW at

Acornet. The compiler is now at

version 2.72.

Library closedown
Unfortunately, Daniel Hayes is

closing his PD library and
looking for a buyer. Daniel

explains "Due to lackof time,
and it must be said, commitment

on my behalf, I have decided to
put the whole P.D. library up for
sale." If you're interest in taking
over, please contact Dan at: 1

Standhouse Lane, Aughton,

Lanes, L39 5AR or by e-mail to:
daniel.hayes@argonet.co.uk

Transmortal patch
Steven Singer has produced a

patch for the old, but still
popular, Transmortal demo, by
ArcEmpire. Steven's clever bit of

coding modifies the demo to run
on Rise PC machines but

unfortunately has not been
tested on the StrongARM yet.

The program is available from
the excellent Acorn demo web

site at: http://sidonie.imag.fr/
AcornDemos/ Contact Steven at:

sms@np.ph.bham.ac.uk

Databurst denied?
John Stonier, co-editor of the

informative BBS related disc

magazine is looking for further

contributors to produce articles
or regular columns for the

magazine. Please support John's

initiative and help him to keep

this excellent magazine going.
For more information, see the

special area on the Digital
Databank BBS on 01707 323531.

Archiologics split
Stop press news reveals that the

Archiologics demo group
(responsible for the superb
Coders Revenge disc mag and
the Jojo demo reviewed on
these pages) is splitting up.

Apparently Mr Hill (coder of

Jojo)and Erdgeist are leaving to
form a new group. Fortunately,
Coders Revenge will continue to

be produced. More news next
month.
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The winning competition entry in the first
Acorn-only demo party has finally been

released and, as promised last issue, here's the
complete review. Worldwide distribution was
held up after the party due to a little mix up but
the demo is gradually beginning to filter through
on to the net.

Just as the Yelling Jam brought in what is
hopefully a new era for the Acorn demo scene,
the demo that received the most votes at that

party also introduces something of a new age in
demo styles. Jojo has been put together by five
members of the Archiologics and three members
of other assorted groups, and the team element
has certainly paid off. This is a demo of style. No
boring texts. No preaching. No TXP style brag
ging. Just rapidly progressing unusual effects that
have been put together in a really professional
way.

Keeping most of the effects and graphics in the
same two screen modes keeps mode changing to
a minimum and the combination of short effects

and fast transitions to link the parts is very effec
tive. Running the demo on a fast Rise PC, it's
disappointing to find some of the effects running
a little jerkily and using hlocky 4x4 pixel plot
ting, but you've got to remember that this demo
is written for the ARM250! As the demo says at
the beginning "What do you need a cache for?"

The demo starts off by rather ironically mimic
king Amiga Dos, and after a short introduction
gets straight into the main effects. An ordinary
four-colour sprite zoomcr is transformed into a
cool effect by adding trails to the transformed
textures. Difficult to describe in text but very
nice to watch.

Next up is a fully shaded and textured system
of vector tunnels that the viewpoint flies down.
As I mentioned above, the method of using 4x4

blocks of pixels (allowing each plotted word to
form a pixel, accelerating the plotting code by a
large factor) looks a bit blocky, but is necessary
to get the effect moving on an ARM250. Under
this criteria it's very impressive. The key element
to this is the movement of the viewpoint along
the tunnel. So often in Acorn demos, the coder

works for days on a really nice 3D effect and
then completely fails to show it off by moving
around the scene in boring straight lines.

After a short transition the next effect has the

viewer flying across a voxel landscape. The
Xperience produced this effect in a much

Demo
smoother frame rate in Bin, but here the

Archiologics blow that demo away with some
really nice presentation. Speeding in curved arcs
to the left and right, the viewpoint spins around
and a number of transparent lights which look
like flared fireflies speed into view. These light
the voxel landscape below them making it look
very stylish.

Another fast transition leads to a rather disap
pointing still graphic but it's soon whisked off
and a few flashes of the screen, which seem to
defy the constraints of the fixed 256 colour
palette, lead on to the final effect. This tunnel
routine, the most impressive section of the demo,
consists of two textured tubes along which the
viewpoint flies. The inner tube has transparent
gaps in the texturing, allowing you to see
through to the outside tube. It's all depth shaded,
making the tunnel disappear into blackness in
the distance, and the viewpoint spins disconcert
ingly round and round. Another few flashes,
seemingly linked to the music, and the credits
picture is warped on to the screen.

The music could have been better, but the
dancey sound suits the style of the demo and
works reasonably well. All in all a very impres
sive production that's a must for all collectors
out there. Jojo is appropriately available from the
stylish Dynamo Minnie BBS on (01977) 620004



or from the Acomet Web site and will no doubt

find its way onto the Stuttgart and Acornet ftp
servers very soon. It has to be the first demo I
know that stops you from deleting it in the desk
top and prints up the message "hliy yA' fOol!
deLeTin' cOol DeMoz suxx!".

Phonology
Completing the reviews in this demo special is
the long awaited set of music discs by the
Xperience. Phenology is over 2Mb of compressed
music, wrapped up in a rather stylish demo inter
face. The program begins with an impressive and
well presented light sourced object which looks
like the demo title cast in silver. It's very reminis
cent of Frederic tlisei's routines in MissTech.

After the intro, the music kicks in and a full
screen picture of the titles of the pieces of music
entwined together is displayed. If the pointer is
moved over one of the names, it gradually
brightens to make it stand out. Clicking on the
name starts the piece of music playing. Clicking
on the centre icon exits via a little transition

effect to the end sequence. The demo is then
rounded off with a vertical scrolltext giving some
information about the music. As usual forTXP, it

seems a bit on the arrogant side, but a quick press
of the escape key exits you swiftly to the desktop.

special
I was very impressed by the presentation of

this production. The H.R. Giger-influenced hand
drawn graphics are very nice (although could
have used a little anti-aliasing), and it's all been
put together in a smooth and stylish manner.

I was a little disappointed with the tunes
included. There's nothing intrinsically wrong
with the music here, which includes a range of
styles centering around a fairly light dance music
core. But I have to say that it was all a little
bland. Most of the samples seemed a little famil
iar (do I detect some poaching from the Amiga
Desert Dream mods?), and nothing radical had
really been done with them. Having said that,

the quality of most tracker music on Acorn
machines isn't that great, and the Phonology
music ironically puts most commercial game
music to shame.

Given the particularly stylish presentation I'd
certainly recommend obtaining this production,
but getting hold of it might not be that easy. At
2.3Mb (quite reasonable given the amount of
music), it's a mammoth download, and the
Xperience's policy of charging PD libraries £40
for a licence before they can distribute it is effec
tively ruling out the possibility of buying it on
disc.

I have to ask myself why TXP are penalis
ing libraries in this manner? The group have
done much to keep the demo scene going but
strategies like this will make them very little
money while limiting the distribution of their
software. PI) libraries are having a hard
enough time as it is, with stiff competition
from the Internet. Phonology can be found
on the Digital Databank BBS and the Acornet
download site on the Web.

SILIconvention 97
Hot on the heels of last year's Yelling Jam is
another demo party in Germany. The
.SILIconvention 97 is multi-format and includes

competition categories for Acorn machines as
well as the Amiga, Atari, PC and C64.

Prizes will be available for both the best Rise

PC demo and the best 64K intro. Full information

is provided in the official info textfile which can
be found on this month's cover disc. So let's see

some UK entries competing with the usual range
of German produced demos and show the other
formats what the Acorn can do! Expect a full
report on these pages soon.

Screen dimmer
Chris Poole has coded up a little

module for RISC OS 3.7 users

which fades the screen when

dimming and undimming in

conjunction with the
ScreenBlanker. Simply add it to

your boot sequence and use
*DimTim <secs> to set the

dimming time. Contact:

c.e.poole@iee.org.uk

Fish Tank upgrade
A StrongARM fixed version of
DFI's Fish Tank simulator is now

available on the Arcade BBS or at

the DFI web site at: http://www.

foobar.co.uk/dialin/utopia/dfi.htm

APDL subs again
As with last month, the APDL subs

disc has another range of
entertaining or useful programs.
Two desktop games take the form
of Goo, a Pipemania clone and
Xor, a conversion of the classic

arcade game. Utilities include the

essential Texture Garden program
(mentioned in the January issue's

web design article) and LabelText,

a tool that makes processing

database CSV files easy. Contact
APDL at: 39 Knighton Park Road,

Sydenham, London SE26 5RN.

Recommended PD
Libraries
• The Datafile, Willoughby House, 89

Woodville Road, Boston PE21 8BB

• Naked PD, 'Fayence', Fulford Rd,
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST11 9QT

• Arch Angel PD, PO Box41, Exeter

EX4 3EN APDL, 39 Knighton Park

Road, Sydenham, LondonSE26 5RN

• Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds
Walk, Bushey, Hertfordshire WD21LZ
• Beebware PD, 83 Forrest Road,

Huncote, Leicester LE93BH

• ARM Club PD Library, Freepost
ND6573, London N12 0BR

• Rise World PD,

daniel.hayes@argonet.co.uk

Contacting me
You can contact the PD page by

writing to me, Paul Wheatley,
at Acorn User, IDGMedia,

Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. Or

preferably, by e-mail to
aupdpage@idg.co.uk.
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Does your clip art collection look like this ?

COPmm
mm is "ia 5"oA*cm cothm omen

m a m v N TKt <Mph*»l Knoam M&oiccnwaiSyn*ra

/Flexible WYSIWYG ^Display
/Clips can be stored in multiple groups
/Access clips on other media e.g. CD's
/Up to 60% compression
/Search for clips using keywords
/Save clips in original format or _sprites
/Save your clipart as ready-toppnt pages

of Dr^Files]3E
mm

When it could look
like this...

7" IT
Supports all major graphics formats

mtr Have you ever deleted a file and
then wished you hadn't?

Features include :
The

onfy£39.95
+E1.50UKp&p

• Autorpdlically captures deleted/files
•Setup s)(our own exclusions for <files^

directories or filetypes.
• Captures from Hard Disc or Floppy etc.
• Set times for regular emptying
• Compacts the files stored inside the Bin

• Restores files/to original location or
Drag 'n' Drop^ to another location.

only£29.95
+£1.50UKp&p

f
Aa

Bb

Have you ever wanted to rename a font family?
Doyou have a font family that doesn't have

7 the correct name in all its files?
!\y Works with Rise 0S2 &QJ33 fonts

/Doesn't affect kerning or scaffolding

/Drag 'n' Drop

Some fonts will not work correctly because the names inside the font are not the same
as the directoryname. Thisis commonamongst PDfonts and fonts convertedfrom other
platforms. 'Font Namer' lets you rename an entirefont family and^ensures that all files
conform;to Jhe correct specificatioq. 5 / ( <, /

&The GrafixCDl ESS*""'1*000
rFiles are stored as GIF, JPEG, and Sprite. TheCD contains generalcategories as

well as WWW topics. tj%
*sarGeneral topics:

Animals, Buildings, Food,
Business, Computers,
•Gardens, Geograpfty,<
Holidays, Military, Music,
Mythology, People,
Religion, Science, Sport etc...
WWW topics:
Arrows, Bullets, Buttons,
Bars, Backgrounds, Icons, Animated GIF's etc.

^PD Collection CD1SSSS
^Demos< / Programming utils tot ^Databases
Utilities N BASIC, C, C++ etc.
Educational Comms software

Games File compressors
Fractals Image Processing

c

Vector & Bitmap editbrs
Music inc. MIDI
3D

Text Editors

All software is StrongARM compatible.
t/\n|C Please call for more information.
COMPUTING •.Overseas orders please <hdd £2.00. JC C
" •—*• * ""( c / Official orders welcome. »mt *mw

48 Charles StreeK •-Xhurch Gresley • Swadlincote • Derbyshire
Phone/Fax : (01283) 552761 - email : sales@fabis.dcmon.ee

http://www.fabis.demon.co.uk/
All trademarks acknowledged. E&OI:.

onty£19.95
+£1.50 UK pfip

and many more...

only£14.95
+£1.50UKp&p

?

The answer....

Sibelius Software SPECIALISTS!
The best music processing software in the world,
bar none! And the best place for a demonstration?

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT, BR2 9QN

Tel: 0181 -460 8991 Fax: 0181 -313 0400

Email: sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

Ifyou're fed up with warehouse stores that don't know
anything about what theysell, or shops that let you look

but not touch, try us for a change! Come in and take
advantage of our expertise and considered advice before
you buy, and after you've made your purchase, we won't
leave you in the lurch if you hit problems - our service is

renowned around the world!

ACORN CENTRE OF TECHNOLOGY

P.S. If you want a full demonstration of Sibelius, ring us first for
an appointment - you'll need to reserve at least an hour!

lywhere
type

BETT 97 ^^V
Gold Award ip/r

Talking textease \?fc
m% Best Primary

8
Software

Softease Limited, V.
The Old Courthouse, 4>J
St Peters Church Yard,
Derby, DE1 1NN
Tel 01332 20491, Fax 01684 772922
Email sales@softease.co.uk

For Windows 3.11 and '95 or Acorn RISC OS3.1
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Twinworld James Byrne/Ubi-Soft

The Gaspards, a
peaceful race

of people, lived
for centuries

under the wise

rule of an old

family endowed
with magic pow
ers: The Cariken.

This family
possessed a secu
lar symbol of
power, forged
way back in
ancient times by the Gods of
Enlightenment. Its power was such that
peace and prosperity reigned for many cen
turies. However, the Cariken's vigilance
gradually slackened and, because of this,
the use of the magical amulet sank into
decline.

And thus Maldur, a wicked druid, suc

ceeded in conquering Gaspary, aided by
horrific monsters he had created. His war

riors massacred the Cariken mercilessly and
no one managed to escape or use the
amulet. It therefore fell into Maldur's

hands, who rapidly realised what hidden
powers it contained. Nevertheless legend
had it that if a single member of the
Cariken survived the massacre and got hold
of the amulet, he could then rid the land of
the terrible Maldur.

In order to avoid this, the druid tried to
destroy the amulet. He concentrated all his
magical powers causing an enormous explo
sion, and under the pressure the amulet
shattered into 23 pieces spread across the
country. Maldur survived the explosion
because of his supernatural powers.
Nevertheless, he was seriously injured and
sent his monsters to recover the fragments
before they fell into someone else's hands.

Maldur did not know there was indeed a

survivor, none other than the son of the last
ruling king. When he was two years old he
had been rescued by Thorax, one of his

father's faithful servants, and raised far
away from Maldur's spies. On his deathbed,
his father made a last wish: when Ulopa
reached the age of 16 he should be told
about the mission that would subsequently
become his unique duty.

On Ulopa's birthday, Thorax told him the
story of his ancestors and explained how his
true father had died. To vanquish the king's
assassins and put an end to the rule of the
masters of darkness there was only one solu
tion: Ulopa, the last of the Cariken, must set
off to find the 23 pieces of the amulet to get
rid of the druid Maldur for good.

Thorax could only tell him one magic
trick of the Cariken: the magical control of
energy bubbles. Only the consumption of a
potion can maintain this magical power.

Thus Thorax gave some of the potion to
Ulopa to provide for his long, dangerous
journey that would lead him to Maldur's
kingdom. The creatures that existed when
Ulopa's father was alive had meanwhile
been almost completely supplanted by
Maldur's terrifying monsters.

System Requirements
For Archimedes series machines 1Mb RAM

and RISC OS 2 or later.

For Rise PC series machines 2Mb RAM and

RISC OS 3.5 or later.

Controls
If you have a joystick interface connect
your joystick to port 1 and begin playing. If
not, use the keyboard. To view and/or alter
the current key definitions use the SetKeys
utility which is available by running the
Help file.

• Move right Joystick rightor rightkey
• Move left Joystick left or left key
• Jump Joystick upor upkey
• Crouch Joystick downordownkey
• Throw a bubble Fire buttonor fire key
• Destroy some floors Joystick briefly downwards

orquickly pressing down key
• Crossdoorways Position yourself infront of

the door and movethe joy
stickveryquickly down
wardsor quickly press the
down key

• Lose a life Escape
• Endgame Delete

Help
There is comprehensive help available from a
StrongHelp file, the IStrongHlp application
itself is on the second cover disc in the Extras

directory. Please beware this version of
StrongHlp does not include the manuals
(omitted to savespace) and attempting to run
IStrongHlp on its own (double-clicking the
application icon) will not work. You must
select Help from TwinWorld's Filer menu.
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!Gamma David Thomas

Gamma allows you to
reprogram your

machine's video controller

to change the brightness
response of your screen dis
play. This can be used to
correct for deficiencies in

some monitors, or if you
just can't seem to get the
colours right with those
fiddly dials. Gamma is
completely mode-indepen
dent, will work in any
screen mode and will not

affect the desktop palette.
Gamma works by alter

ing the colour look-up tables inside your
computer's video controller (VIDC) to
resemble that of a gamma-curve rather than
the usual diagonal line. It should be noted
that other programs that try to reprogram

EIxl (jfamwia

[Toolbar David Thomas

the VIDC20 in the

same way may not

work in conjunction
with Gamma.

Tor Gamma to work,

your machine needs to
be equipped with a
VIDC20 video controller

chip or compatible. This
currently means any Rise
PC or A7000 series

machine.

Usage
Load Gamma by double-
clicking on its icon in a

filer window. It will load and display its
icon to the left of the Display Manager
utility. Clicking with SELECT or ADJUST
on this icon will open the Gamma alter
ation window. This is the window you use

to alter the gamma-curve. At the top of
this window is a white box with a

black diagonal line in it. Clicking on
either of the up or down arrows to the
bottom of the window will alter the

curve. The up arrow will make the
screen brighter while the down arrow
will make it darker.

Toolbar provides a pull-down bar which is used to launch applica
tions, files and open directories. It can be configured to reside on

either on the top left- or right-hand side of the screen and stores the
names of up to 32 objects.

Load Toolbarby double-clicking on its icon in a filer window. It will
load and display its title baron the top left-hand side of the screen.

The toolbar is initially empty, so you will not be able to drag it
down onto the screen. To add an application, directory or file (an
object) to the toolbar drag it onto the titlebarthat's visible in the top
left-hand part of the screen. It will beadded to the toolbar and you
will beable to pull the toolbar down to reveal theobject you have just
^UUJJHUJjJiJHiijjjjjjjjjjjjjJHiijjjjjjjjHUjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjMi^^^^^ added. Each object has

a button created for it with a small sprite to the left of the button.
Note that the sprite is not part of the button, and clicking on it will
have no effect. To launch the

object you have added to the
toolbar just click Select on the
button. Once you click Select,
and the object is launched, the
toolbar will retract back into its

original position. Alternatively,
clicking with Adjust will launch
the object, but keep the toolbar
from retracting.

CDFn

CDPIaxer

CD Type

Great Extras
PhotoView

Free Ads - all our Free Ads on disc
HardCash demo- will it suit your
payroll requirements?
Gamma correction tool
Pull-down toolbar
System notes for Twinworld

Regular items
• Bucketloads of *INFO from graphics

to games
• Mike Cook's serial port testing

software

SmartCD*

Audio

fF^t'D Simulator

Toolbar

Disc information
The programs onthese discs have been compressed using
ArcFS 2 from VTi and are opened byrunning a copy of ArcFS
thendouble-clicking onthe archive to open it.There isa copy
of ArcFS on each disc.

Mostsoftware will run straight from the archive, but some
programs may need to be copied out of the archive before
being run, uncompressing theminthe process. Any program
that saves a file to disc, for instance, will be unable to do so
into the archives on the disc.
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Faulty disc?

Ifyourdisc isfaulty, test whether it will verify byclicking with
Menu on the floppy drive icon and choosing Verify.

Ifit fails to verify or is physically damagedyou should return
it to TIB, TIB House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD4
7BH. If it verifies successfullyreturn it to the Acorn User editor
ial office at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover discs have been checked for viruses
using Killer version 2.500from Pineapple Software.



Pssst.... Me Again!
Great news from Alsystems!

Ultra SCSI 3 is here! With a new ultra fast

controller chip and other SCSI 3 standards implemented,"
the new Power-tec SCSI 3 card is all you will need for real

power in your computer. No problems for Power-tec SCSI 2
owners either, upgrading is as easy as swapping a chip and
running the new Power Manager Software. Orders are being

taken now so call Alsystems today on 01420 561111 for
pricing and a release date. If you're on the net, email

scsi3@alsys.demon.co.uk and they'll email you
back with all the techie spec.

PS. Don't tell Sid!



Flatbed scanners
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There are many ways to capture sights
of the real world and convert them

into the digital imagery. For flat, still
imagery in the form of photographic
prints and small-scale artwork, the high
est quality digitisation in home and
business computing is achieved from
flatbed scanners.

For those who don't already know, a
flatbed scanner is a little like a miniature
photocopier in appearance; a glass-
topped box and strip of blindingly bright
light harbouring the 'eye' of the scanner
that moves beneath the glass. Other types
which do a similar but 'cheaper' job are
the sheetfeeder type which look like a
fax machine, and the 'hand-held' type
which often require the power of your

fessional flatbed is becoming a viable
alternative. However, with decent mod
els starting at around £200 now, even
those with very limited budgets can
afford their very own flatbed.

Just like sleeping beds, flowerbeds and
even bedsits, there is a great variation in
flatbed specification, quality and price.
The specification is often what people
look for, but with scanners these can
contain awfully impressive but quite
unimportant and even misleading infor
mation. The specification of A4 flatbed
scanners usually includes the following:
• Resolution: anything from 300 to
9,600 dots per inch (dpi). The salesman
will try to convince you that the higher
the resolution the better the quality of

Jack Kreindler outlines what you need to consider when buying a flatbed scanner

IMC 'Umax'

Powerlook II
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arm to help scan the subject matter.
Only in the realm of professional

reproduction, where true optical resolu
tions of over 5000dpi are a must, do
flatbcds come second place to 'Drum
Scanners', but with improvements in
CCD technology the less expensive pro-

your scan. The reality is that an unsealed
scan of a photograph need not be any
higher than 300dpi as file size soon
become ludicrous and only a few dye-
sublimation printers and off-set
lithographers can reproduce photo
graphic imagery at higher resolutions.

Only for line-art and for scaling up all
or parts of the original material do
higher resolutions become useful but
even then, there are very few flatbeds
that can truly 'sec' more than 400 points
per inch. Higher resolutions are achieved
only by interpolation. So beware of the
advertising.
• Number of passes: A few years ago
you had to pay through your teeth for a
flatbed that would scan, in one pass, an
A4 page in under a minute. Now, with
triple CCD, flatbeds are the norm and
even the entry-level scanners are single
pass. The main improvement over three-



i

Agfa ArcusII

pass scanners - which scan red, green
and blue separately - is speed while qual
ity remains unaffected.
• Colours: In brief, a single pass scanner
looks at red green and blue colours each
with its own CCD. If the scanner is
quoted being 24-bit each CCD should
ideally be able to distinguish shades of
that colour to 8-bit accuracy. Throw in a
bit of maths and you get a figure of 16.7
million colours (88 = 16,777,216). 30-bit
scanner can see 10-bits per colour (1010 =
lots) and 36-bit scanners can digitise so
many billions of colours it seems silly.

It does make little sense having a scan
ner that can recognise more colours than
the computer or the human eye can com
prehend, but there is reasoning behind
this overkill. For instance, a photo
graphic print that has been poorly
developed and lacks any contrast may
still contain billions of colours but only a
36-bit scanner many be able to 'see' the
tonal variations and expand them to a
wider range of contrast, while a 24-bit
scanner may see all the shades as the
same colour and hence produce an infe
rior scan.

• Interface: Most flatbeds operate via
SCSI and parallel hardware interfaces.
SCSI is faster than parallel, though
at the speed that scanners work,
especially at high resolution,
this becomes far less important
than in data storage. SCSI does
cost more but to gain the most
out of a fast previewing scanner
you may want to spend the
extra pennies.

Scanning on
the Acorn
This is not as straightforward as
on the Mac or PC as manufac

turers do not write RISC OS

drivers. There are, however, dri

vers for almost every major
player in the flatbed game, for
most of which we must thank

David Pilling.
David Pilling's Twain Drivers

cover all the best of the Agfa,
Canon, HP, Umax, Epson and
Musteck ranges. Many of the
best Acorn image processing
and bitmap editing packages
are Twain-ready though Twain

is a 'standard' which in reality
requires nothing more than that there be
a software interface which sits between

the destination application and the scan
ner. It has nothing to do with the
scanner's command language itself, so if
you buy a new Twain compatible scan
ner and have one of David

Pilling's Twain drivers from
ages past, do not be surprised if
nothing works.

Each Twain driver is individ

ually written for its scanner. If
it was not for David Pilling's
work, flatbed scanning on the
Acorn would only be possible
on a very small choice of hard
ware, and unlike standard
Acorn printer drivers compared
to the manufacturers' software,

the continually growing num
ber of David Pilling Twain drivers
are no slower than the Mac or PC ver

sions. Castle Technologies markets the
Musteck drivers and many third parties
sell supported hardware with the Twain
drivers. Twain drivers are inexpensive at
£20 (all inc.) and just £35 with Pilling's
Imagemaster processing software and
both SCSI and parallel scanners can be

IMC 'Umax Vista' S6E

Flatbed scanners

used with the drivers.

For alternatives, Iota and Irlam are two
to look out for. Irlam have been writing
Acorn specific drivers for Epson scanners
for many years and their software for the
GT-5000, GT-8500 and the range topping
GT-9500 tried and tested in the educa

tional, domestic and business
environment.

Of course, many Acorn users, from
school teachers with networks to home

users with Rise PCs have contact with or

even ownership of IBM-compatible PCs
and increasingly, since the formation of
Xemplar, Mac hardware also. Within this
cohort there are many potential buyers
of flatbed scanners who have other

options open to them.
Those with a Rise PC with a PC card

m

<
am*

m

Devcom 'Black Widow' 9636SP

second processor can plug a parallel com
patible scanner straight into the back of
their Acorn and use the manufacturer's
software to drive their scanner within
Windows. On a StrongARM Rise PC with
a fast(ish) PC card and PC Pro, scanning
is acceptably fast though the parallel
port is not as efficient a communications
pipeline as it is in RISC OSor a complete
PC and there is no Acorn SCSI card that

can talk to PC cards yet, so SCSI-only
scanners are out.

This problem is being tackled as I
write and by the time this issue is pub
lished Alsystems, creator of the Powertec
SCSI 2 card, will hopefully be finishing
the ANSI driver for its card. This zero-cost

firmware upgrade will allow many SCSI
flatbeds to be driven via the Acorn pod-
ule bus thus solving the parallel port
limitations.

With Acorns on PC or Mac networks,
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Flatbed scanners
•w

m

you may also wish to have your cake and
eat it, enjoying the benefits of PC and
Mac scanner software and then porting
the scan into the RISC OS environment
for whatever end. Many Acorn repro
bureaux do just that and there are big
bonuses to be gained. Some of the soft
ware that is bundled with the scanners is
quite brilliant and not available for the
Acorn, including: OCR, bitmap to vector
converters, complete vector graphics
packages, photocopier emulators, fax
software, cut down or even full versions
of the world-renowned Adobe Photoshop.

For instance, you can have all the
above plus the SCSI version of the Epson
GT-5000 for under £400 including VAT
while Acorn prices which often include
the PC software together with an Acorn
driver, are typically £50 more and unless
you have a PC you cannot take advan
tage of the bundled applications. The
only disadvantage with this route is
memory. RAM, that precious stuff, is
quickly eaten up by Windows, especially
that version '95', so do not be surprised if
your hard disc suddenly becomes
thrashed to death by RAM-hungry PC
programs passing their excess on to slug
gish virtual memory.

What to buy?
It would be easier to squeeze a camel
through the hole in the top left cor
ner of a high density floppy disc
than for me to list the test results
for all the Acorn supported
flatbeds. And, in the light of the
forthcoming ASPI drivers for
Acorn SCSI cards, we are at a
turning point for Acorn users
with SCSI and PC cards, and
with new scanners like the
Xenon illuminated Canoscans
from Canon recently launched
with no Acorn driver yet fin
ished, it would be a shame to
exclude some of the excellent
scanners which currently cannot
compete.

Despite the differences in user-
interface the difference in raw

performance and scan quality is
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detail

marginal whichever driver or
platform you use. Any good
computer or consumer maga
zine roundup could be
consulted for specification
and performance compar
isons. However here are my
personal recommendations
for the best flatbed scanners

on the market. If you have
tried a scanner but there is

no driver for it yet, I strongly
suggest contacting David
Pilling who is ever willing to write new
Twain drivers given the time and the
hardware.

Recommended
(street prices ex vat)
£200-£400 (RRP)
• Devcom 'Black Widow' 1200SP (no
Acorn driver) 300x600 to 1200, 24-bit
Amazingly cheap for very good quality
scans

£400-£700

• Epson GT-5000 (Twain Drivers and
Irlam Drivers) 300x600 to 2400 24-bit
A trustworthy and solidly built scanner
with a choiceof Acom Drivers
• Epson GT-8500 (Twain Drivers and

Devcom 'Black Widow' 1200SP

'

Epson GT8500

Irlam Drivers) 400x800 to 3200, 24-bit
Professional results possible from good
originals, has high optical resolution
• IMC 'Umax' Vista S6E (Twain driver
imminent) 300x600 to 4800, 24 bit
From the award-winning stables of Umax
comes another winner. Fast, high quality
single pass scanner
• Devcom 'Black Widow' 9636SP (No
Acorn Driver) 600x600, 36-bit
Entry level36-bit scanner. Superior results
to 24-bit scanners on poorer original, but
much slower than similarly priced 24-bit
flatbeds

£700-£1500+

• IMC 'Umax' PowerLook II (Twain Dri
vers planned) 600x1200 to 9600 36-bit
The big brother of the S6E this is a seri
ously fast and capable scanner for those
with about£1,500 to spare.
• Agfa Arcus II (Twain Drivers) 600x1200
to 2400, 30-bit

At over £2,000 street price, this is an
expensive bit of kit but Agfa scanners are
famed for the ability to work won
ders with poor quality originals 4u

Contact details
Irlam Instruments:

Tel/Fax:(01895)811401
E-mail: info@irlam.co.uk

David Pilling (for Twain Drivers)
POBox 22, Thornton Cleveleys, Blackpool
PY5 ILR

E-mail: info@pilling.demon.co.uk

And/or contact your local dealer



Open Sunday
LateNight Opening "^ Ilam to4pmj

Wednesday & Thursday
till7.30pr

low costdelivery Tel: 0113 231 -9444
•2-4 Week Days £3.99
•NextWeekDay £5.99
•Saturday Delivery £15.00

Deliverysubjecttostockavailability

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:
FIRSTCOMPUTER CENTRE,

DEPT.ACU, UNIT3, ARMLEY PARKCT,
STANNINGLEY RD, LEEDS, LSI2 2AE.

COMPUTER CENTRE

Hardware
0%

Finance
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Entertainment Software

I Alone in the Dark £25.99
Anagram Genius £17.99

IBlackAngel £26.99
Burn Out £23.99

j Cannon Fodder £22.99
Cobalt Seed £22.99
Cyber Chess £26.99
Darkwood £26.99
Fist Lore £21.99

IFTT Formula 2000 £23.99
| Global Effect £29.99

High Rise Racing £21.99
| Logic Mania £26.99

Rick Dangerous £14.99
I Saloon Cars Deluxe £26.99
SimCity 2000 (A5000) £32.99
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC) £32.99
Simon the Sorcerer £34.99
Star Fighter 2000 £26.99
Spobbfeoid Fantasy £23.99
The Real McCoy 2,3,4 or S£26.99
Tanks £22.99
Virtual Golf £24.99

jWavelength £19.99
Application Software

ArcComm2 £53.99
Arc Fax 1.12 £37.99
Arcterm 7 £65.99
Artworks 1.54 £115.99
Hearsay II £75.99
Home Accounts £31.99
Copernicus Astronomy £29.99
Impression Style £72.99
' lpression Publisher £117.99

aelius6 Version 3 £174.99

Software
Delivery tl.50

per title or
£3.99 for 4* .

Bookshelf96 £40.991
Dinosaurs £26.991
Encarta96 £39.99
Golf £26.99
MSDOS 6.22 & Windows £67.99
Works V3forWindows £26.991

Reference
Chambers Dictionary £35.991
Grolier Encyclopedia £15.99
RedShiftAstronomy II £37.991
Dorling Kindesley Titles

Encyclopedia of Science £27.991
Encyclopedia of Nature £27.991
History ofthe World £27.99
My Ist Incred. Dictionary £21.99
PB Birthday Party £23.99
Stowaway £24.991
The WayThings Work £27.99
The Ult. Human Body £27.99
The Ultimate Sex Guide £27.99
Virtual Reality Bird £23.99
Virtual Reality Cat £23.991
Top sellers on CD-ROM

Civilisation 2 £33.991
Command and Conquer £31.991
DukeNukem3D £28.99
FSFX £31.99
Formula I Grand Prix 2 £33.99
Final Doom £ I 1.991
FllghtShop £37.991
Grolier M/M Encyclopedia £16.49
Nuke IT £17.99
Quake £29.99
Settlers 2 £28.99
Warcraft2 £29.991
Zork Nemesis £27.99

Acornt
Tli-,^ Tl -f^lf

PC700 Kiscr^ s
5MbHD540&AKF60 £1517.99
SMbHD540/CD&AKF60 £1617.99
5MbHD540&AKF90 £1892.99
SMbHD540/CD&AKF90 £1992.99
IOMbHDI.OG&AKF60 £1742.99
IOMbHDI.OG/CD&AKF60 £1842.99
IOMbHDI.OG&AKF90 £2093.99
IOMbHDI.OG/CD&AKF90 £2192.99
PC600
4MbHD540&AKF60 £1258.99
4MbHD540/CD&AKF60 £1367.99

|4MbHD540& AKF90 £1664.99
1 4Mb HD540/CD &AKF90 £1767.99

l| Dual Speed CD drives fro ti £26.99

IISix Speed CD drives from £54.99

II 16Bit Sound Card £68.99

l^Extra Slice Case £1 15.99

Acorn

Interest Free Credit Finance
^20% Deposit 20 Monthly Payments

Sibelius 7 Sudcntvcr3 £544.99
Sibelius 7 Version 3 £999.99
Titler £83.99
Touch Typing £34.99
Turbo DnverBJ/Eps/HP £46.99

Educational Software
Badger Trails £42.99
Chrystal Rain Forest £42.99
French Learning Series £ 19.99
Oxford R/TrecStageZ £39.99
Oxford R/Tree More £39.99
Oxford R/Tree Stage3 £39.99
Rosie&lim (Sneezes) £11.99
Rosie &Jim (Duck) £11.99
10/10 Dinosaurs £13.99
10/10 Driving Test £13.99
10/10 Early Essentials £13.99
10/10 Essential Maths £13.99
10/10 Essential Science £13.99
10/10 English £13.99
10/10 French £13.99
10/10 German £13.99
10/10Junior Essentials £13.99
10/10 Maths Algebra £13.99
10/10 Maths Geometry £13.99
10/10 Maths Numbers £13.99
10/10 Maths Statistics £13.99
10/IOSpelling £13.99

StrongARM

Strong-ARM
Processor Upgrade

£284.99

Limited Offer
Intel Pentium Processor

performance for all Acorn RISC
PC's. Amazing Speed increase!!.

Canon
Canon BJ30 £159.99

tipact Portable mono printer, 30 page ASF built In.

Canon BJC70Colour £185.99
Hij;h quality Portable colour printer. 30 pagi* ASF.

Canon BJ240 Colour £190.99
N.w Colour Printer. 720 dpi.

Canon BJC4200Colour £254.99
Venion. with Pholo Reali.m CartridEe Option

Canon BJC4550Colour £369.99
pnion. with Photo Rraliim Cartridge Option

Canon BJC620 Colour £320.99
New Enhanced, dedie..te.i<iilmirprinter.7!0x72() dpi.

EPSON
Epson Stylus 500 colour £249.99

Epson Stylus 200 colour £179.99
720 dpi. 100 sheet ASF. colour or mono printer

Epson Stylus 200 £139.99
720 k 720 dpi. Mono printer, upgradable to colour

Epson Stylus Pro £389.99
720 . 720 dpi. <Colour Pielo Mead.

Epson GT-5000 Scanner £329.99
Entry le.el A« Colour Flatbed Scanner.

Epson GT-8500Scanner£450.99
400dpl Fully featured A4 Colour Flatbed S

Modems

PC CardS With Riic PC Seperatcly
SX-33 £115.99 £233.99

DX2-66 £174.99 £292.99

DX4-I00 £233.99 £350.99

5x86 £350.99 £468.99

Ac;orn? A7000Systems|
A7000 4MbHD540&AKF60 £1061.99

A7000 4MbHDS40CD&AKF60 £1161.99

Microvitec 1438

Monitor
.28 dp, Multi-Sync

Only £279.99

Acorn Spares
Acorn Mouse (Original)£29.99
A5000/A4000 Disk Drive £8 1.99

A3020 Disk Drive £100.99

A3010 Disk Drive £100.99

A3000 Disk Drive £81.99
RiscOS 3.1 I Full Upgrade £86.99
RiscOS3.l I No Manuals £43.99
MIDIMax(RiscPC&A5000)£80.99
MIDIUser(A30x0&A4000) £67.99
MIDICables(2x3m) £9.99

Repair> FittingSenile AvjjjjMl

Printers

tf/3
HEWLETT'

PACKARD

HPDeskjet400 Colour £149.99
Full Colour Printer. Very Low Price. 600.100 dpi

HP Deskjet 690 Colour £249.99
New Colour lnk|rt.600>SOOdpiMono.400x]OOdpl Colour.

HPDeskjet820 £279.99
7 p/pJm Mono. 1 p/plm Colour

HPDeskjet870CXI £414.99
7 p/p/m Mono. 2 p'p/m Colour

HP 5L Laserjet £339.99
4 plpfm 600. s,.i. in HAM.

HP 6P Laserjet £569.99
Bp,'p/m 600dpi, 1>

CITIZEN

ABC Colour Printer
24 Pin Dot M..trl< Col. Printer, Trade

Citizen Projet-IIC
Colour Inkjet )00«)00 dpi. 70 Sheet A!

Citizen Printiva600C
3r,P„

Citizen Printiva 1700C
Same ai 600C, but alio hai 600dpi tcani

£129.99
-1 Unit £34.99

£129.99

£371.99

£529.99

CONNER RJjJTbU & Seagate
80Mb 2.5" IDE £64.99

120Mb 2.5" IDE £89.99

170Mb 2.5" IDE £85.99

210Mb 2.5" IDE £104.99

250Mb 2.5"IDE £119.99

420Mb 2.5" IDE £129.99

IA3010/3000 IDE Card*£69.99
"When Bought With Drive

ACCESSORIES
Printer Switch Box 2 way Inc. cable 114 99
Printer Switch Box 3 way Inc. cable £ 19.99
Printer Switch Box 4 way Inc. cable £22.99
I.B Metre printer cable £4.99
3 Metre printer cable £6.99
5 Metre printer cable £8.99
10 Metre printer cable £12.99
Inkjet Printer Cleaning Kit £9.99
Personal Computer Cleaning Kit £9.99

Epson 200 8 Hr. Warranty £46.99
Epson 500 8 Hr. Warranty £75.99
Epson Iron-On Transfer Paper (10) £12.99
Epson 720 dpi Paper Pack (100 ) £ 12.99

Canon T-Shirt Transfer Pack £29.99
Canon BC-06 Photography Carts. £24.99
Canon BC-06 Photography Kit £34.99
Canon BC-09 Fluorescent Cartridge £24.99
Canon BC-22 Photography Carts. £32.99
Canon BC-22 Photography Kit £37.99
Canon BC-29 Fluorescent Cartridge£32.99
Canon HR-I0I Inkjet Paper (200) £23,99

HP DJ690/694 Photography Cart. £29.99
HP DJ690/694 Photo Image Kit £43.99
HP DJ690/694 Photography Paper £9.99
HPDJ690/694 BannerPaper £9.99
HP Deskjet Bright White Papcr(500)£ I0.99
HP Premium Glossy Paper (10)

Cables

10/10 Education series
Any 2 for £25.99

PC CD ROM Software
Schubert £37.99
Strauss £26.99
Stravinsky £37.99
Ancient Lands £26.99

2.5" H/Drives 3.5" H/Drives Memory Modules
Quantum -WSeaqate

TOSHIBA

540Mb 3.5" IDE £103.99

l.0Gig3.5"IDE £144.99
540Mb3.5"SCSI £151.99

I.OGig3.5"SCSI £249.99
2.0Gig 3.5" SCSI £339.99
A3/A400 IDE Card £80.99

. A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 19.99,

fRiscPC7A7000 4Mb £17.99)
RiscPC7A7000 8Mb £34.99
RiscPC/A7000 16Mb £80.99
RiscPC/A7000 32Mb £139.99,

RiscPC VRAM 2Mb £169.99

With I Mb Trade In £122.99
A30I0 IMbto2Mb £44.99

A30I0 IMbto4Mb £94.99 1
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb £81.99

|A5000 2Mbto4Mb £72.99
Part X.youroldMemory Call....

Multi Media/CD ROM
RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.6&3.7)
8x Goldstar R580B £79.99

6x Goldstar R560B £69.99

4x Goldstar R542B £49.99
Dual IDE cable£9.99

RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.5 only)
8x Optics Stingray £89.99
6x BTC CD drive £54.99

Comes with software driver disk

Dual IDE cabled.99

CUMANA
Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive

IOscar(p.iraiiei)4Speed CD Drive

Acorn CD Software
APDL Clipart DTP I
APDL Clipart DTP 2
APDL Clipart DTP 3
Artworks Clipart 1/2
Cars-Maths in Motion
Childrens Micropedia
Dune II
Goldilocks

nysGardon

£18.99 Hutchinsons Encyclopedi;
£18.99 Oxford Reading Tree
/•in 99 PDCD I (Datafife)
/•jn'oo PDCD2 (Datafile)
/cnoo PDCD3(Datafile)
""•*' PDCD I (APDL)£^•9^ PDCD 2(APDL)
,,L'l' Simon the Sorcerer
£45.99 Photobase Landscapes
£34.99 Understanding the Body

Consumables

£170.95
£229.99
£134.99

£287.99

£31.99
£39.99
£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£14.99
£14.99
£41.99
£55.99
£50.49

PRIMA
V34+

Fax Modem
Superb Price/Performance

33,600 bps, BABT Approved

Cables and Adaptors..Lots more in stock
Phone Line Ext. 5M/l0M/l5M£6.99/£8.99/£ 10.99

Dual Socket Adaptor £6.99
Telephone Socket adaptor BT-US/US-BT £4.99
Printer Cables 1.8M/5M/10M £4.99/£ I 1.99/£ 19.99

Modem Cable/Null Modem£9.99/£9.99

2x3M MIDI Cables£9.99.Dual IDE cable £9.99 _,

Ribbons
en Swift/ABC mono £3.99

Citizen Swift/ABC colour £12.99

Star LC90 mono ribbon £4.99

r LCI 0/100 mono £3.69

r LCI 0/100 colour £7.99

Star LC240c colour £13.99
Star LC240c mono £8.99
Star LC240 mono £5.99

Star LC24-10/200/300 Colour £13.99

Re-lnkSprayformonoribbons £11.99
MOST OTHER MAKES

AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK

Cartridge Refills
I Save alortune Inrunnlnj com with your inkl
| bubble Jet. Compatible with the HP De.kjet

ii. Canon l!jl?:CIt IH.MII0] in.
SJ48, Citlien Projet and many other,.

I Singlerefills (22ml) £6.99
I Twinrefills (44ml) £12.99

colourkit (66ml) £19.99
Full colour kit (88ml) £27.99
Bulk refills (125ml) £24.99

[Printerrepairspecialists call
for quote

Ink Cartridges
Canon 11J 10/Star SJ48
Canon BJ200/230
Canon BJ30 (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 colour (3 pack)
Canon BJC 4000 colour (single)
Canon BJC 4000 mono (single)
Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap.
Canon BJC 600c mono high cap.
Canon BJC 600c colour
Citizen Printiva Std. colours

Citizen Printiva Metallic colours

HP. Deskjet 500/550 Mono
HP. Deskjet 500/550 Colour
HP.Dcskjet 660 double mono
HP.Dcskjct 660 colour
Epson Stylus mono
Epson Stylus colour
Epson Stylus Col. llfS/820 Mono
Epson Stylus Col. II/S/820 Colour
Star SJ144 mono/colour (single)

Paper
Fanfold (tractor feed) 500sheets
Fanfold (tractorfeed) 1000 sheets
Fanfold (tractorfced) 2000 sheets
Single sheet 500 sheets
Singlesheet lOOOshccts
Single sheet 2000 sheets

£17.99

£18.99

£12.99

£10.99

£17.99

£16,99

£6.99

£28.99

£8.49

£7.99
£6.49

£16.49

£22.99

£24.99

£23.99
£25.99
£13.99

£27.99

£17.99

£24.99

£8.99

Disks

BulkDSDD
10 x £3.49 100 x £26.99

30 x £9.99 200 x £49.99
50x£l4.99 S00x£ll4.99

Branded DSDD
I0x£4.99 I00x£4l.99

30x£l3.99 200x£76.99
SO X £21.99 500x£l75.99
Bulk DSHD
I0x£3.99 I00x£29.99

30x£l0.99 200 x £55.99

50 x £16.99 500 x £129.99

Branded DSHD
I0x£5.99 I00x£44.99

30x£l5.99 200x£82.99

50 x £23.99 500 x £189.99
Disk labels x500 £6.99
Disk labels x I 000<

Connecting c

Also available:
Arc Comm2 £53.99,
Arcterm7£65.99, Arc Fax 1.12£37.99

^Hearsay II£75.99, Termite Internet £84.99

* Software Provided. I

.•1•<•. 1•>< •& 71 •!• 1toftwi

Only £99.99

SportOerVj
• Call Discrimination

• Personal Voice Mail

• Fax on Demand • Class I Fax

014,400 Data/14,400 Fax £79.99

•33,600 Data/14,400 Fax £ 161.99
The UK's Best Selling Modems

Limited Stocks Available

SupraFax Modem 2400 £29.99
SupraFax Modem 14.4 £49.99
SupraFax Modem 28.8 £79.99
Sportster 14.4 Vi Ext. £79.99
Sportster 28.8 Vi Int. £79.99
GVC 14.4 Voice Internal £29.99

£6.99
£12.49
£21.49
£6.99

£12.49

£21.49
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"* David Matthewman

C looks at comments and

to other miscellaneous
m HTML fluff in his

penultimate tutorial
I have nearly come to the end of my

HTML tutorial and have yet to men
tion comments. These are normally
among the first things to be mentioned
in a tutorial for a programming lan
guage, but then programmers will insist
on writing scary lines full of excessive
punctuation that only a computer could
understand, whereas in HTML you are
usually marking up existing, readable
text. Nor is HTML really the program
ming language - some Web designers
like to think it is because it makes their

CV look better but real Web designers
know that Web programming means
Perl, with occasional Java.

HTML comments are simply areas of
text in the HTML source that aren't dis

played in the browser. I use them mostly
as markers; for instance to remind myself
'standard footer starts here', or to date
documents. Because browsers don't dis

play comments, they are often used to
hide special information or scripts that
certain browsers know to look out for;
more on that later.

Comments
Comments start with '<!— ' and end with

' —>', and can cover many lines. For
instance:

<!- Copyright Acorn User 1997 ->

or:

<!- The following HTML should
only be changed by Bill, Pat or
Jon. ->

Comments shouldn't be nested. Some

browsers (mistakenly) allow this but most
will end the comment with the first end

of comment marker, leaving the last half
of your outer comment visible. The space
after the opening <!— and the space
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before the closing —> are important. It's
therefore wrong to write:

<!-Short comment->

Remember when you comment your
code that although the browser won't dis
play comments, they're still there in the
source, and can easily be read by anyone
who downloads the page. If you write:

<!- ...and if you believe that bit

of marketing twaddle, you'll believe
in the tooth fairy ->

someone will read it. Be warned.

There's one slight problem with com
ments. Some browsers treat a '>' character

anywhere in the comment as ending the
comment. Such browsers are now rarely
used, but if you want to be ultra-careful,
don't include a '>' character in your com
ment. The only real problem with this is
that it's then awkward to 'comment out'

a section of HTML, because it's almost
bound to contain tags with closing angle
brackets.

My advice is to go ahead and ignore
incompatible browsers in this situation,
although it's not advice I'd usually give.
The work-arounds are just too awkward
and if you're commenting out large
chunks of HTML, it's probably on a site
'under construction' anyway.

When writing uncomplicated HTML,
the need for comments should be mini

mal. Unlike programmers, Web designers
shouldn't be worried if they never write a
single comment. Indeed, HTML that is
half comments is needlessly wasteful,
since it is wasting half the bandwidth
needed to download the file with some

thing that most people are never going to
see.

Having said that, if you feel that some
thing in your HTML deserves a comment
- or you just want to partition different
sections of your source - use comments.
It's what they're there for.

DocType headers
Strictly speaking, all HTML documents
should start with an SGML command

i,.„,. .......,',, •,...-ft:;^,flln.

M^MzA'M'/imM

which asserts which Document Type Def
inition (DTD) the HTML in your
document conforms to. For HTML 2.0,

this would be:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD

HTML 2.0//EN">

Very few HTML authors have read the
DTD for HTML 2.0, let alone those for

HTML 3.2 and the flavour of HTML sup
ported by Netscape. Partly as a result of
this, very few HTML pages these days
have a DocType header, and of those that
do, very few actually conform to the 1)I'D
that they claim.

DocType headers can safely be
regarded as optional in HTML pages -
even if strictly that makes your HTML
invalid. By all means include them if you
really know what you're doing, but
remember that you'll look less illiterate if
you leave then out than if you include a
DocTypc header like the one above and
then sprinkle <font color="red">
throughout your HTML.

You'll already have come across Doc
Type headers in Tom Hughes's
HTMLCheck software mentioned in Janu
ary's Acorn User. HTMLCheck relies on
them to tell it what syntax to check the
document for. If you're going to use
them, I recommend to also use

HTMLCheck to ensure that you're not
making vain claims for your HTML.

Random header tags
Up until now in the tutorial, I've largely
ignored the tags that can appear in the
header of the document, between the
<head> and </head> tag pair. The title
goes here, of course, but other tags can
appear here. I'll describe them briefly -
most aren't important for the novice
HTML user and you should consult a
book on HTML if really interested in
what they do. Like the <img> and <br>
tags, these tags stand alone and don't



come in an opening and closing pair.
• <link>: defines the relationship
between the document in which it is used

and some other document. In theory,
browsers could use this to allow move

ment between a complex set of
interrelated documents. /// theory. In
practice, the <Iink> tag is only just com
ing into widespread use for style sheets in
Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0, but it's
there if anyone wants to put the theory
into practice.
• <base>: gives the base document from
which all relative links within the docu

ment are to be taken. Normally this
would be the document itself, but <base>

gives a way to change that. It may in
principle be used to set other document
global properties; frame-aware browsers
already use it to set the target frame for
any links in the document, but don't
worry about that just now.
• <isindex>: makes the browser prefix
the document with a small text field into

which keywords can be typed which will
be passed to a script (specified in the
<base> tag) for processing. The script
returns a different page based on the
words that arc typed. Now that forms
have become commonplace, I have never
seen a page that uses this tag.
• <meta>: this is a sort of 'catch all' tag
which allows the adding of extra infor
mation into the header without those

hard-working people at W3C having to
invent extra tags. Search engines often
check the <meta> tag when indexing a
site, so to add keywords to a page, use:

<meta name="keywords" content =

"keyl key2 etc">

As many meta tags can be used as you
like in a header. Another common one is:

<meta name="title" content="Descrip-

tive title for the page">

which will give search engines a more
descriptive title to use when listing your
page. The first attribute in a <meta> tag
doesn't have to be name, it can also be
http-cquiv which has a slightly different

AST Internet Suite

:3 fS I! /
Configuration Email <$ Han Web browser Hot List

Filetivnsfcr ASTiemiinal Finger Tools

effect. In this case, it inserts an extra field
into the header that the server sends to

the browser.

You really didn't need to know that
but it's helpful to know that this is used
on a number of pages to make the page
change to another after a certain period
of time. This is done with:

<meta http-equiv="refresh"

content=n;

URL="http://www.site.com/page.html">

where n is the number of seconds to wait

before changing the page. Not all
browsers support this.
• <nextid>: this tag was included in the
standard 'for historical reasons' and

shouldn't be used. In other words, it

seemed like a good idea at the time but
when the hangover had worn off and the
pink elephants had stopped executing
pirouettes on the ceiling, no one could
remember what it was meant to do. Still,

at least it's not the <blink> tag...
Apart from the <meta> tag, the use of

these is fairly specialised, so I'll leave it
up to you to read up on these lags if you
feel that you really want to know.

Server side includes
When a server sends a page to a
browser, it can process it first. This
allows it to pick up any embedded
instructions and act upon them - per
haps to include a standard piece of
HTML or to insert the current date. The

penalty for this is reduced speed, which
on a heavily-loaded server can be very
bad news, so it is usual to tell the server
only to process pages ending with the
.shtml extension. These pages are other
wise valid HTML pages with Server Side
Includes (SSI), or embedded instructions
to the server.

These instructions have the following
format:

HTML explained

<!-^instruction variable="value"->

Although this looks like a comment, it
isn't. The hash sign # immediately fol
lows the <!— with no space. It's
absolutely vital that it does so, or the
whole thing will be (correctly) treated as
a comment and not acted upon. Getting
SSI to work on the server is a matter for

you to sort out between you and your ser
vice provider; not all will offer every
option, for both security and perfor
mance reasons. Because they involve a
server, SSI pages obviously won't work
locally from your hard drive.

A number of instructions are possible.

<!-#echo var="DATE_LOCAL"->

This inserts the current local date and

time in your document. This instruction
can echo any of the environment vari
ables which would also be available to a

CGI script, plus some extras like
LAST_MODIITED or DOCUMENT_NAME.

<!-#include file="file.html"->

<!-#include virtual="/path/file.

html"->

These both include the contents of

another HTML file (with a .shtml suffix, it
could even be another file with SSI). The

file variable holds a pathname relative to
the current file while the virtual variable

holds one relative to the server root direc

tory; the latter is useful for including the
same HTML in files at many different
directory levels.

You must be careful, though, that any
links or images referred to in the included
HTML have the correct relative path
names for the including document - they
won't be translated to take account of dif

ferences in directory levels. It's often safer
to use absolute pathnames in <img> and
<a> tags to be sure.

<!-#exec cmd="command"->

This will execute a command on the

server. This is potentially a very danger-
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HTML explained

Passing

comment

ous thing to do - if you have this facility
enabled and your server processes a file
with an embedded:

<!-#exec cmd="/bin/rm -rf /"->

it's possible to lose a lot of files very
quickly. The bottom line is that if your
server is allowing you to embed com
mands using SSI, extreme care should be
taken over what goes on your Web site
and who can put it there.

Potentially less harmful, but nontheless
useful is the ability to execute CGI scripts
with:

<!—#execcgi="/cgi-bin/script.cgi"—>

I covered CGI scripts briefly last issue,
and if wanting to program them you
should read up on them elsewhere. Suf
fice it to say that they can be used to do a
rudimentary access counter, or a random
greeting of the day, or a message tailored
to a particular user, or any of a number of
things. The great advantage of this
approach over something like, say,
JavaScript is that all the work is done
server-side, by server software that you
know the capabilities of. You're not rely
ing on the visitor to your site having a
particular fancy browser that supports
RealActiveQ++,M.

MM cfcwi BMrMM
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Hiding
JavaScript
And speaking of things
people put in HTML
scripts that Acorn
browsers can't cope
with, comments offer a

very simple way of hid
ing JavaScript, style
sheets and other

'enhancements' in a

normal HTML docu

ment, such that an

unwary browser won't
see them. For instance,

to hide JavaScript,
you'd use the syntax:

<script language=

"JavaScript">

<!- Dummy comment

JavaScript code goes here

// ->

</script>

In a non-JavaScript browser, the script
tag is ignored, and everything else looks
like it's inside a comment. If the browser

does understand JavaScript, it takes the
first line to be a single line comment, exe
cutes the code and then ignores the
commented-out closing comment tag.
While I'm not really intending to cover
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Practically this whole page is JavaScript,
protected from non-JavaScript browsers by comments

Although
comments don't

appear in the
browser window,
they are clearly
visible in the

source

JavaScript (no Acorn browser supports it
yet, anyway), it's useful to be aware of
this syntax. It crops up in a form like this
in a number of places and if you're going
to use JavaScript (either by writing your
own or copying PD library code) it's best
to know how to hide it properly.

Closing thoughts
This issue's column has been a slight ram
ble through topics that I haven't covered
yet, more or less because they needed cov
ering. Next issue will be similar, covering
subjects that Acorn RISC OS browsers
haven't yet caught up with, like frames
and Java (both of which the Acorn Net-

Computer handles, though). It will also
be the last tutorial in the series, although
I will probably be writing a few one-off
tutorials covering subjects like VRML
when they finally make it onto the Acorn
platform.

For this reason, I'm completely open to
suggestions about any topics that readers
would like covered in more detail. If I get
enough requests to warrant a one-off, I'll
write one - suggestions sent to the editor
ial address will be forwarded to me.

See you next issue (and thanks for all
the votes in the Acorn User awards, too;

it's good to feel that someone jL,
reads the column). IJXJ
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COLLECTION CD

The NEW ClipArt Collection is the most
comprehensive lowcosl Acorn clipart CD
yet produced. All of it's 10,000files ore all
in pure draw formal, no sprites!

Supplied with a thumbnail viewer which
makesfinding the clip you wanteasy. Clips
are split into 88 categories, just 12 are
shown here. Can be used with Impression,
Ovation, Pendown. Draw, Etc.

10,000 Piv'&Kc Prakv cU'tfArr ¥\\v>

L
U 4

» * <" o> f

a

Tfie

fill,

1,^00 TtftcfBoc; On Mf One CP

Featuring over 550 different font families.
This CD ROM is supplied with a
comprehensive font selection application,
which splits the fonts into handy reference
groups for easy typeface choosing.

Ourfouls will work will with ALL software
that supports fouls, including Impression
and Ovation. Poster files are supplied.

4U The Font Emporium Selector

3D

m
Open

1R:
Assortment

F
Heavy

Assortment
Script

Swirty Script Handwriting

9k
Medieval

and Gothic

n
Themed

m
Object
Letters

»Hflc
Technology

D
Sans Serif

Fonts

iiHb'
Serif Fonts Deformed

s;ft
Symbol and
Language

- . r-'.-;.; If you've ever started tapping your feet
while playing a game with great music, then
you'll love this CD. Well over .WOO music
tracks are included on the disc, enough to
satisfy even lite most avid devotee. Includes
Classic, Piano, Rave, Blues and Jazz.

ma/mm* \>/>; ,j /i
Masterpieces Collection CO

*)POO S+vnrimeL Mvsioal Compositions

Each CD £29.95

Buy all three for £69.95
®m mm. MMmtf am

Zenta Multimedia

10 Ravenhurst Drive / Birmingham / B43 7RS
Tel 0121 358 3054 Fax 0121 358 5969

www.zenta.demon.co.uk ZENTA

The Font CD for Rise OS™

fr™1^
Over 1300 quality Fonts
Includes
• Font Pack 277 (rrp £25.00)
• Font Pack 298 (rrp £25.00)
• Font Pack 312 (rrp £25.00)
• Font Toolkit (rrp £30.00)
• 250+ bonus fonts (rrp £20.00)
• Blackletter Pack (rrp £15.00)

"...NDTreally does do what it claims.'
Richard Hallas Acorn Publisher

"...very good...excellent value for money.
Archive February 1997

All fonts fully hinted using our NDT system
• Totally eliminates dropout at any point size
• Sophisticated scaffold trees to ensure character alignment
• Allweights have custom designed kern pairs
• Linear linked scaffolds within each character
• Fully compatible with other outline fonts

D |No Dropout
Technology

Upgrades for existing Font Pack owners Font Pack 277 - £5 off
Font Pack 298-£5 off

Discount when all original master disks Font Pack 312 - £10 off
are returned with your order Blackletter Pack - £5 off

Order it now — I guarantee you
won't be disappointed!"

Archive August 1996

DrawWorks2 adds the

Kerning of Outline Fonts
Path Merging
Path splitting
Colour filters
Full file information window

Decode fonts used in a file

Set Outline colour to fill colour
Alter brighness & contrast
Remove Red, Green or Blue
Produce Photographic negatives
CMYK colour separations

following new features
Path bending & warping
Convert thin lines to 0.25pt
Wrap path objects around 3D objects
Auto—grouping of objects
Full control over preferences
Isometric transformations

Define your own transformations
Step & Repeat tool
Precision tool

New 65 button toolbar
Easy to use on line manual

DrawWorks2 integrates fully with Draw.
Buttons appearto be part of Draw ^^
Access menus from button bar "^fc
Click on justify, the menu opens
Colour pickers with one mouse click
Quickly open line, join & pattern menus
Select Fonts and pt size from the button bar
Tear off version of Draws normal toolbox
Button bar can be vertical or horizontal & torn off
Our new AutoOLE system

*.2 inly

Upgrade from V 2.1x to 2.32 £5.00 Upgrade from V1 to V2 £10

'...an essential purchase for any A5000 owner/
Rise User

The graphics enhancer on a disk
The latest version of iSV Products screen

mode enhancer designed for Acom
A5000, A4000, A3010 & A3020 with a

14" multisync monitor.

Overseas orders please add £2.00 carriage

86 Turnberry • Home Farm
Bracknell • Berks - RG12 8ZH

Tel 01344 55769
This advert was produced using NDT fonts

stored on the Typograhy CD & DrawWorks2/cKJuCtS

AS

Alldetails correct at the time of going to press E&OE
NDT &Typography aretrademarks ofiSV Products. All othertrademarks areacknowledged |
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HardCash

Making it
Mike Tomkinson puts RaspSoft's

new wages package though its paces
I never cease to be amazed at the number

of people who consider wages to be a
simple subject. It is often set in schools as
a GCSE project when, in reality, it is a sub
ject more fitting to A-Level. It sounds
simple enough and as we all know anyone
with a spreadsheet can set one up to han
dle wages in a few minutes.

Go ahead and do it now if you don't
believe me. You can have 30 minutes, or
an hour or six. How did you get on? Was it
that easy? National Insurance rates, tax
bands, allowances, commission, reporting
to the Inland Revenue, printing the wage
slips, vehicle rates dependent on engine
size and so it goes on.

Even simple wages are not really simple
— they are best described as standard.
More complex wages are anything but
standard. I hope you are now more con
vinced of the need for dedicated programs
capable of handling this complex subject.
The one thing that gets most people really
annoyed is if their pay is wrong.

At the time of writing, late January,
IHardCash is in the late stages of beta test
ing and should be released by the time you
are reading this. According to Sid Dine of
RaspSoft there will actually be two com
mercial variants — a Standard version and

a Pro version. Obviously the Pro version
will have more features and cost more.

On the subject of cost, one of the best
features, even in beta test versions, is
that the program can be updated by the
user. The fact that you are not locked
into a system of costly updating is a
major advantage — most professional PC
products tie you into years of future
expense.

This is particularly important in the
areas of National Insurance and Tax Rates

with their different bands and thresholds.

These change, usually following
announcements in the budget and the fact
that they can be changed by the user
means that sending the disc back for
updating is not required — simply enter
the rates from the National Insurance

Book supplied by the Inland Revenue.
Naturally any change to the actual struc

ture or method of calculation of tax or NI

would require updates and this is why a
payroll program can never be considered
finished. Such updates will be available in
the usual way and also as downloads from
RaspSoft's Web site.

Acorn systems are now becoming more
divergent with some users still on older
Archimedes computers while other are

running StrongARM-equipped Rise PCs.
'.HardCash is fully IStrongARM compatible
and the minimum requirement is any
machine running RISC OS 3.1 or greater,
1Mb and a hard disc — it will run from

floppy but do you need the heartache? —
and a printer.

Output is a very important area of any
payroll program. A payslip can be consid
ered to be a simple report but it is also
historical in that it usually reports on tax
paid to date and cumulative National
Insurance paid within a financial year.
This is the information along with gross
and net pay and taxable pay which is
reported at the year end on the P60 form
we all receive and promptly forget.

Such information will, however,
become vital in the next financial year
starting next month when we move
towards the system of self-assessment simi
lar to the American tax system. Keeping
accurate records will then be even more

important than it is now. The financial
penalties for not keeping accurate records
shift onto the shoulders of the individual

fairly and squarely.
An employer also has to send informa

tion to the Inland Revenue and deduction

certificates (SC60s) fully completed unless
using a 714S of course. If payments arc
made via a bank they will require state
ments of who is to be paid what, when
and where - plus the total.



pay
As you can probably see by now a pay

roll program stands or falls depending on
how good it is at producing accurate
reports. IHardCash is very good in this
area and RaspSoft is currently submitting
its forms to the Inland Revenue for final

approval.
Clicking Select over the iconbar icon sim

ply produces the dialogue box actually to
calculate the wages as set up in the program.
The date and week of the financial year are
taken from your system, so make sure the
date is set correctly on the computer. On
another favourite subject of mine,
IHardCash appears to be Year 2000-friendly
and does not to contain the Millennium Hug
of so many PCsand PC programs.

Working from the icon bar, initially
takes some adjustment as the normal
method of using menus within open dia
logue boxes on the desktop is not used.
The first band of the icon bar menu

below Info deals with the setting up of
the employee details, the employer and
configuration.

Employee details are easily entered but
it is here that I have my first gripe as there
is, on this version, no import facility per
haps best implemented via a CSV file. It
may be that employee details exist on a
database and could be imported en masse.
It is not too difficult for 10 employees but
could be a major source of heartbreak for a
larger company. Interestingly, there is an

export facility, using CSVs, further down
the icon bar menu for reporting and so on.

Most adjustments on the employee
details screen are via up/down buttons
with various fields greying out if they are
not required. Displaying these correctly
did not work exactly right under RISC OS
3.1 but did under later versions. Apart
from the obvious personal and bank
details this screen is where NI and Tax

code numbers are entered as well the

hourly rate. On this version it is assumed
that employees are paid at an hourly rate
and it should be recognised that this ver
sion, being a beta test, would not cope
well with salaried personnel.

I put this to the program's authors and
they did produce two perfectly adequate
workrounds but I would still like to see a

situation where one enters an annual

salary which the program then divides by
the payment period — usually monthly.
To their credit the authors agreed that this
should be implemented. It just goes to
show — if you don't ask you don't get.
That is the whole point of beta testing
apart from bug finding.

Access to the Car Details screen is avail

able at the bottom of the screen for

employees lucky enough to be provided
with a company vehicle. This level of
detail is required as it's now regarded as a
taxable perk by the Inland Revenue and
the amount of tax payable depends on

HardCash

such factors as engine size and who pays
for the fuel. If you look at this screen on
the demo version (on the cover disc) you
will get further evidence of why wages are
no longer, if they ever were, a simple sub
ject. A single, simple spreadsheet could not
do the job and linked spreadsheets with
lookup tables and IF..THEN..ELSE state
ments are not easy to set up.

Employer details are self-explanatory
except for the Access code which is a secu
rity device to prevent unauthorised access
— a nice touch as the more security the
better in a situation where both personal
details and money are in close proximity
on any computer. A word of warning at
this stage: any move to computerise a pay
roll system, especially if it involves a move
from a manual system will involve regis
tering under the Data Protection Act as a
data user. Be warned, failure to do so may
result in a large fine.

System configuration is, again, pretty
obvious except for the Rasp noise feature.
This has to be tried to be believed and,

while it certainly serves no useful purpose,
in my experience, it is a unique feature of
payroll programs. The review version of
the software (Version 1.18) allowed a max
imum of 50 employees and minimum of
two. RaspSoft has had user feedback indi
cating that the majority of potential users
are involved in companies employing 10
or less people. The Pro version will be able
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HardCash

Making
it pay

to cope with an unlimited number of
employees - dependent only on the mem
ory of the computer.

The next two bands on the icon bar

menu deal with National Insurance and

Tax respectively. A very good feature of
the National Insurance screens is that they
look exactly like the Inland Revenue
books and are therefore easy to check.
Again a look at how National Insurance is
calculated should convince anyone of the
need for such software. Vehicle Bands are

dealt with in this area and take the infor

mation from the Employee Detail screen
in working out Fuel Scale Charges and
other information relating to company
cars. Sick and Maternity Pay are also dealt
with in this area.

The program can handle overtime and
at different rates and also handle bonus

payments but not Profit Related Bonuses
upon which National Insurance is payable
- but Income Tax is not. It can also not

handle Superannuated Pensions but then
again most payroll packages struggle in
this particular minefield. You usually have
to perform the calculation manually and
enter the figure into the program. It rather
defeats the object of using a computer in
the first place. You would have to decide
whether this or any other payroll program
made the job of wage calculation more dif
ficult or not.

At this point it should be pretty obvious

that the beta test version does most of

what it sets out to do - you might like to
throw some details and figures at it to see
how well it copes. You might even like to
get it to check with your own payslip if
you are in the fortunate enough position
to get one. The version I have previewed
had a number of minor problems with
rounding but let's face it most hardware
and software does. These bugs are known
and should be squashed by the time you
arc reading this.

However, a number of areas need
addressing before the software can be con
sidered suitable for final release. I have

already mentioned my reservations about
its ability to handle salaries. Another area
is that of deductions other than National

Insurance and Income Tax. Some can be

handled by IHardCash but others, such as
union dues, cannot. An amount owing by
an employee can, of course, go in the
Owings slot. Similarly an employee who
earns commission, usually expressed as a
percentage of net sales, would not be eas
ily catered for.

It is fortunate that the authors have

approached their coding in a modular
fashion. IHardCash is a good example of
where this approach pays dividends if you
will pardon the pun. It should be perfectly
possible to write a commission module to
add to the program to give it that addi
tional functionality. It would depend
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greatly on how the commission was calcu
lated and unfortunately, unlike National
Insurance, there is no set rule or handy set
of tables to consult for this — it varies

from employer to employer.
There is an adequate on-line manual

with IHardCash which should allow com

petent users to answer most questions. An
on-line manual is handy for consulting
while actually using the program, per
haps to remind you what goes in a
particular area.

With such a program, however, there is
no substitute for a good, old-fashioned,
printed, paper version of a manual. This
should explain everything in simple terms,
with plenty of examples and screen shots.
It should include examples of all output
forms and preferably be indexed. This will
be included with final commercial ver

sions and will be of great benefit to users.
Again full marks to the program authors
— attention to user feedback and detail at

this stage of software development are
what distinguishes poor software from
good software.

In conclusion, the only real considera
tions are price —which had not been finally
fixed at the time of writing - and whether
you need such software. If you handle wages
it appears you could do far worse than
investing in this package, perhaps to run
alongside or complement the excel- A
lent Prophet 3from Apricote Studios. /1U

Product details
Product: !HardCash

Supplier: RaspSoft, RaspSoft Business
Centre, 15 Market Street, Wibsey, Bradford
BD61LR

Tel: (01274)671922

E-mail: s.dine@argonet.co.uk
Web:

http://www.argonet.co.uk/users7s.dine/



Graffiti H#Uecti#NGraffiti H<©itecti©N
PART 1-11 modern fonts

Juvenile Script 1,23,4
(4 stages ofchild's writing)
Less Choppy «r><< ttor<* Choppy
Less Blotty au<k More Slotty
T.essMess'ij ®Nd W©re Wessy

MALINKA THC CAT

Special offer price
£39 inclusive

PART 2-3 unique picture fonts

Picturesque (^ttwtMfL^ii'':;:v:;;^8ki ^^^*m
Creatures 1*##&-w1l!f0%

Birdie \r%4"%;& fi^SO Special offer price 3&w »•** -x m *~*w 1^ _ over 20o/o discount I

Special offer price
£39 inclusive Graffiti SoUedrioN

"fun to use"

"excellent quality"
"absolutely delicious"

Part 1 & 2 £63 inclusive

FREE CD r?
with 4,000 Public Domain Fonts

The CD is free with every order,
but you can also obtain it
if you send us your

name and address 41

together with £1.50 *^
in Post Office stamps
(our normal P&P charge)
Please allow 14 days ^k
for delivery. ^4m

Over 1,200
fonts

» Fonts for all European languages

• Indie, Cyrillic, Greek, Hebrew fonts

• Special educational fonts
including dotted and joined writing

i • Mathematical and scientific fonts

Highest quality guaranteed

Fart Exchange
to RiscPC

RiscPC 4M ACB64 £ II05.00

RiscPC 5M ACB77 £ I3I&00
RiscPC I0M ACB75 £ I53I.00

Prices Include AKF60 monitor

17"Monitor add £320.00

StrongArm upgrade for £99.00

Typical Trade inAllowances
A3I0 £ I25

A3000 £ I50

A440/I £200

A4000 £300

A5000 £400

Acorns 0* Finance Scheme
available on exchanges

A7000 Special Package

I
U 8Mb RAM

U 540Mb Hard drive

(J Quad Speed CDROM
Micro vitec SVGA Monitor

£875.00
options:

J 850Mb Hard drive - £30.00

Q EightSpeed CDROM - £20.00

AJS Computers
Millstone Houses

51/53 Heath Drive

Chelmsford
Essex CM29HE
tel 01245 345263

tax 01245 345Z33
email salts@afscomps.demon.co

all prices plus vat and carriage

%
Over 50
languages

Free Catalogue available from:

The Electronic Font Foundry

11 Silwood Road • Ascot • SL5 0PY

tel 01344 875 201 • fax 01344 875 202
e-mail sales@efffonts.demon.co.uk

scPC(ACW4)
Special Package

J RiscOS 3.6

J 16Mb RAM
Q 1.2Gb Hard drive

• Mlcrovltec 14* SVGA Monitor

£1195.00
Options;

StrongARM Processor - £9900

Ilyama 17'Monitor - £320.00
486 DX4-I00 PC Card - £199.00

Eight Speed CDROM - .175.00
1Mb VRAM - £69.00

2Mb VRAM - £99.00

Second Hand Items
Acorn A3000 - £125.00

Acom A5000 - £400.00

HP Deskjet 540 - £95.00
RiscPC700 ACB76 - £995.00

Ilyama 17" monitor - £300.0
CC Colour Card - £95.00

CC Laser Direct LBP4 - £495.00

BBC Master 128 - £40.00

Mlcrovitec CUB Monitor £40.000

SIMMs for RiscPC
additional 4Mb £15.00

additional 8Mb - £30.00

additional 16Mb £60,00

additional 32Mb - £12000

Allowances given fo r old SIMMS

returned - please call for details

ABiLiTY
microse
(•mail Al>ilit.v(« dial.pipcx.com

Ability Microsystems Limited
FRKKI'OS TUMI 177

Hndlcigh
Beiitkel

Essex OFFICE HOURS
SS7 2BR 8.30-5.30 MON-FRI

SPECIAL PURCHASE

£70

W"

A3020/4000 2-4MB Upgrade

DUSTCOVERS
A3000 £4.99

A3010/3020 £4.99

A4000 +14° Monitor +Keyboard £7.99
A5000 + 14"Monitor + Keyboard £7.99
A7000 + 14" Monitor + Keyboard £7.99
Rise PC + 14" Monitor +Keyboard £8.99

Rise PC + 17"Monitor + Keyboard
Double Slice Rise PCs PLEASE CAII.

14" Monitor

17" Monitor

Deskjet 500 Series
Deskjet 600Series

£9.99

£4.99

£6.99

£6.99

£6.99

All dustcovers are tailor made to the shape of the equipment.
Made from anti-static, splashproof, grey nylon with black binding.

A4000/5000/7000/Risc PC supplied with separate keyboard dustcover.

*

£45.00 d

£99.00 "
£45.00

A3000 1-2MB

A3000 1-4MB
MEMORY

A3010 1-2MB A7000/Risc PC 4MB Simm £20.00

A3010 1-4MB £99.00 A7000/Risc PC 8MB Simm £30.00

A3020/4000 2-4MB £70.00 A7000/RiscPC 16MB Simm £65.00

All memory supplied with anti-static w ist strap & easy fitting instructions. J

Please mako Cheques and Postal Orders payable to 'Ability Microsystems Limited'.

Please add £2 for delivery. Educational orders welcomed.

All prices include VAT @17.5%

01702 554258



The Fastest RiscPC PC Card just got faster!

The 'CJE 133MHz 5x86' now with 512K Cache!
Please phone for details.

RiscPC IDE CD Rom Systems
Quad Speed £ 70 EIGHT Speed £ 85

(Above Pricing is for RISC OS 3.6 or 3.7. For 3.5 add £ 15).

SCSI CD Rom Drive Double Speed - tray loading £ 95
SCSI CD Rom Drive 6.7 Speed - tray loading £ 170

SCSI CD Rom Drive EIGHT Speed - tray loading £ 200

All prices
Include VAT

@ 17.5%

Combined Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive AND 650MB Optical Read/Write Drive £ 360*
Complete CD Rom Systems for A3/4/5000 £ 259

SCSI I Interface for A30x0/A4000 £ 115

SCSI I Interface for A300/A4()0/A50()0/Risc PC from £ 90
SCSI II Interface (Cumana / PowerTec) £ 195

All CDROM Drive examples arefor internal RiscPC versions. Fordetails of other versions please call.
Cases for External CDRom Drives from £ 47 Caddies from £ 5 ^Optical Discs for PD Drive £ 46

RIscPC Ram
4MB

8MB

16MB

32MB

£ 18 1MBV-RAM £ 70

£ 30 2MBV-RAM £120

£ 65 1-2MBV-RAM £ 90

£ 125 For DRAM Part Exchange prices please Call.

monitors
14" SVGA(AKF60equiv.)
14" Microvitec MultiSync (AKF 50 equiv.)
15" Link LN-15E (0.28mm FST MPC 1280 x 1024)
17" Idek 8617e (0.26mm FST MPC 1600 x 1200)
17" Idek 9017e Pro (0.25mm FST MPC 1600 x 1200)

Hard Disc Drives
540MB Conner3.5" IDE **Special price**
1.2GB Quantum Fireball TM 3.5" IDE
1.7GB Quantum 3.5" IDE
2.5GB Quantum Scirrocco 3.5" IDE
3.2GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE r&
3.8GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE
2.0GB 3.5" SCSI

3.2GB 3.5" SCSI t&
4.3GB 3.5" SCSI

Hard Disc Kits for A3000 from (A3020 from £ 90)
Syquest EZ230MB 3.5" Drive from iflp
Xyratex 540MB Drive (removable cartridge) external
Iomega 1GB JAZ Drive (removable cartridge)

£ 225

£ 300

£ 280

£ 600

£ 645

85

190

220

280

£ 300

£ 330

£ 325

£ 475

£ 725

£ 175

£ 240

£ 320

from £ 350

BJ30 Black

BJC210 Colour

BJC4100 Colour

Printers
£ 155 BJC620 Colour £ 360

£ 180 Stylus Colour 500 £ 260
£ 220 HP5L4ppm £ 400

0%
RiscPC's from £ 52 p.m.

20% deposit.
20 Months to pay.
Call for further details.

SC PC9!
15" monitors at IV Prices

with ACB75 RiscPC systems.
(£ 15ACB77/£25ACB64)

OR

£ 5 Quad Speed CD Drive
with ACB 75 RiscPC systems.

(£15ACB77/£25ACB64)

Prices above are for Quad Speed.
£ 30 Extra for EIGHT Speed.

Complete RiscPC Systems from £ 1299.

RiscPC's Built to your specification.

Example : RiscPC 200MHz StrongARM, RISC OS 3.7,
1.6GB H/D, 16MB RAM, 2MB V-RAM, 15" FST Monitor

£ 1775 inc. VAT & Delivery.

All Prices Include VAT @ 17.5%

Post from £ 2.50 Courier from £ 7.00
Credit Cards & Official Orders Welcome.

^^Thii-

ISCR
TECHH0L0GItf CJEmicro's r

78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BNll 2EN Telephone : 01903 523666 Fax : 01903 523679
Email: cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk Web : http://www.art.acorn.co.uk/coft/CJE/



StudioSound is a single application,
designed to play sequences of sound sam

ples in a predetermined order. The program
is quite small (about 400K) and comes on
one floppy disc. Like its sister program
ProSound, it is designed in a way to be easily
upgradeable, simply by adding new modules
inside the main application. StudioSound's
SoftDSP system (more of which later) is one
area where this technique is used.

On loading StudioSound, you are pre
sented with a small splash box displaying
the version number of the program in use,
plus the name to which it is registered. After
that, StudioSound appears on the icon bar
and is ready for use. From here it is possible
to create a new project, access the
StudioSound library, or view and/or make
changes to the program choices.

Now, before 1 go on, it's worth explaining
the way in which StudioSound works. To
start off, it uses a kind of virtual memory
system, where it keeps all the samples on
your hard disc (pretty well essential) and dis
plays an on-screen representation of what
you are doing.

For example, if you load a sample into
StudioSound and then chop it up into
parts, the program keeps the original sam
ple intact on the hard disc and then creates
a set of pointers to the various starts and
ends of the sample sections - it is these that
are used to display what is displayed in the
StudioSound window.

When you save a project out from
StudioSound, you are effectively saving a
record of the actions that you have made.
This also means that it's easy to undo any
changes, even when you load in a project
you have created before. It is only when you
save out from StudioSound as a sample that
the various parts get mixed together in one
file. Probably the best way of explaining this
is by example so have a look at the panel
Making tracks if you are still in the dark.

Right, back to the plot... Clicking on the
StudioSound icon on the icon bar creates a

new project window into which you load
your samples. There are three main parts to
the StudioSound window: the time-line (the
area where you drop and arrange samples),
the toolbar (which contains all the buttons
for the various tools you use) and the mixing
controls (these affect the way in which the
various samples will be played back in the
final mix).

The time line is divided up into units of
time (hence its name) and can be scrolled
left or right to move to different parts of the
project. Because locating different positions
on the time line can be difficult, particularly
if you are working on a long project,
StudioSound employs a system of flags that
can be dropped anywhere on the timeline to
mark a specific point or points. You can just
step between any flags you have set until
you reach the one you want.

Although this works fine in practice, it
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Rob Miller takes

out of
Oregan's StudioSound for

a test drive

would have been even better perhaps, to
have nameable flags to make jumping
around a large project even easier. It's not
an omission mind you (the flag system
works fine as it stands), but it would
enhance it and would be a useful addition

for a future release.

Sound samples
StudioSound will accept virtually all indus
try samples, including all Acorn ones, plus
.WAV, Mascom, Psion, .SOU, .VOC, AIFF
and Sun/NeXT. If you have a sample that
StudioSound is unsure of, there are a few
PD utilities around (such as ISoundConv)
that will convert them into something
recognisable.

Loading samples into StudioSound is as
simpleas dropping them onto the blank pro
ject window at the track and position you
require. Movingsamples, or parts of samples
within and between tracks is also very easy,
with a full drag and drop editing system at
your disposal.

Getting samples in exactly the right posi
tion is essential if you want you finished
tune to sound correct. Just one beat slightly
out of sync with the rest can make a big dif
ference and fortunately StudioSound has
several ways of overcoming this.

First off, you can turn on a special 'grid'
on the time-line and then use this grid to

position any samples that are out of sync
with the rest. Samples are still dragged up
(or down) the time line by hand, but the
inclusion of the grid improves accuracy. A
snap-to option also lets you drag samples
along the time-line but in this case they will
either lock to a specified position, or to
another sample elsewhere on the time-line.

Secondly, you can select a sample or part
of a sample and then type in its position on
the time line as a value in hours, minutes,

seconds and centi-seconds. This is extremely
accurate (down to one hundredth of a sec
ond) and is ideal for most situations.

Finally, there is the quantizing option,
where you get StudioSound to realign the
sample (or samples) for you. Quantizing is a
special technique used in music sequencers
to arrange notes automatically so that they
keep to a predetermined beat.

Imagine if you were entering a drum pat
tern into a sequencer and that your timing
on some of the beats was a bit out. By using
quantizing, you can get the computer to
automatically 'pull' the offending beats back
into line, rather than going through them
one by one, by hand, and doing it yourself.

All three methods work well giving maxi
mum flexibility over positioning samples.
Increasing the zoom factor on the current
window also allows you to arrange small
samples in a relatively short time span.
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Chopping up samples
As I've already mentioned, one of the key
features of StudioSound is its ability to
work on samples of almost any length. If
you have a large sample that you want to
'cut up' into smaller pieces, you can do just
that, although what StudioSound does is to
keep the original sample intact and create
pointers to the beginnings and ends of the
new bits.This has quite a fewadvantages in
as much as you only need one copy of the
sample, even if you want to 'make' multi
ple sections, or even have sections that
overlap each other.

Sound samples can be divided up in sev
eral ways. First off, you can double click on
a sample that you've dropped into the main
window, which then appears in its own
sample window. From here, you can select
exactly which part of the sample you
require by dragging the pointer over it.
While there is no 'snap to the timeline'
option, you can achieve accurate selection
by zooming the window in.

Samples or sample segments can also be
choppedup on the time line itself, simplyby
positioning the cursor where you want the
break to occur, and selecting the Split
option. This not surprisingly splits the sam
ple into two parts, each with its own
amplitude envelope.

Crossfading and envelopes
An essential part of any mixing desk, be it a
real one in a professional studio, or a virtual
one on a computer, is the ability to fade in
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and out (ie. increase or decrease the volume)
of any track. Byfading in one track and fad
ing out another simultaneously, you can
achieve what is called a crossfade.

StudioSound employs a system whereby
each sample (or sample segment) has its
own unique amplitude envelope that con
trols the volume through a number of
stages. All envelopes are switched off by
default but can be invoked by selecting

Making Tracks
• Startoff bycreating a blank project with
eight tracksand add in one sample to the
first track.

• Next, chopup the sample intopieces and
arrange them on the other tracks to form a

tune. Note that the original sample is kept
intact on the hard disc.

• Set up sound levels and balances, and

add any DSP effectsthat you require for
the final mix.

• Save out your finished mix.Thiseffec
tively records it asa single soundsample
onto your hard disc. It's worth noting here
that the original file forthisproject is
about 15K whereasthe resulting sound
sample is approximately 50Mb in length
when recorded at 16-bit resolution.

the envelope editing tool.
An envelope consists of a single line

divided into seven segments, and can be
edited with the mouse by dragging the con
trol points that link the segments together.
This system works well, although it can be a
bit fiddly, especially if you are workingat a
very high resolution. It is possible to zoom
the window horizontally but you are still
restricted height-wise.

Perhaps a better solution to this would be
to be able to edit the amplitude envelopes
on top of an actual sample window. Also,
some kind of guide as to what the amplitude
actually represents in terms of volume
would help when editing the envelopes.
Apart from that, the system works fine and
does what it's meant to.

At present, the only use for envelopes is
for controlling the amplitude of samples. I
would hope (and expect) that Oregan are
looking to incorporate envelopes into other
parts of StudioSound (ie. stereo positioning,
and DSP effects) as this would greatly
enhance the program all round.

Adding effects
A major part of StudioSound, and the
main reason that it is limited to use on

top-end machines — the Rise PC — are the
DSP, or Digital Signal Processing tools. As
well as volume and stereo positioning



properties, each track in
StudioSound can have a num

ber of DSP effects applied to it
to effect the overall mix.

At present, StudioSound sup
ports high and low pass filters,
plus bass boost and treble
boost. Each effect can be tog
gled on or off and innovative
dial controls allow you to alter
the various settings.

One of the key features of the
DSP tools is that they can be
applied (and altered) in real
time. That is, you can start
StudioSound playing a mix and
then select and edit any of the
DSP settings while this is hap
pening. At present, the DSP effects aren't
exactly what you would call exciting, but
more are promised in the form of plug-in
modules, which should greatly enhance
what you can do.

Mixing it down
Once you've gathered all your samples
together, chopped them up into the pieces
required and rearranged them into just the
right order, you can finally play them and
record them down into one mix. By select
ing everything in one go and looping
playback, you can keep adjusting the stereo
position, volume and DSP effects of any
track until you are happy with the result.

When ready to record your masterpiece,
all you need do is save out as a file, where
after StudioSound will create a new (single)
sample on your hard disc, containing the
mix that you have just created. This can take
some time, especially if you are using 16-bit
sound and it's also worth noting that plenty
of free disc space is needed to create any
thing longerthan a few seconds.

All the major sound formats are supported
including 8 and 16-bit samples, in fact
everything that can be loaded into
StudioSound can be saved out as well. The

resulting sample can in turn be dropped into
StudioSound so you can effectively mix a

SoundStudio

Digital Signal Processing
One ofthe popular uses forcomputers, particularly within thescientific andsound related areas isDigital Signal
Processing, or DSP forshort. DSP, isin effect, taking some data(asound sample perhaps) andapplying analgo
rithm to every bit of it to alter the data in some way.

Now, depending onwhatyou aredoing, DSP can takeupa lotof processor time, especially ifyou areusing
complex algorithms. This iseven more the case ifyou wish to carry out the DSP in real-time —applying it to a
continuous stream of data as it happens.

To get around thisproblem, dedicated hardware hasbeen developed which isspecifically designed forthe
purpose ofDSP. One example ofthis inthe real world aresurround-sound amplifiers thatcan create thesound
of different rooms suchas Hall, Dome, etc.,and these use special DSP hardwarefor the effects

With the introduction of moreand morepowerful computers —the Rise PC —DSP is now becoming a lot eas
ierto do purely in software, dueto the raw power that isnow available from such machines. Because
StudioSound isa Rise PC-only program, it ispossible to make useof the extra powerand implement a DSP sys
tem purely in software.

few samples down
together and then
mix a number of

mixes. This tech

nique is known as
bouncing and is
recommended in

the manual as a

good way of
improving the per
formance of less

capable machines
that StudioSound

may be running on.

And finally....
Well, what's the final verdict then. First off
it's worth considering whom StudioSound
is aimed at. It's great fun to mess around
with, although £119.95 is still quite a lot
of money for just a toy. On a more serious
basis, it could well find a home in a
recording studio, especially with the addi
tion of a few more DSP plug-ins.

The sound quality is perfectly good
enough for many small scale projects,
although dedicated hardware (which inci
dentally cost a great deal more than the price
of StudioSound and Rise PC put together) is
still the only real solution for serious work. I
could imagine somebody with a small home

studio setup using
StudioSound for demo

mixes and the like.

There is also the MIDI

control aspect of
StudioSound which

means that it should also

find favour with anyone
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that wants to synchronise audio and MIDI
events together. Don't forget that it's not just
sound events that MIDI can control, so you
might, for example, find somebody using
StudioSound to control sound effects and

lighting for a stage play.
Whatever it is used for, StudioSound is at

present, the only kind of program of its type
available for the RISC OS platform. It's well
designed, easy to use, and does what it's
meant to with relative ease. It does have its

faults and limitations (most of which I've
tried to point out), but with new yjjj
plug-ins and support from Orcgan, /1U
should evolve into one of the best sample
sequencers on any platform.

Arranging sound
samples is just a
matter of drag'n'drop

Product Details
Product: StudioSound

Price: £119.95 inc. VAT £59.95 inc. VAT to

all registered ProSound owners
Supplier: Oregan Developments,
36 Grosvenor Avenue, Streetly, Sutton

Coldfield. B74 3PE

Tel: 0121-353 6044

Fax: 0121-353 6472

Email: support@oregan.demon.co.uk
Web: http://www.oregan.demon.co.uk/

¥
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A3000 upgrades

Memory
l-4Mb

l-2Mb

(See also the "2nd user" section)
l-2Mb (upgradable to 4Mb)
2-4Mb upgrade pack
4-8Mb

£85 (99.87)
£39 (45.82)

£54 (63.45)
£45 (52.87)

£149(175.07)

The above upgrades are all constructed on four-layer boards, as
recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors are used for
reliable contact with theA3000 mainboard. Therearc noclipsor
wires, and no soldering is required(except 8Mb). Full instructions
supplied. Some oldertypesof 2Mbboardcannotbe upgraded to
4Mb,but we offer a trade-inallowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

A rangeof internalharddisc upgradesis available.The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. Also suitable for the
A3010.

250Mb £149(175.07)
420Mb £169(198.57)

RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
ARM3 (25MHz) £129(151.57)
(Dealer fitting recommended for the ARM3)

A3000 4Mb RAM £85 (99.87)

RISC PC 16Mb SIMM £59 (69.32)

A5000
Memory
2-4Mb

4-8Mb

£69(81.07)
£149(175.07)

Dealer fitting for the 8Mb
upgrade is recommended for
the 25MHz A5000.

A400/1

Memory
Per Mb (up to 4Mb) £30 (35.25)
4-8Mb £149(175.07)
RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
ARM3 (25MHz) £129(151.57)
Hard drives. For prices, refer to
the A310 section.

How to order: The VAT

inclusive amount is shown in

brackets. Cheques made
payable to IFEL. Most Credit
cards accepted, and Switch.
Official orders welcome.

A3020/A4000

Memory
2-4Mb

Hard drives

250Mb

420Mb

£69(81.07)

£95(111.62)
£115(135.12)

Various

Alsystems SCSI 2 £170(199.75)

ARM3 £129(151.57)
RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
MEMCIa £39(45.82)
MEMC1 a (2nd User) £20 (23.50)
Hard disc cradle £6 (7.05)
Fan filters (pack of 5) £3 (3.52)
RISC OS manuals, no vat £22
Donglc dangle £6 (7.05)
Chip extractor tool £4 (4.70)
(for eg MEMC, ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £25 (29.37)

The following item is reduced to
clear. Please phone to check
availability.

IFEL

Wordworks £23 (27.02)

Educational and quantity discount available
Dealer enquiries welcome.

A3010 upgrades
Memory
I-4Mb £89(104.57)
l-2Mb £38(44.65)
2-4Mb £75(88.12)
The 4Mb upgrade is constructed on a compact four-layer board. No
soldering is required. Full instructions supplied.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

RISC PC

SIMMs...

4Mb £16(18.80)
8Mb £30 (35.25)
16Mb £59(69.32)
32Mb £99(116.32)

16Mb SIMM to 32Mb upgrade
£69(81.07)

(By upgrading your 16Mb SIMM to 32Mb you don't lose a
SIMM socket. The original 16Mb SIMM must be returned to
IFEL and the type must be suitable - most arc. Please phone to
check first or ask for our free leaflet.)

RAM packs for upgradable SIMMs
4Mb-8Mb £29 (34.07)
16Mb-32Mb £69(81.07)

Each pack consists of 8 chips which simply plug into
empty sockets. Instructions supplied, no soldering needed.

VRAM modules...
1Mb £55 (64.62)
2Mb £97(113.97)
lMb-2Mb upgrade £65 (76.37)

I A310 | 2nd User |fl
Memory
2Mb £59 (69.32)
4-8Mb £149(175.07)

Backplane (4-slot, four-layer)
£49 (57.57)

Fan for above £8 (9.40)

RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
RISC OS carrier board £17 (19.97)
ARM3 25MHz £129(151.57)

Please phone to check
availability.
A3000 l-2Mb £15(17.62)
A3000 RAM board £5 (5.87)
(ie bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £38 (44.65)

J Spares/Repairs (
MEMCIa £39(45.82)

Hard drives

850Mb IDE £125(146.87)
1Gb IDE £135(158.62)
IDE controller £65 (76.37)
SCSI discs also available.

We carry stocks of most
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC, VIDC,
IOC and most memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

All products(except some marked "2nd User")are fully guaranteed for 12 months.
All items normallycarried in stock have a 14-daymoney-backguarantee. Please note
that the cost of memory products varies - please phone lor the latest pricing.

21, Glenfield Road, Glenholt, Plymouth PL6 7LL. Tel (01752)777106. Fax(01752) 777830



Psion games

When is a game
not a game?
Geoff Preston puts

a couple of Psion

Pocketbook diversions

through their paces
Games are not really my strong suit, but

occasionally I come across a program
which really is worth commenting upon.
Scrabble and Monopoly have long been a
favourite board games of mine and now
Psion has finally bought these classic
games on to the 3a, 3c and Acorn Pocket
Book II range of palmtop computers.

Scrabble
Psion's Scrabble may be configured for up
to four players which may be in any com
bination of human or computer players.
To be more precise, each of the four com
puter players may be one of 50 'people'
stored in the software.

Each has varying degrees of strategic
competence and a vocabulary ranging
from 6,500 to 14,000 words. Some of the
'players' are easy for an adult to beat but
some will regularly beat top Scrabble play
ers. I set the top two computer players
against each other and they achieved a
combined score of over 900 which is

unusually high.
As with all games played on a palmtop

computer, the overall payability can be
somewhat limited by the size and resolu
tion of the screen and the number of

colours it will display.
To try to compensate for this, Psion has

offered a variety of board sizes which at
least give you the option of seeing the
whole board with a little detail, or lots or

detail but only a small number of squares
of the board visible.

Once the program is installed and run,

SCRABBLE

The classic board game - Scrabble now
available on the Pocket Book

IfScrabble can be regarded as educational,
Monopoly might be too

you must set the preferences and begin
the game. Options include nine different
game types ranging from practice to timed
games. One option, Rainbow, is suitable
for 7-year-olds. The game option selected
will determine which additional features

are available.

In practice mode for example, there is
the option to get the computer to give
clues as to the next move. This feature is

in itself fully configurable, but by
default the hinting is in five stages. The
first tells how many letters the best move
has, the second gives the score, the third
the starting position, then the first letter
and finally it will give you the whole
word.

Monopoly
If you argue that Scrabble is educational,
then I feel the same may be true of
Monopoly. Psion's Monopoly is only avail
able on floppy disc and so must be
installed from a PC (or Rise PC) via a ser
ial lead. Quite a lot of free space is
needed in the computer or SSD to install
the full version.

The program can be configured for two
to six players of whom any or all can be
the computer. The screen shows the square
the current player is on followed by the
next four squares, or optionally the last
square can be replaced with an overview of
the whole board.

Other configuration options include col
lecting fines when in jail, doubling your
income for landing on (Jo as opposed to
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Aninterestingfeature isthe option of playing
the American version
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Thedisplay givesall relevant information
without being cluttered

just passing it and whether unwanted sites
are auctioned.

One rather interesting feature is that
the game can be played in either the
English version or the American version
with names like Wall Street and

Pennsylvania Avenue instead of Pall Mall
and Fleet Street.

Deals may be struck up during the game
where sites can be swapped with cash
adjustment either way. The biggest draw
back is the lack of colour which is clearly
a limiting feature of the computer.

Having played both Scrabble and
Monopoly a good deal the one piece of
advice I can offer is to try to learn as many
of the keyboard short-cuts as possible as
searching through the menus tends to
interrupt the game somewhat.

Scrabble, I feel, is slightly over-priced at
£49.95. This is available only on SSD
unlike Monopoly which is only supplied on
floppy disc at an amazingly low £29.95. If
you want to put both programs onto a sin
gle SSD (which you may do for backup
purposes), you'll need a 1Mb flash .
SSD at about £120. Scrabble will not JjJ
run from main memory.
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The left and right of the screen can displaya
board in one of four sizes
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Barrftmenu
Tony Howat
explores two very
similar work aids

Application launcher utilities have been
around for RISC OSfor almost as long

as it has been available. Menon was possi
bly the first, followed by many other
increasingly ingenious methods of starting
applications quickly and easily. Draggle
and MenuBar are two commercial
programs which operate in the
same way as each other. In fact,
visually they are almost identical.

The basic idea is a bar of titles
across the top of the desktop. The
titles have customised names and
new ones can be added as and

when required. Each links to a sep
arate pull-down menu that allows
you to start the applications, run
files and so on, which are in that
menu.

Building a menu is relatively simple
with both applications: load up the pro
gram, add a menu and then drag the files
or applications for each menu to the rele
vant button. From there you can load
MenuBar or Draggie on start-up and have
all your favourite programs easily accessi
ble from the top of the screen.

In both cases you can double-click an
entry, or select and drag. So you can
launch multiple applications, open direc
tories or load files by dragging the items
down to the iconbar. Double-clicking or
dragging with Adjust will close the menu
after the operation is complete — conve
nient and pleasant to use.

MenuBar can save the sprites associated
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with applications for quick loading and it
can also save the system variables. This
doesn't work flawlessly but is a useful fea
ture. Draggie will save the sprites but is
not selective and opts to save the whole
sprite pool.

Now we can get into the differences
which are perhaps a bit more crucial.
MenuBar allows one set of menus and

saves the configuration into itself. Draggie
has what it calls classes — a class is one set

requiring you to open a menu on MenuBar
and put all the windows to the back.
Draggie keeps the menus at the back.

Draggie also has the option of having
menu names with the date or current free

memory as the title. MenuBar provides an
adequate clock display when the main
icon is clicked using Adjust but this isn't as
convenient as a clock on the bar itself.

Draggie takes about 180K of memory
when running, while MenuBar uses 68K

through use of overlays. MenuBar's
documentation is clear and well

organised but Draggie's manual
could be better. While researching
this article I also found ExtraBar, a
public domain program by David
McCormack, which seems more
flexible but is much more difficult
to set up.

MenuBar is perhaps a bit more
polished than Draggie. It has been
around longer, but Draggie

has some better features.
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Auof menus. You can change from one class
to another, so different ones can be set up
for different users or subjects. It saves a
default configuration of menus into a
Choices directory. If there is a system-wide
one (as on RISC OS 3.5 and networks) it
saves it there otherwise it will save to

itself — useful in a network environment

where the application itself may be in a
read-only area.

If the screen width is less than the sum
of the widths of the menus, MenuBar over
laps them which can look untidy, while
Draggie allows you to Control+drag the
entire set left and right. On mode change
or complete screen redraw MenuBar flips
all its menus to the front which can

obscure the titlebar of other windows,

Contact details
Product: Draggie
Price: £12

Supplier: The Really Good Software
Company, 39 Carisbrooke Road,

Harpenden, Herts AL5 5QS

Tel/fax: (01582) 761395

Product: MenuBar

Price: £15

Supplier: Crow Associates, Manor Lodge,
Llangattock, Monmouth, Gwent NP5 4NG
Tel/fax: (01600) 772532



CUMANA
The proTeus multi-function CD-ROM drive

An ideal resource for IT Co-ordinators, Network
Managers and School Office Administrators.
The proTeus is a unique CD-ROM drive
combined with a 650Mb rewritable optical disc
drive, and is the ideal way to upgrade your
computer.

* Unique flexible and portable optical
storage solution

a- No extra interfaces needed

* Includes Acorn and PC driver software

•* Six speed CD-ROM performance
* Fast access time 160ms (CD) and

125ms (Optical Media)

HHRauuusni

proTeus (parallel) £449.00 exc. VAT (Order code: 3-1395-G)

-k Internal or external options available
* Suitable for Acorn, Apple and PC computers
* Quad speed SCSI CD-ROM performance

with 256kB cache

* Fast access time 195ms (CD) and
125ms (Optical Media)

proTeus (internal)
proTeus (external)

£349.00 exc. VAT (Order code: 3-1390-A)
£449.00 exc. VAT (Order code: 3-1392-A)

Order your proTeus drive now and receive a FREE 650Mb optical
cartridge. Quote ref: PB/(

Special Offer
Price Oscar

CD-ROM Package

. CD-ROM Drive
(includes headphones and
PC/Acorn driver software)

+ Free Choice of 4 from 14

Angiia Multimedia CD-ROM
titles for just....

Indigo

The Indigo ATAPI internal fit CD-ROM drives
offer 8 speed performance and are ideal for

the Acorn Rise PC and A7000.

StrongARM compatible.
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Indigo CAA380i (as detailed) £99.00+ VAT
(Order code: 3-1518-A)

Indigo CAA380iA (as detailed plus audio
mixer and Clares ProArtisan 2CD)

£149.00 + VAT (Order code: 4-1519-A)

Call the Cumana team for further details and a copy of our 1997 Catalogue.
Tel: (01483) 503121 Fax: (01483) 451371 E-mail: sales@cumana.co.uk

www.cumana.demon.co.uk

The Cumaha product range is also available through your local dealer
Cumana, Boundary House, The Pines,

Broad Street, Guildford, Surrey, GU3 3BH

SCSI II interface card for Rise PC

Features:

* The SCSI driver is fully Rise OS
compliant to support the Rise PC 600,
700 and StrongARM

* Supports up to 256kB of on-board Flash
EPROM along with FREE technical
support and upgrades from floppy disc
or can be downloaded from the Cumana

Website

* 32 bit DMA transfers supported on the
Rise PC giving 7Mb/sec

•k Built-in security for CMOS RAM and
EEPROM

* Supports 8 logical drives on the icon bar
* New icon bar management features

include the ability to "stack" multiple
drives to save icon bar space

•k Support for DOS format media (e.g.
proTeus, SyQuest and Jazz)

* Drive mapping and configuring from the
icon bar plus support for user defined
user icons

SCSI II interface

(Order code: 3-1040-A)
SCSI II cable

(Order code: SCSI2-50)

£149.00 + VAT

£ 15.00 + VAT

ecia\SP
Offer

Victor CXX446 Multi-Drive Tower

plus CD-Net II

For just £1375
Save £70!
(Order code: 3-1650-G)

The ideal solution to

running CD-ROM
titles across a

network. CD-Net II

is Cumana's popular
software package
for serving CD-ROM
titles to any Acorn
AUN compatible
network, including Nexus and Ethernet.
The main applications run on a suitable
server, and the small client utility makes
machines elsewhere on the network

appear to have a local CD-ROM
drive fitted.



CTA DIRECT
Mail Order Specialists

SBB
Curriculum Training Associates

Dept. AU02, 34a Coach Road
Astley, Tyldesley
Gtr Manchester

Fax - 01942 749325 M29 7EREMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.u-net.com/-cta Tel - 01942 511000

RiscPC/A7000 System Offers
When purchased with KiscI'C:
Buy 4x CD Drive, yet 8x CD Upgrade - FREE
Buy 540mb IID. gel Igb IID Upgrade - FREE
Buy Igb HD, Gel 2.Igb HD Upgrade - FREE
Extra8mb Memory - FREE
StrongARM- £99 inc vat

When purchased with A7000:
Buy4x CD Drive,Get 8x CD Upgrade -FREE
Buy 540mb HD, get Netcard - FREE

Or we will match or beat your best offer!

RiscPC PC Cards

SX-33

DX2-66

DX4-I00

586-100

PC CD-ROM Packs
Kiddie Pack

Education Pack

Games Pack

Adventures Pack

Resource Pack

With RiscPC

£115.99

£174.99

£233.99

£350.99

With PC card

FREE

FREE

FREE

FREE

FREE

Separately
£233.99

£292.99

£350.99

£585.99

Separately
£49.00

£49.00

£49.00
£49.00

£49.00

These Prices Include VAT

MONITORS

Ex. VAT

14" SVGA 0.39 Colour £ 149.00

14" SVGA0.28MPR2 Colour £165.00

15" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour £198.00

17" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour£339.57

17" Multisync 0.28 Colour £424.68
29" SVGA Colour w/spkrs £849.00

(AKF50) Multisync 0.28 Col £239.00
(AKF60) SVGA Mi Res Colour £ 165.00

MultisyncA300/3000cable £8.50

Inc. VAT

£175.08

£193.88

£232.65

£399.00

£499.00

£997.58

£280.83

£193.88

£9.99

Desktop FAX MODEMS

33600 VoiceCE approved
33600 VoiceBABTapproved
28800 BABT incline splitter
33600 Voice U.S. Robotics

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£85.00 £99.88

£99.00 £116.33

£115.00 £135.12

£160.00 £193.88

Special Offer
A3000/A3010 Hard Drive & Interface

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Internal 60 Mb £99.00 £116.33

Internal 85 Mb £109.00 £128.07

Internal 170 Mb £129.00 £151.58

Internal 512 Mb £169.00 £198.58

External for A3000 add £20.00 +VAT

HARD DRIVES

Bare drives
85Mb 2.5"

170Mb

420Mb

540Mb

IGb

540Mb

IGb

1.2Gb

1.7Gb

2.1Gb

3.2Gb

3.8Gb

2.5"

2.5"

ZS'

2.5"

3.5'

3.5"

3.5"

3.5"

3.5"

3.51

IDE
IDE

IDE

IDE

IDE

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£59.00 £69.33

£79.00 £92.83

£99.00 £116.33

£115.00 £135.13

£189.00 £222.08

IDE £85.00 £99.88

IDE £124.00 £145.70

IDE £132.00 £155.10

IDE/Qua/Fuji £149.00 £175.07
IDE/Qua F/B £169.00 £198.58
IDE/Qua F/B £199.00 £233.83

IDE/Qua F/B £239.00 £280.83

1.2Gb 3.5" SCSI Qua £169.00 £198,58
2Gb 3.5" SCSI Qua £229.00 £269.08

3.2Gb 3.5" SCSI Qua £319.00 £374.83
4.4Gb 3.5" SCSI Qua/Fuji£525.00 £616.88

Removable IDE Housing Unit £20.00 £23.50
Removable SCSI Housing Unit £20.00 £23.50
SCSI External Case £42.00 £49.35

Photodesk is the package which
defines studio quality image
editing and artwork on RISC OS
imachines. It is easy to use but
has many powerful features,

iincluding a sophisticated colour
management system (CMS) for

. the professional user.
Artworks renderer now available, also please contact us
about llie latest plug-ins and loader/savers!

At exactly half the price,
i the new 'Light' version
of Photodesk is offered

as a way of accessing all
the creative features of

the application with the
exception of a handful

of facilities provided to satisfy the needs of the full-time
graphics professional: this means you can benefit from
the full range of tools and effects, including plug-ins for
less than the cost of the original Photodesk (vl).

-♦aH-pricesTiicIuaei^^^rVAT and UK P&P

16x IDE CD-ROM DRIVES
High Speed CD-ROMs for Rise PC
and A7000 (RiscOS 3.6 & above)

ONLY £109.00 +VAT(£128.08inc)

12x IDE CD-ROM DRIVES
High Speed CD-ROMs

for Rise PC (RiseOS 3.6 & above)

ONLY £99.00 +VAT (£116.33 inc)

4x 4x Autochanger CD-ROM
HighSpeed CD Drive enabling user in access four
cdrom's at a lime. Keep all your clipart on-line clc.

ONLY £79.00 +VAT (£92.83 inc)
Rise PC and A7000 drivers £15 + vat with above

8x IDE CD-ROM DRIVES
ONLY £79.00 +VAT (£92.83 inc)

Special Offer
Zip & Jazz Removable Drives

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

ZiplOOint/ext IOOnibSCSI£129.00 £151.58
Jazz 1Gb Inl SCSI £297.00 £348.98

Jazz 1Gb Ext SCSI £339.00 £398.33

lOOmbZip Drive Cartridge £11.00 £12.93
1Gb Jazz Drive Cartridge £68.00 £79.90

Casio QV10 Camera
Ex VAT Inc VAT

With Acorn Software £349 £410.08

With PC Software £299 £351.33

StrongARM Special Offer
£269.00 inc VAT

(with any RiscPC Memory purchase)

RISC PC MEMORY
IVolatileproduct please ring for latest prices)

Also FOR A7000

4Mb SIMM

8Mb SIMM

16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM

1Mb VRAM upgrackab!
2Mb VRAM

Ex. VAT

£14.50

£29.00

£55.00

£116.00
£59.00

£89.00

Inc. VAT

£17.04

£34.08

£64.62

£136.30

£81.08

£116.33

NEW LOW MEMORY Prices
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

4-8MB Up.(A310,440.3000*) U £159.00 £186.83
4-8 MB Up. (A5000*) U £159.00 £186.83
•rework for A3000/5000/25mhz £25.00 £29.38

A30101-2MB Upgrade U £37.00 £43.48
A30I02-4MBUpgrade 0 £62.00 £72.85
A30I0 1-4 MBUpgrade 0 £79.00 £92.83
A3020/4000 2-4 MB Upgrade U £65.00 £76.38
A5000 2-4 MB Upgrade U £68.00 £79.90
A3000 1-2MBNon-Upgrade U £20.00 £23.50
A3000 l-2MBUpgradcable « £45.00 £52.88
A30002-4 upgradeforabove U £60.00 £70.50
A30001-4MB Upgrade tl £69.00 £81.08
A3000 Serial Port Upgrade £23.00 £27.03
A3104MbUpgrade 0 £89.00 £104.58
A400/1 1Mb Upgrade per meg U £35.00 £41.13
Rise OS Carrier Board (A310) £20.00 £23.50

MEMCIA upg (shortsupply) ft £4511) £52.88

MICK

Acnm Original Mouse
Acorn ReplaccmentMouse

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£25.00 £29.38
£12.00 £14.10

£99.00* At last a 3D modelling and
graphics creation package
that allows you to edit a
single view! Even the most

| complex models canbe
created and manipulated

with unrivalled ease and speed. Optimised hand-written
ARM code routines boost performance in all areas and
ensure maximum benefit from StrongARM! Many
exciting new developments are in the pipeline, this is only|
. the first in a series promised by Sincronia of Italy!

"""""";. '; -•'• ".:•.•'"'•";•' ". • • ..- .•:.—--——-r—-——

—. w**.wr—I The amazing FotoFUN! is the first
HJ' f* A. g-^ truly affordable printer to use dye-
I] I 11 I I sublimation technology. This means

M. \Jw\J that it is possible to get TRUE
photographic quality output from
your RISC PC. Real glossy photo
prints that you would be proud to
paste in your album are possible,
and you are entirely in control; with

the help of suitable image editing software like Photodesk
k your photos can be any way you want them!

♦♦Includes -VhS% VATyUK P&Fdriver and consumables—

FUN!
DIGITAL COLOR PHOTO
PRINTER

Spacetech Ltd., 21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset, DT5 2EA
Tel +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

ailsales@8pacetec.demon.co.uk Web: http://www.dlglbase.com/8pacetech/



wrote
Mark Moxon caught up
with Paul LeBeau, the
author of the original Acorn
web site

Remember the first Acorn World Wide

Web site, before it got replaced by the
current corporate monster with its stark,
minimalist business-like approach? The
original site, with the cosy little Acorn vil
lage? I sure do: I remember being pretty
impressed by the whole thing.

'People had been moaning about the
lack of an Acorn web site for ages,' says
Paul LeBeau, the person behind the design
and implementation of the Acorn site.
'Then when Acorn finally unveiled their
site, people were pleasantly surprised, I
think. The response was favourable, any
way.'

The response certainly was favourable.
The site was based around a bit picture of
an Acorn village, with buildings for each
of the areas on the site, such as the Univer

sity, the School, the Newspaper, the
Airport, the Town Square and so on, and it
looked really professional. 'Well worth the
wait' was the verdict.

The original site - a gallery

Paul's first

Draw mock-

up, which he
sent to Acorn

in response to
their request
for designers

World wide design
What might be slightly surprising to
those who don't know is that Paul

designed the whole site from the other
side of the world in Christchurch, New

Zealand. Of course, with the Internet

spanning the globe, it's more than possi
ble to telecommute and in fact Paul got
to hear of the project through the Inter
net in the first place.

'Acorn had put in place a really tiny
web site that basically said: "We're work
ing on this", and had sent a message to the
newsgroups, asking for people to offer
their designing skills for a real Acorn site,'
says Paul. 'I whipped up a quick Draw file
of three or four buildings in a village and
sent it off to Acorn in late 1993 and in Jan

uary 1994 they came back to me and said
they liked the idea and would I like to
design the site. It all went from there.'

Designing a web site is challenging -
well, it's challenging if you're going to do
a good job, something that is quite obvi
ous when you see some of the dire home
pages dotted around the world - but it's
even more challenging when you don't
know any HTML. This didn't bother Paul,
though, who had already done a consider

Acorn House, drawn
from pictures and
Pauls memory of his
visit to Cambridge

The original
design for
the School

and the Clan

queue

Paul LeBeau interview

able amount of programming before, help
ing to write packages like Poster, smArt,
Noot and Chameleon for 4Mation.

'I didn't know any HTML when I
started, so there was a learning curve,' says
Paul, 'but it's a really easy language - at
least it was when I was doing the Acorn
web site. It's a bit more complicated now,
with tables and so on, but I just read the
HTML document and looked at other web

sites that I liked around the Internet and

we eventually went on-line in May 1994.'

Draw, Paint and Edit
One of the most impressive parts of the
original Acorn site were the little graphics,
that made it stick out from the text-heavy
and tackily-designed sites that still clog up
the Web. When I first saw the pictures I
assumed that Acorn had employed a pro
fessional graphic artist with some
powerful piece of cartoon-drawing soft
ware, but the truth is far more down to
earth.

'I used Draw for all the graphics/ says
Paul, 'and nothing else, except for a little
colouring with Chameleon. I'd do the
graphics in Draw, then grab them with
Paint in a 256-colour mode, zoomed to
double size, and then scale them down in

|
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The Museum,which was laterchanged to the University

The town

airport, where
you could
access Acorn's

overseas

subsidiaries
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HI wrote that
ChangeFSI so they were anti-aliased. I'd
then convert the sprites to GIFs with Cre
ator, unless I needed a transparent GIF, in
which case I used a rough-and-ready con
version program I'd converted from
another platform. Because I used Draw,
this meant there were lots of blocks of pix
els all of the same colour, so the sprites
compressed down really well, something
that wouldn't have happened with photos.

'The HTML sources were all written in

Edit, despite the presence of a few HTML
editors: I've never really felt comfortable
with HTML editors, Edit allows you to do
exactly what you want and really easily.'

The actual design of the site was also
down to Paul, who would work on the site

and, every few weeks, compress it with
Spark, ftp it to Acorn, and await the com
ments. There were a few issues that needed

resolving every now and then but it went
surprisingly smoothly.

'There were some discussions that

cropped up between Acorn and myself,'
says Paul, 'but nothing too strenuous. I
was putting the site together just as Acorn
split up into a number of companies, so
there were issues about how that was

going to be handled: for example, when I
came to design the signpost showing all

50 Acorn User March 1997

The picture
for the

'under

construction'

area of the

village,
which was

never used

the different companies in the Acorn
group, we had to decide which company
went where on the signs.

'Then there was a bit of concern over

my design for the Clan stand in the vil
lage, which showed a little stand with a
queue of people, lots of whom were wear
ing anoraks. Some people thought that
was a little cruel, but Chris Cox, the head
of the Clan, thought it was fine so we
stuck with it. Then there were little things

Iwhipped up a quick Draw
file of three or four build

ings in a village and sent it
off to Acorn

like changing the spelling of "School"
from my original "Skool", and the idea of
a Museum, where I was going to put all
the stuff relating to Beebs, Electrons and
so on: the Museum design changed to the
University soon, though, as Acorn didn't
like the Museum concept.'

New Acorn web site
Paul was the webmaster for Acorn for

about a year in total, after which Acorn
decided to employ someone who could

The

orginal
comment

icon, later
changed
to just
the pen

...and the second.

work in the UK offices - Paul rather gladly
handed over the reins.

'It required a lot more effort than I
thought it would,' says Paul, referring not
just to designing the site in the first place
but keeping it running. 'I was quite glad to
hand it over in the end as there were lots

of things that Acorn still wanted doing.
For example, they were beginning to con
vert all the Applications Notes and
Customer Hotlines into HTML which was

quite a task, and I had other projects on
the boil.'

Paul still does a bit of web designing -
he's responsible for Cave Rock Software's
web site, the company that Paul works for
in New Zealand - and he's still creating
whole sites. The hard work involved in

doing Acorn's site obviously hasn't put
him off.

The Acorn web site that you see today
has a number of graphics and page con
tents from the original site but the Acorn
village has gone, along with its pretty little
buildings and colourful graphics. Perhaps
it reflects Acorn's new corporate image
more accurately but I still miss the Acorn
village. Perhaps the original site should be
preserved somewhere for posterity: /i,,
in theMuseum, perhaps? /lU

Therewas going
to be an area for

third parties on
the Acorn site

but it never

happened-this
was the sprite for
the ThirdParty
area

...and

the

third,
before

the ART

logo was
designed
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Micro Laser Designs is
an Acorn Centre of

Technology and
supplies the complete

range of Acorn
Hardware and Software.

We also offer scanning,
printing and

imagesetting services
and specialise in litho

printing from Acorn
files - Letterheads,
Brochures, School

Magazines etc!

ALL PRICES SHOWN IN-

THIS ADVERT INCLUDE

VAT.

I

Carriage is FREE onall (^
orders over £30,

otherwise a £2.50

charge is applicable.

E&OE.

^IMUlH

PC Corner:

We build PC's to your
specifications.

eg: AMD 133 Multimedia
System, Mini Tower,
14" Monitor, 16Mb RAM,

Sound Card, 1.2Gb Hard
Disc, Windows 95,
Encarta '97, MS Golf 3,
MS Works, MS Money

£1049.00

Starter systems from

£750.00

i
Telephone : (01225) 833266

Facsimile: (01225) 833266

105 Midford Road, Combe Down, Bath BA2 5RX

We operate the Acorn 20/20
Finance Interest Free Credit

Scheme - Please call for details.

INTERNET ADDRESSES:

email:

sales@microlas.demon, co.uk
www:

http://www.microlas.demon.co.uk

Acom Computer Systems fj£
Printing IStationery fflf
Desktop Publishing m

Graphic Design @f'
Imagesetting gf

Scanning @f
**E:W K-€>WEf9 F*M=*MCk

THE RIGHT CHOICE*

Memory Hard Disc Price
Rise PC600 4M HD540 + QUAD CD 4MB 540MB E1049.00

Rise PC700(600) 4M HD540 4MB 540MB E995.00
Rise PC700 5M HD540 5MB 540MB £1135.00
RiscPC700 10M HD1GB 10MB 1GB £1280.00

A7000

A7000 4MB NET 4MB NONE £655.00

A7000 4MB HD540 4MB 540MB £799.00

FORQUAD CDADD£50, FOR 8 x CD ADD£100, FOR 12xCDADD£150 TO ABOVEPRICES
ALL PRICES LISTED ABOVE EXCLUDE MONITORS, PLEASE SEE LIST BELOW

STRONGARM

PROCESSOR

STILL AVAILABLE FOR
£115 IF PURCHASED

WITH RISC PC! I
(OTHERWISE £275)

Acom 14"AKF60 *£265.00

liyama 8617E £585.00
CTX 14" £199.00

CTX 17' £430.00

CTX 21" £1199.00

AD115" £299.00

Acom 17" AKF90 *£610.00

liyama Pro 9017E £650.00
CTX 15" £265.00

CTX 20" £920.00

Sony 15" Trinitron £350.00
AD117' £495.00

Prices marked *only available when purchased with Computer.

Acom Network Computer
NC with 28.8 modem 8Mb £450.00

NCwith 10BaseT Ethernet 8Mb £450.00

Pocket Book

Pocket Book II256K

Pocket Book I11 MB

256K £230.00

1MB £310.00

PC CARDS FOR RISC PC

ordered alone

DX2-66 £285

DX4-100 £345

5x86-100 £470

with RISC PC

£165

£220

£350

CD ROM DRIVES

SspdlDE £105
12spdlDE E162

8 spd SCSI £170
Parallel Port 8spd £275

CD ROM WRITERS (Needs SCSI)
Supplied with Acorn software

Internal: £655

External: £699

10 x DISCS : £68

rv for #»#sc? B»c/j±-7"0€>o/r»C2s .

4Mb £20.00 8Mb £35.00 <

16Mb £75.00 32Mb £135.00 ;
Memory prices are currently fluctuating daily - pleasecall for our latest price J

INK JET CARTRIDGES

HP51626A £19.90

HP51649A £23.50

Listedare just a few ofthe inkjet cartridges we supply, please call for our hill colour 28 page Computer Supplies Catalogue.

HP51625 £23.50

CANON BC01 £18.75

HP51645A £22.30

EPSON SO20047 £16.39

• 0NNECT0RS
Parallel Printer Cable £5

Parallel 36 way to Parallel 36 way £5
25 way D to 25 way D £5

SCSI 50 way IDC to 50 way IDC £12
SCSI 25 way D to 50 way Centronics £12
SCSI 50 way Cent, to 50 way Cent £12
9 way D type to SCART £12
5'/*' Drive Power Splitter £4
5'/4" - 314" Power Adaptor £4
Two way Printer Sharer (Cent. 36 way) £13
Two way Printer Sharer (D type 25 way) £13
BBC Printer Cable £7

D type Male 9 way 95p
D type Male 15 way 95p
D type Female 9 way 95p
D type Female 15 way 95p
Covers for above 80p
IDC Connector 34 Way £2
Centronics Plug 36 way £2

Centronics Plug 50 way £3
50 way IDC Cable, per metre £2
9 way to 15 way Monitor Adaptor £7

25 Watt Powered Speakers.. £29.00 50 Watt Powered Speakers.. £39.00
PowerTec SCSI II Card ... £200.00 Cumana SCSI II Card £175.00

1Gb IDE Hard Disc £150.00 1Gb SCSI Hard Disc ... £210.001
2Gb IDE Hard Disc £215.00 2Gb SCSI Hard Disc ... £295.00

3Gb IDE Hard Disc £285.00 4Gb SCSI Hard Disc ... £665.00

EPSON GT9500 Scanner + ImageMaster / TWAIN £655.00

ACORN/PC MICE

Original Acorn
£27.50

Microsoft Serial

£22.50

PC Serial

£15.00

IMAGESETTING - Check our FILM prices!
(P &P may apply). Prices'are per page.
Don't forget prices INCLUDE VAT.

Pages A4 A3

1 11.75 14.10

2-9 6.45 11.10

10-24 5.85 9.40

25-49 5.00 8.20

50 + 4.10 7.00

Bromide prices on request.

Further discounts available - please call.
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Public Domain, Shareware and other

lowcost software for Acorncomputers tEfflSHHsa^

APDLPDCD-1 only £14.90
APDLPDCD-2 only £14.90

Ahuge collection ofP.D. and Shareware at a realistic price.
Issue 2, re-mastered November 1996 with even
more software. Buy both PD CDs for just £27.50

APDL Clip Art CDs £19.90 each
DTP-1, DTP-2, and the new DTP-3

Any two for £37.50, all three for just £50
All in Acornformat. Sprite, Drawfile andArtworks. Idealfor schools.

DTP-1 and DTP-2 have around 500 Mb, DTP-3 more than 720 Mb

Hard discs
Lowcost IDE and SCSI drives and interfacesfor all models

A310/A400IDE
210Mb - £149, 512Mb - £199, 850Mb - £209, 1Gb - £235, 1.6Gb - £259

A3010/A3000IDE
80Mb - £135,170Mb - £165, 340Mb - £209, 512Mb - £239, 810Mb - £329

A310/A400/A5000/Risc PC SCSI
Drives: 540Mb- £149, 1Gb - £239, Complete: 540Mb£259,1Gb - £349

Prices include cables, brackets andfittings. Lots ofothers available.
Syquest 135 & 270Mb removable, SCSI orlDE, internal or external
Solve your backup andsecurity problems -from£99, discsfrom £17
D111 o R'SC PC RAM uPSra(,cs> the famous APDL part-
r IU S exchange scheme if you need a bigger hard disc

(eg. 210Mh to 512Mb for only £115) and more!
Fora catalogue please send50p ortwo 1stclassstamps to

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN
imtm\ Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487 .
mm A11 prices includeVAT and carriage ^

Since the be

ginning of
this year

readers of

Acorn

Publisher

have been

able to

save

them

selves

nearly £60.

Inspirat
Information

Acorn Publisher

Why not join
them? For a

free sample
copy write,

phone or
email us

now and

find out

how

much

you can

save.

KALAT^
"ublishing

P.O.Box 231, Barton, Bedford MK454HQ.C'
Tel.01582 881614 fax01582 881614
Email: akalat@kbnet.co.uk

a i mterfaoe rjsc pq jog interface. £139.83
8MB/s Sustained data transfer.
Attach up to4 extra IDE devices.

ATAPI CD-ROM DRIVES

Highly integrated modular multimedia system with 24-bit video
digitizer. Realtime desktop video display at full frame rate.

DeskTV includes full stereo audio support with desktop
control ofvolume, balance, bass and treble. The Picture

processor allows control of colour, contrast, brightness and
input of signal; external (eg video) or internal (eg MPEG decoder).

The Standard Card also includes a TV Tuner and software to
tune and store preset channels. With the capability to capture
high quality screen shots as sprites, why Rise anything else?

Standard Card
£259

Entry Card
£219

p, D
J Peflorrnanco ATA? Ir

e plus hard drives..
Quantum Fireball 1.28GB £289
Quantum Fireball 2.1GB £339
Quantum Fireball 3.2 GB £369
Quantum Fireball 3.8GB £409

Laser Toner Cartridges,
Ink-jet cartridges and
dean &simple refills.
Call for latest prices.

Eight Speed
Twelve Speed

for the Rise PC.

Four channel
mixer for the

RiscPC

£79

£109

2&
16-bit Digital Audio card with Mixer

£70.44

Audio

£35.19
Memory

4MB £19 16MB £59

8MB £34 32MB £134

Call (or latest prices. Yellowstone
Educational Solutions

Bramingham Park Business Centre, Enterprise Way, Luton, Bedfordshire LU3 4BU.
Telephone 01582 584828 Fax 01582 654440 E-Mailsales@yellowstone.co.uk

Visit our Web Site http://www.yellowstone.co.uk
Prices include VAT but exclude carriage
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SCAA Assessment Software
i imbHinCTtmiiAT THE end of this school year IT teachers

will be completing the statutory end of Key
Stage assessment for all 14-year-olds (Year 9).
The long-awaited assessment software from
SCAA (Secondary Curriculum and Assess
ment Authority) is now being shipped to
schools who requested copies in December.

The software is free and is intended to

help IT coordinators assess students' level in
IT at the end of Key Stage 3 but is not to be
regarded as necessarily conclusive. Optional
Tests and Tasks is supplied on two discs
which contain a total of five programs cover
ing data handling, modelling and control,
together with teacher's notes presented,
rather curiously, as bit-mapped pictures.

AH the programs have a similar structure:
enter your name and tutor group, follow
through the tutorial and move on to com
plete the exercises. Finally, print out the
results which show how well you did (or
didn't do).

History has two activities which are
unsuprisingly history related. Both involve

S~M

Superb
graphics, but
not always
easy to locate
the piece you
want

ber of records found.

Lock is almost identical to a program writ
ten several years ago for the BBC B in which
users must control the lock gates and move a
boat down the river. This time the instruc

tions are selected from a list to create a

program which is then run. A more
advanced activity requires understanding
and feedback.

Pond is a computer model of a small pond
which the student uses to test a suggestion
about plants and animals living together.
Once again there are two activities.

Routes displays a map which the pupil
must use to calculate such things as the num
ber of different routes between two places
and the distance between them.

At the end of each activity the pupil may
print out the results which gives a great
deal of detail including the time taken on
each exercise. There is no way of saving the
results so a printer must be on line if a per
manent record is required.

SCAA, tel: 0171-229 1234

Publish Art
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the use of a database and students are asked

questions which require the database to be
searched for the answer. The first is a simple
search usually asking for the meaning of a
word, while the second activity is a more
involved task requiring users to decide the
most appropriate fieldnames and data types
for a database about archeological finds.

Leisure is another data handling activ
ity but this time the appropriate key field
for the search must be chosen. Having
read the question, users must initiate a
search of the database and enter the num

I FREQUENTLY receive discs containing so-
called clip-art which, all too often, is rubbish
— sorry, but it's the only way to describe it.
Occasionally I get a disc which is different in
that it contains quality material which looks
as if it might be useful to someone. Publish
Art by Smart DTP is a CD-ROM filled with
details and highlights intended to enhance a
DTP document.

In fact, everything on the disc appears

twice: once in Draw format and one in Art-

Works format. The quality is quite superb but
what lets this disc down is the lack of any
method of searching out the clip you want.
Similar discs have included a reference book or

the ability to locate the images using the soft
ware. Publish Art has neither so every double
click is a surprise.

Publish Art is available from Smart DTP who

may be contacted on (01332) 842803.

AutoSheet
ONE ON-GOINC task for all teachers seems to be the production
of useful worksheets for pupils to work through. This is poten
tially time-consuming but for teachers of primary and lower
secondary Mathematics there is an alternative. Alisdair McDi-
armid's AutoSheet will produce both question and answer sheets
of up to 36 sums per page in a choice of layout styles.

Each sheet may contain either addition, subtraction, multipli
cation or division sums, or nine magic squares. Sheets may be
either printed directly from the software or saved in Draw format
enabling them to be customised by hand. Options include speci
fying the style of sum (long division, in line) and additional
missing numbers. Although you may specify the magnitude of
numbers, there doesn't seem to be an option for selecting say,
only numbers divisible by 4. This, I'm told, is one of the features
'pencilled in' for future upgrades.

AutoSheet costs £15 for single copies or £30 for a site licence
from 2 Cedar Drive, Milton of Campsie, Glasgow G65 8AY or
e-mail: a.mcdiarmid@zetnet.co.uk
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Generate KS1/2 Maths
worksheets with this

neat little program
which costs just £15

Contacting
me

You can contact the

Education page by

writing to me,

Geoff Preston at

Acorn User, IDG

Media, Media

House, Adlington
Park,

Macclesfield SK10

4NP or by e-mail to:

aueduc@idg.co.uk

n
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fflff software packs
WORTH £14.99

for every reader

Award Winning
Educational Software

DEVELOPING A SOLID

UNDERSTANDING OF

THE COMPUTER

WORLD

Terminology

Software

Word processors

Spreadsheets

Graphic

Keyboard Skills

m,&.

Computers in Use

V
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Help yoor chili enjoy learning
Part of the award winning 'Essential' educational range for chil
dren, including Essential Maths and Essential Science,
Essential I.T. is designed specifically to help your children get
to grips with the complex world of computers.

isseotiai
As a reader of Acorn User, the biggest Acorn Magazine in the world, you
are entitled to a fully working, boxed copy of Essential I.T. worth

£14.99, free of charge. In fact all you have to do to guarantee your
copy is cover the cost of postage and packing.

Your child will learn about- ...

SoftwareSmfZSSSS J^BSpreadsheets UUlllllMllub nm^ers
and much much mure

Each software pack contains six expertly designed games, featuring 36 challenges, for all budding I.T. enthusiasts. As chil
dren play the games their progress is automatically monitored and recorded, requiring no input from parents or teachers,
which means you can watch your children learn, Join in the fun or leave them and check on their progress when you return.

Hardware

fflff umuui
As an Acorn User reader you can claim this software pack free of charge

all you have to do is pay £1.95 packing and postage and it'ssoars!

Jo secure your copy at fsseotial II simply nil io the form below aod post itto: Rcoro Oser, 10 out of10 Otter, Media House, Adliogtoo Park, Macclesfield Cheshire SK10 HHP

This voucher entitles me to one free copy of Essential I.T. (rrp £14.99). I understand that In
order to receive my copy I have to cover the £1.95 cost of postage and packing.

Enclosed Is my Cheque/P.O. for £1.95, made payable to IDG Media.

Name ' '••• •• ••.•''

Address J|^ UH

Postcode

ase tick If you do not wish to receive promotional literature from other companies.
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After a long lay-off, Geoff

Preston looks at some of the

best of the latest CD-ROMs
Interactive multimedia material is com

ing on in leaps and bounds. Early
examples were good by the standards of
the day, but compared witli some of the
latest products they now look decidedly
amateurish. The latest batch of CD-ROMs

are highly polished productions with
some of the best offerings coming from
two companies whose roots are in televi
sion production: Yorkshire International
Thompson Multimedia (YITM) and Angiia
Multimedia.

It's not difficult to see the television

influence, especially with Anglia's prod
ucts. The clever use of visual effects and

fancy tricks we see on our TV screens
daily and now more or less take for
granted, are strongly in evidence here. My
only criticism with many interactive pro
grams is that I would like to see a little
more text to take each of the topics just a
little deeper. That criticism could proba
bly be levelled at 80 per cent of the
current CD-ROM based products, although
not, I think, any of these.

The cost is also falling rapidly. CD-
ROMs which a couple of years ago would
have cost £120+ are now half that price.
Not bad going - twice the quality for
half the price. How times change in this
business.

Nelson and his Navy
Although this is not a new product, I'm
including it simply because I haven't had
the chance to review it before and it's just
too good not to get a mention. This is a
complete resource on the life and times of
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Nelson, his ships and his battles. 1 can't
imagine that anything lias been left out.

The title page contains several hotspots
Which lead to various sections including
navigation and life on board ship. It really
must have been difficult on board at the

best of times but this disc takes the user

right into the heart of a battle in the way
that no book can. The drawings and pho
tographs are very clear and the narrated
text is excellent.

Survival's Mysteries
of Nature

Angiia Television is
well known for the

high standard of its
Survival television

programmes and
this multimedia

CD-ROM is virtu

ally a television programme on disc- It's
divided into three main sections - Senses,
Hunter and Hunted, and Flight. Within
each of the categories are a number of
creatures which demonstrate various skills

within that category.
Each animal is described with some

clear text which can be read aloud by the
computer and illustrated with some of the
best films I ever seen on a computer
screen. I've rarely been impressed with
Replay films, most being of mediocre
quality, but these are all very clear and
typical is the clip of an archer fish using a
jet of water to knock an insect off an over
hanging branch. All the detail can be seen
very clearly.

If you do nothing, this program will run
itself which is an interesting feature
although it makes my job as a reviewer a
little harder as I can't have it running
while I'm trying to write the review!

Each item is described in varying
amounts of detail and can be accessed in

several ways including an alphabetical
list. The accompanying graphics are either
still or a video sequence. Overall, a thor
oughly enjoyable trip into some of the
mysteries of nature.

Growing Up Together
More and more there seems to be a need to

deliver personal and social education to
today's children. Indeed some teachers
believe this is potentially one of the most
important subjects on the curriculum as it

aims to guide
our young peo

ple through
childhood and

adolescence

into (hopefully)
r e s p o n s i b 1e
adults.

PSE can easily get a bad reputation
among both staff and students unless
there is plenty of meaningful quality
resources available. This two CD-ROM set

by YITM is full of sound ideas and quality
material to get pupils thinking. (It will
also get some of the teachers thinking.) It
aims to help children understand more
about the changes they will experience as
they grow and some of the issues that sur
round them.

The main menu is displayed as a block
of flats with each occupant providing a
theme. Clicking the mouse over the
appropriate door selects the topic which
are presented as case studies. Each case
study includes a video sequence introduc
ing Hie occupant and raises the themes
and issues.

After the video is a picture on which
the user can access one of several interac

tive activities. The material is supported
by worksheets which are on the CD-ROM
and can be printed as and when
required.

This is an excel- p~ __*»w, 7
lent package which
will be of enormous

value to every pri
mary and secondary
school in /fjT
thecountry. -*AU

Product details

Products: Nelson and his Navy (£50 ex VAT),
Survival'sMysteriesof Nature (£40ex VAT)
Supplier:SCA (AngiiaMultimedia)

Address: PO Box 18, Benfleet, Essex, SS7 1AZ

Tel/fax: (01268)755811

E-mail: angliamail@aol.com
Product:Growing up Together

Price: Two discpackcosts£59.99 + VAT &are
alsoavailableseparately at £39.99 + VAT each

Supplier:YITM
Tel: (01264)342992

Fax:(01264)3427288



The Ultimate
Table Editor!

^eM%ae*
TableMate Designer is the latest in the popular
TableMate family of products - it offers the most
comprehensive range of facilities yet - with more
new features than TableMate 2 and 3 put
together. Ashort extract is given below.

• Variable fonts inside cells
• Super- &sub- scripts, bold and italic effects
• Export/import HTML tables for the Internet
• Yet more line and row controls!
• Global cut-and-paste
• Named colours & styles

Single User - £60, Upgrade from Impression Style/Publ £45
Upgradefrom TableMate 3 - £25(extended to 14th Mar. 1997)

Also available for simpler needs - TableMate 3 -
Single User £34-50; Imp. Style/Publ Upgrade £19-50

PALRIAPA DATA TECHNOLOGY

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ.

Phone/Fax: 01926 492459

e-Mail: dalriad.demon.co.uk
WWW: http://www.dalriad.demon.co.uk/

Impact Professional More than justadatabase

Now!
With Caller-ID support!

You've seen it on T.V.

Now it's on your Acorn!

Display customer details

automatically before

you answer the phone.

PHONE, WRITE, or EMAIL
for sales or details, to -

fa

Company

Contact

Address

Phone

Fax

P.O. Box 36

BODMIN
PL30 4YY 01208 850790

sales@circlesw.demon.co.uk

Example-Main

Acme Engineering

Fred Bloggs

Unit 5

Industrial Estate

Town Centre

0171 592 4789

0170 592 4752

Date last contacted 12.10.96

By J Mail J Reply sent
(<•> Phone (• Reply received

.,_) Fax |y" Action needed
J E-Mail

Ogll Display notes |

Send Write... Print label

£125.00
+ VAT

Create data cards like this, using familier desktop features.
Programmable buttons combine many complex actions into
single button clicks, to make life even simpler!

The easy choice
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Games compatibility
on the StrongARM -

Steve Mumford reports

After the traumatic experience of fitting
the StrongARM to your Rise PC, one of

the first things you're likely to do is go
through your old stock of Acorn games to see
whether they work. As many will know, the
failure rate is initially quite high, and this can
be somewhat disheartening- after all,with all
that latent power under the bonnet, it seems a
shame not to give the chip a run for its
money.

You might find this scenario familiar -
when the Rise PC was in its infancy,the radi
cal changes to its hardware meant that most
people would face incompatibility problems
at some time or other. The ARM Club came to

the rescue with Game On!, an almost leg-

—-ii~:«ii

endary product that covered the gaps
between hardware and operating systems,
allowing gamers to play their favourite titles
once again. They've come to the rescue once
again with StrongGuard - a product I hope to
cover in a later issue. For more details, write
to The ARM Club, FREEPOST ND6573,
London, N12 OBR or email info@armclub.
org.uk.

However, there are other products avail
able. I've been looking at a couple that have
developed quite a following on the Net and I
was amazed at the number of games I could
coax into life.The first is called CrunchFix by
Jim Hawkins.

Some games, including Sim City 2000 and
the public domain Flrebolt, use a
compression system from BASS
named Cruncher. Although this
doesn't work on the StrongARM
by itself, CrunchFix solves the
problem entirely. All you need to
do with this little module is run it

before you try to loadany games
and it works invisibly in the
background, intercepting any
programs that were compressed
using Cruncher and allowing
them to decompress safely.

With CrunchFix in my boot
sequence, I was able to play Sim
City 2000 again - and here's the

first result. It's fast, respon
sive and was quite a liberating
experience. Spurred on by that
success, I tackled another of
my favourites - Star Fighter
3000. This involves more

work, and here's where I
i reveal Spidersoft's ace card -

please welcome StrongCache,
a program written mainly by
Sam Clayton and designed to
open the door to a whole host

Typical working
screens from

The Game Suite

",~"
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more games. The principle behind Strong-
Cache is quite simple. You might have
noticed that if you turn off the cache before
loading a game that otherwise fails to work,
sometimes that's enough to get round the
compatibility problems. However, the
decrease in speed is horrifying and since
most games are single tasking, you can't turn
the cache back on without help.

StrongCache is an interrupt-driven module
that provides hotkeys for control of the
StrongARM's cache, so all you need to do in
practice is turn off the cache, wait until it
loads, then hold down another key combina
tion and, as if by magic, you have a program
that works. In the case of StarFighter3000,
the cache can be engaged once more after
the static effect appears on the screen.

So, what's it like? I've played Star Fighter
on a variety of platforms - on an Acorn A5000
it's playable, although it lacks a little punch.
On the Playstation, it's slower than I'd like,
but the graphicsare of a much higherquality.
On a StrongARM?

I can thoroughly recommend the experi
ence - explosions occur without even the
tiniest hint of slowdown and low-level flying
will take your breath away.

In fact, it's necessary to tell Star Fighter to
moderate its frame rate, as the game
becomes ridiculously fast if the screen isn't
full of buildings. I'm happy to say that Elite
works as well, so now there's no excuse to sit
around doing work when you could be
welded to the computer keyboard.

Of course, if all that spare processor time
is available, it begs the question of which
game is going to be the first to make use of it
- and with the raw power that the StrongARM
provides, I can predict that a few eye-openers
will be revealed soon.

Both of these utilities are available on the

Internet, and I'd strongly recommend down
loading both of them - you'll be amazed at
how successful these simple techniques can
be. StrongCache can be found at Spidersoft's
home page, http://www.argonet.co.uk/users/
d.s.mars, and CrunchFix is available at



Load of BHP in Brake Horse Power

http://www.argonetco.uk/users/harry.alban/
programs.html.

If you haven't got access to the Internet,
send me a formatted floppy disc with a
stamped addressed envelope and I'll send
them to you.

On the subject of compatibility, it's worth
taking a look at a couple of Web pages -
Peter Smith and Martin Friar have extensive
lists at http://www.ursaminr.demon.co.uk/
sagames.html and http://www.frlar.demon.
co.uk/acorn/compat.html respectively.

The Games Suite
Ben Ollivere, a programmer within the
Grasshopper Software team, has informed
me that they're almost ready to release
Game Suite, a bundle of utilities designed to
allowanyone to write their own homegrown
titles.

The package's specifications display a
wide variety of features from password pro
tection of levels to parallax scrolling, and
the program itself makes use of standard

sr ate new objects, change their state, delete old
ifnisiBi: in oneSi increment score and generally define how
an:ai:m your ggme objects behave together. The mod

ule provides routines to handle scrolltexts and
Ids too, so the author can dedicate more
>the subject of gameplay.
of the interesting features of the Game

Suite is that it's designed to be expandable, and
' apparently plans have been laid down for a 3D

e to be added to the system. I'm looking
vd to seeing the full product - maybe a

sprite files, cutting down on the work
involved and allowing the user to edit the
graphics with ease.

Ben tells me that the package is aimed
somewhere between novice programmers
and those with a reasonable knowledge of
the subject. Although the Game Suite's rou
tines are fast, if you're a good ARM code
programmer, you probably won't have much
need for the package.

The main program is constructed from two
major parts- a compact module holdingthe
code, and an editor that provides a simple
front end to the module's functionality. If
you're more experienced at coding you can
access these routines via SWI calls, but it's

not necessary.
Once you've designed your sprites, Game

Suite allows you to animate them easily and
attach them to walkpaths so you can control
their movement onscreen. Game Suite sup
ports a macro language, and this is how the
more complex issues of game design are
tackled - you can use this language to cre-

ncreased games production on the Acorn.
If you would like to know more, take a look at

"-<://users.ox.ac.uk/~sloh0576 or write to
sshopper Software, 6 Truro Close, East

eake, Loughborough, LE126HB.

And finally
I've just got time to give you a few nuggets
of information. Gareth Moore's Web pages,
dedicated to Acorn Gaming, have undergone
a small translocation to the Doggysoft Web
site - charge up your browsers and aim them
at http://www.doggysoft.co.uk/gaming/.

Take a look at the latest screenshots of

Destiny and Break Horse Power - the new
name for TBA's 3-D racing game. Although
they both appear to be improving as each
month passes, only time will show whether
they'll capture the essence of payability we're
all hoping for. Will they be the first flagships of
the next generation of Acorn games? I cer
tainly hope so.

While we're on the subject, Andrew
Docking's Drifter is coming along nicely and
should be ready in the near future - it's cer
tainly progressed a long way since the screen
shots in the last issue. However, for those peo
ple who've written in suggesting the levels
look a little flat, I'm afraid I'll have to reveal that
we won't be getting the full WipeOut experi
ence yet - Andrew describes his game as
"more of a hybrid between FO and Mario Kart
on the Super Nintendo". One thing is certain,
though - from the response I've received it
would appear that a true WipeOut clone would
be immensely popular. We've got ample pro
cessing power in the high-end machines, so
are there any takers?

Destiny just SSSEmKB
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Burnt Sienna:

Val, Frost
. <? out of ia>

Suggested'for CDR-coded audiences only.

Read footnotes C13 uith the note connand; e.g., type "note 1."

Vou are on the infrequently-traveled path that leads fron.the Unnkulian bus
terminal to the Rene Institute for the.Less Convincing Sciences. To the north
you see the path continue toward the distant buildings that nake "P the
Institute. On the east side of the path is a public phone booth, and to the
south the depressing view of a bus station the local governnent has preferred

R hanster is her

hanster soneone once fc
gets his favorite food,
continuun Mechanics.

n and uhite stripciplaynate and only friend, is a broun and white str
id swinning in a suanp. He's very energetic when h
Hs far as you know, he s always been governed by

Vou have a note, no clue, and a hanster

>M«l<:lU'MHlM4Mfl!

on the Internet newsgroup rec.games.int-
fiction, The Wedding and BSE came third
and fifth respectively. Good to see the
first two places in the Acorn User contest
making their way in the wider world, and
congratulations once more to Neil Brown
and Chris Smith.

This seems to be the season for
belated round-ups of 1996. Most of the
best games arose from the competitions,
the annual all-Internet contest held in
October and our own, back in the sum
mer. Among the others, Andrew Plotkin's
So Far was the largest and most ambi
tious game of the year.

It begins in a theatre far in the future

thing but futuristic and, if anything, has
the feel of a Jacobean tragedy. After the
show, the player pursues a surreal lure
and is whisked away to yet stranger
milieus. Up to now (I'm trying to avoid
saying 'so far') the big picture has eluded
me, but it's a quality work.

Most unlikely game of the year (well, if
you don't count Andrew's 'teach your
self to program in Scheme' contest
entry) was Patrick Wigfull's Return to
Karn. Diehard fans of Dr Who will be sur

prised, not to say astonished, to see an
interactive fiction sequel to the The
Brain of Morbius, a Gothic sci-fi story
broadcast in 1976.

It was so diluted in production that the

Bland". In the event, plenty of good over
acting by Tom Baker saved the day, but
the same can't really be said for Return to
Karn, where the player must himself play
a Time Lord. Still, aficionados may enjoy
fooling around with fluid links, tinkering
with K9 and so forth. Bring your own
scarf and Oscar Wilde hat.

TADS for RISC OS
The indefatigable Kevin Bracey has done
the Acorn adventure world another ser
vice by porting the TADS 'runtime' code
to RISC OS. According to Chambers
Dictionary, the word 'tad* is a short form
of 'tadpole' (esp. U.S.): TADS is not

Adventure Development System was writ
ten by Mike Roberts in 1987 or so and It
remains the arch-rival of my own system,
Inform. Which is Holmes and which
Moriarty, I'm not sure: TADS is the better
programming language, but maybe Inform
is more practical. Anyway, the TADS com
piler remains unavailable for RISC OS:
Kevin's new application is only able to
play TADS-written games.

As ever, the TADS games are really
available only if you have access to an
Internet connection and may be located at
ftp.gmd.de/if-archive/games. The RISC OS
TADS application is also at the 'if-
archive', as are all the games mentioned
in this article.

Adventure

Graham

Nelson reviews

60 games now
playable under
RISC OS

Acme Cave Games Inc.
Back In the late 1980s, TADS was the

K,-nsh newcomer elbowing aside the
ablished design tool (AGT, the
'enture Games Toolkit). It properly
( off only in 1991, when the Unnkulian
lerground Adventures were posted to
nascent Internet.

fritten by Davids Leary and Baggett of
, the series began straightforwardly
ugh, with UU1and after a decent inter-
UU2, then turned backwards into UUO
I UU-one-half. The UU games are
mtlessly tongue-in-cheek: explore

Lake Draounheer and the Beegas'hell

tain amount of this I can take, but it's
worth noting that as well as being paro
dies of old-fashioned adventure games,
they're also quite good old-fashioned
games.

The longest-running joke is that you
can buy almost anything from Acme,
made with Cheez (whatever that is). Now
this is a direct steal from the Road

Runner cartoons, where every week Wyle
E. Coyote would pop up with an evil grin
and a box labelled, say, 'Acme Exploding
Roadsigns Inc.'. In UU-one-half, for
instance, the player is an Acme salesman
down on his luck, while in UU2 one of the
objects is to learn the secret of Cheez.

Perhaps the two most acclaimed TADS
games are the latest by the two authors of
the UU series: David Leary's The Horror
of Rylvania and David Baggett's The
Legend Lives! Both were at one time
shareware, but TLL is already freeware
and HORwill hopefully join it soon.

Rylvania is a country somewhere in
eastern Europe: I wonder if anyone has
made an atlas of the imaginary countries
literature has squeezed into the Balkans?
It's pretty clear what kind of terrain is
Rylvania: your travelling companion is
bitten by wolves, in a dark forest during a
night storm, not far from a church spe
cialising in holy water. Where better for
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Adventu

aval 1ab 1e floor space in your pod.
[various part-; of the furniture anr

ienna:

Val, Frost

•:i ,i?S.rf i'ui-SnSS? of the Vopni versity.Economical Graduate Off-site Dwelling
auSu ,J,t...^ JiS?,?.?. -|„I ,ouVh ""' school is actually hundreds of light-years
DhSao.St en«?e!l S23P°1288«I?fifSglI* P»J=«l»le for then to put housing in the

17 !?",:;","• '!'•='< •?, Mour EU, and next to that sits the conputer you use nearl<i37 hours a day. Or at least,you 'assume* ifs there; you can •t real lu Sea* if
Sou h,5'Ak'M..U!I^^:i J."\p.',t'.°',<boSl<s ,hat i»st crashed down in front of uou M
lh imkuT.ir,- <?• Ilh?..r::?.li ?ibo"E upon readin9 "°»P Of th«> awful truth aboutbooks 2nd p5P thaw bach Yn oPSe* b,u,se on ,J01"' l°Pknot' «ou pick up all the

I tie ID is tuned to II, •
tusic video station. Ve
• ideo for •• I Want a Girl

I to Hot Hits 11180, the "newest, coolest, nost outrageous"
,2'mifP.'.iIt 8 P°P',,37 hours a day. Right now you see the

a Girl with Green Hair and Horns," by linen Sketch and the

ii full ReUoLI Kola

>get can

shrouded

I must say that the only person I've
ever met who came from Transylvania
was not in the least vampiric, despite
years of Communist Rumanian dentistry.
But Rylvania is a fiction world, and vam
pire games go right back to Scott Adams'
Adventure International line. This one's
somewhere between Hammer House of
Horror camp and Anne Rice chic. But the
puzzles are much better than the setting,
and it's well worth a play.

For my money The Legend Lives! is the

thing, you can watch 100,000 television
channels, all basically MTV, but it's worth
catching pop star Timon Sketch, who'll
appear in the game later on. Planets vary
from flat, middletown farmland (Kansas)
to hip clubs (New York). Almost everyone
is faintly unhappy, which I hope isn't
really true of America.

The Legend Lives! is like Gibbon's
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire:
it goes on and on, and the best jokes
are in the footnotes. Adventure game

based on the UU games' world, a sort of
sequel set incredibly further ahead in

Infocom's The Hitchhiker's Guide To
The Galaxy, like so: the game describes

the earlier games. Actually I don't think
David Baggett will thank me for saying
'notionally': after all, the UUlegend is the
one in the title. Still, TLL is a solid sci
ence-fiction game, huge and sprawling
with ideas: lavish with text, too, which
sometimes impresses and sometimes
palls.

Really virtual

iad of planets are settled: travel from
world to world, by teleportation, is as
easy as dialling a telephone number.
These coordinates are given as colours,
so the player starts out at 'burnt sienna'
and jumps around in a spectrum includ
ing 'chartreuse', 'thistle' and 'misty rose'.

Every so often the physical location
also appears: the player's 'pod' - a one-
room flat - is actually located on the ice

the Beatles [4]'.
The player then types 'footnote 4',

which replies 'The first single they
recorded on their own Apple label, and
one of their most successful songs ever.'

full: 'A meaningless coincidence.' The
footnotes in TLL are pretty often about
Akmi (yes, the old UU Acme corporation,
now masters of the Galaxy) but also flesh
out the future world.

The real themes are 'what kind of future
do we want?' and 'can a computer pro
gram be alive?'. For instance, TLL
actually contains UU3 - yes, part 3 of the
UU series - inside itself as a game for the
player to play, as a piece of archaeology
and even, perhaps, as a character. One of
the player's adversaries is a computer
virus. This is all standard cyberpunk sci-fi
stuff - the book is alive, nothing is 'real' -
but here you really can see the distinc
tions blur. The play within the play might
be the real play after all.

...and about 56 more
To finish up with, I must add that there
are something like 60 TADS games avail
able. I think I'd recommend Lost New
York, a track across the city's history, and
Toonesia, a cartoons game with cartoon-
ish rules. For a short game, try the
delightful John's Fire Witch.

If you're looking for a serious exercise,

Not the strangest title in the collection (I
think GerbilRiot of '67 probably wins that

event: GC was one of the events in the
MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory's
Winter Olympics of 1994. Somehow, I
keep wanting to imagine David Coleman
commentating while men in skis, or fresh

Eo?MSf\oTft&al^ Place'is no,
Sefg!n9TSe3f!ooH a?r?:tt}ledwaY?sSa::;
nothing to recommend lfc. In fact, you re
Kuulesf is dead. The exit froo the hut i
lies on the floor, dead.

Vou see an oil lamp here.

3VMh Ka^a^oyaf fttH,"" ,i9ht" V°U Can,t »*» »•«'» "iss the °ld
siiro,°V^inSd^haf?=0Uihi\«dP^^in his clothing, which you take. It's sort ofsuiptising that s all he had; you were sure he was hoarding loot somewhere.
**» Your score has just changed. **•

fSe.Vsf|oElfeniCw?ittenhSn0ld."an didn,t eVe" SP,i"9 for decent P^chment
Beneath the shopping list,,.„°.un.d bQOf • Ouart milk. Puppy chow (for slave)." Be

W?.)i ?a.C„*ak?i.out ajfew More ""'"as in a lighter and more
Itne lake: the word is wazzum.
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Hard Drives Optical Drives
Exc. Inc.
VAT VAT

230Mb SCSI Drive. Internal £325 £3S2

230Mb SCSI Drive. External £365 £429

>40Mb SCSI Drrve. Internal £369 £434

640Mb SCSI Drive. External £414 £485

230MbOpticalCartridge £12 £14

640MoOpt^al Cartridge £35 £41

Memory
Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

A30O0 1-2Mb £39 £46

A30001-4Mb £85 £100

A3010 1-2M5 £38 £45

A3010 1-4Mb £89 £105

*3020 2-4Mb £74 £87

£74 £87

A3010 IDE Card

SCSI Card (AllAcornComputers)
RISCOS 3 (ChipsOnly)
RISCOS 3 (Chips. SoftwareS Manual)
SCSI25 to 50 Way1 Metre
SCSI 50 to 50 Way 1 Metre
SCSI Terminator

SCSI 3 Connector R'bbon Cable 1 Metre £10

SCSI 4 Connecter Rbbon Cable 1 Metre £12

IDE 3 Connector Ribbon Cable 1 Merire £8

£b>

£85 £85
£29 £34

£59 £69

v: £12

£10 £12

£10 £12

£•: £12

CD-ROM Drive

x8 SPEED CD SPECIAL £79.00

Exc. Inc

BARE INTERNAL CD-ROM DRIVES FOR RISC PC 4 A7000 VAT VAT

RISCPC/ATOM x4Speed InternalIDE £45 £53

RISCPCA7000x8 Speed InternalIDE £79 £93

RISCPC/A700O x6 Speed InternalSCSI £109 £128

RISCPCA70O0 x8 Speed InternalSCSI £129 £152
INTERNAL SCSI CD-ROM KrTS FOR RISC PC & A7000

RISC PC/A7000x6 Speed InternalwithSCSI Card £189 £222

RISCPCA7000x8 Speed InternalwithSCSICard £214 £251

EXTERNAL SCSI CD-ROM KITS SUITABLE FOR ALL

ACORN COMPUTERS INCLUOING SCSI CARD

x6 Speed External (Complete Kit) £249 £293

x8Speed External (Complete Kit) £269 £316

CD-ROMTOWERS(SCSI)
x6 Speed SCSI 2 Drive Tower System £289 £340
.8 Speed SCSI 2 Drive Tower System £339 £398
>6Speed SCSI4 DriveTowerSystem £559 £657

>8Speed SCSI4 DriveTowerSystem £639 £751

x6 Speed SCSI6 DriveTowerSystem £839 £986

x8 Speed SCSI6 DriveTowerSystem £S49 £1115

i-Cubed Network Cards
Elherlan 102 lor A3000.30103020/4000 (PoduloSlot Combo) £119 £140

Elherlan210 lorA3O2O/A40O0 (Network Slot108ase 2) £125 £147

Elherlan 211lorA3020/A4000 (Network Slot 10BaseT) £126 £148

Elherlan 512 for A50008 A400/300(Pctiule Slot Combo) £119 £140

Elherlan 513 FibreOpticAdaptorIroA50O0 4 MOO/300 £389 £457

Elherlan 522 lor RISC PC with DMAlor improvedPerformance £145 £170

ElheMan 523 FibreOpticAdaptor lorRISCPC 600700 4 A7000 £269 £316

Elherlan 602 tor RISC PC 4 A7000 (Podule Slot Combo) £99 £116

Elherlan 102/A* lor A3000with FLASHROM(AcornAccess •) £139 £163

Etherlan 210/A* TenBase2 A3020/4000FLASHROM(AcornAccess ♦) £145 £170

Etherlan 211/A* TenBaseT A3O2O/4OO0 FLASHROM(AcornAccess -) £145 £170

Etherlan 512/A* Combo lor A50O0FLASHROM(AcornAccess * £139 £163

Etherlan602UW torRISC PCFLASH ROM (Acorn Access♦) £115 £135

AVIGNON ETHERNET BRIDGE PRODUCTS

E102BA3000Avignon BridgeCard £169 £199

E200B TenBase2 A3020 Avignon Bridge Card £179 £210

E201BTenBaseTA3020Avignon BridgeCard £179 £210

E512BA5000Avignon BridgeCard £169 £199

E602BRISCPC 4 A7000Avignon BridgeCard £149 £175

ElherlanBAvignon Software UpgradeloranyaboveElherlan Card £49 £58

TechnologyMatrix supply a full range of i-Cubed
Network products. Please call for prices

A3000 120Mb IDE • User Port. Internal

A3000 170Mb IDE i User Port. Internal

A3000 210Mb IDE . User Port. Internal

A3O00 410Mb IDE • User Port. Internal

A3010 120Mb IDE. Internal
A3010 170Mb IDE. Internal

A3010 210Mb IDE. Internal

A3010 410Mb IDE. Internal
A3020 120Mb IDE. Internal

A3020170Mb IDE. Internal

A3020 210Mb IDE. Internal

A3020 410Mb IDE. Internal

A30O 400 4000 5000A7000RISC PC

512Mb IDE Drive. Internal

850Mb IDE Drive. Internal

1.0 Gb IDE Drive. Internal
1 6 Gb IDE Drive. Internal

2 5 Gb IDE Drive. Internal

SCSI DRIVES (INTERNAL)
540Mb SCSI Drive. Internal

850Mb SCSI Drive. Internal

1.2 Go SCSI Dnve. Internal

2.0 Gb SCSI Drive Internal
4.0 Gb SCSI Drive Internal

SCSIDRIVES(EXTERNAL)
540Mb SCSI Drive. External
850Mb SCSI Drive. External

1 2 Gb SCSI Dnve. External

2.0 Gb SCSI Drive. External

4 0 Gb SCSI Drive. External

Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

£145 £163

£155 £182

£165 £194

£259 £304

£135 £159

£145 £170

£165 £194

£249 £293

£85 £100

£95 £112

£105 £123

£199 £234

£112 £132

£129 £152

£129 £152

£189 £222

£199 £234

£125 £147
£139 £163

£199 £234

£329 £3B7

Ecall £call

£165 £194

£179 £210

£239 £281

£369 £434

£cail £ca:l

Syquest Drives

270Mb IDE Drrve. Internal

270Mb SCSI Drive.lnternal

270Mb SCSI Drive. External

270MbSyqueslCartridge

Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

£179 £210

£109 £128

£149 £175
£38 £45

A50CO 2 4Mb

A50CO4-8Mb

RISC PC 4Mb

RISC PC 8Mb

RISC PC 16Mb

RISC PC 32Mb

Scanners
Epson GT-5000300x300 dpi
Epson GT-9000600x600 dpi
UMAX S6E 300 x 600 dpi

Upgrades

A300'400 IDE Card - User Port

A3000 IDE Card • User Port

Equipment, prices and backup
that make Technology Matrix
thepreferred supplier

Multiple SCSI Storage
Solutions by

DATA CHASER
Anycombination of 1 io 8 SCSI

Devices in one

Professional SCSI Enclosure

'fs&hiJL MnifLi Hot Line OiO-1 320 OOOO
89a Stockport Road, Denton Manchester M34 6DP. Fax: 0161 320 3210

Coming soon to an Acorn near you..

Kodak Digital Cameras ©
Further information available

32.bit MIDI Sequencer

ise drag & drop

r maps (e.g.
and velocity)

jfalterable by
'fig with the mouse

Jean be linked to

changes made to
salterns

Handles.System Excluslves

'. Multitasking playback

Supports any MIDI
Interface, Including
parallel port ones

Up to 64 MIDI channels
Demo disc now available

-"-t details on request

Computer Systems
These prices are valid (or all methods of payment.
StrongARM offer for £116.33 to end of January.
Rise PC600 4Mb.OLID 640Mb HD, AKF60 - £1266.63
Rise PC700 4Mb+1Mb 640Mb HD, AKF60 - £1610.28
Rise PC70O 8Mb+2Mb 1Gb HD, AKF60 - £1754.03
Monitor options when buying a Rise PC:
Acorn AKF91 (17") - add £366.60

iiyamaMF-8515F(15")
iiyama 350 (MF-8515G) •
iiyama MF-8617E (17")
iiyama MF-8617ES (17") -
liyama MF-9017E Pro (17")-
iiyama MF-B221T (21" ) -
ilyama 500 (MF-B221T)
iiyama MF-9021T Pro (21")-

add £119.50

add £96.50

add £384.50

add E400.50

add £414.00

add £879.50

add £927.50

add £914.50

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom

Tel: (01592) 592265 Fax: (01592) 596102

email: Liquid@cableinet.co.uk
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/liquid/

SX-33 -£116.30

DX2-66 - £174.50

DX4-100 -£233.00

5x86-100 -£349.00

5x86-133 - £349.00

PC Pro (Includes PC Exchange) - £47.95
Other options:

1 Mb VRAM to 2Mb - add £60.00

CD ROM drives - Call

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check prices. Others available.

A30101-2Mb- £44.50

A30101-4Mb- £94.00
Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:

4Mb - £18.80

8Mb - £30.65

16Mb- £65.65

32Mb-£127.80

1 Mb VRAM - from £76.00

2Mb VRAM - £125.50

Flash SSD (128K)- £34.95
Flash SSD (256K)- £54.95
Flash SSD (512K)- £89.95
Flash SSD (1Mb) -£119.50
Flash SSD (2Mb)-£192.00
Flash SSD (4Mb)- £325.95
RAMSSO(128K)- £49.95
RAM SSD (512K) - £129.90
RAM SSD (1Mb) - £245.00

Music & Sound Section
This is a small example of our music section

Acorn MIDI card- £64.50
MIDI Max card- £79.00

Mozart 16-blt sound upgrade - £69.95
Parallel Printer Port MIDI interfaces:

1xlN, 1xOUT- £89.00
1xlN, 1x OUT, 1xTHRU- £89.00

2x IN, 4x OUT-£134.88
4xlN,4xOUT- ECall

MELIDI BETA RELEASE - £94.00

Prosound - £116.95

Rhapsody 3 - £86.95
Junior Sibelius - £55.95

Sibelius 6-£179.00

Sibelius 7 Student - £499.00

Sibelius 7-£899.00

Software Synthesiser - £39.95
Sound Byte Recorder - £44.95

SPDIF interface - ECall
Yamaha YST-M5 speakers - £45.00

Yamaha YST-M15 speakers - £59.00
Yamaha YST-M20 DSP speakers - £66.00

YST-MSW10 subwoofer - £95.00

Other Hardware
ARM Switcher (allows two processor

cards to be installed and switched

between) - £116.00
Connect 32 SCSI 2 RPC card - £211.50

2.10b Fast SCSI 2 drives - £339.00
Canon BJ30-£164.00

Canon BJC70 - £214.00

Canon BJC210- £188.00

Canon BJC4100 - £254.00

Canon BJC620- £383.00

Epson Stylus 200 Mono - £154.00
Epson Stylus 200 Colour - £192.00
Epson Stylus Colour 500- £289.00

Turbodrlver (with printer) - £47.00
Hard drives & kits - ECall

HP 5L laser printer - £408.00
HP 4V laser printer - £1749.00

Panorama digitisers - from £292.50
Pocket Book A-Link - £59.50

Power-tec SCSI 2 card - £195.95

RaplDE 32 card - £139.95
Rise TV-£290.00

Rise PC second slice - £116.30

RPC second slice (no PSU) - £90.00
StrongARM upgrade - £289.00

VideoDesk- ECall

Other Software
Alone in the Dark - £30.00

ANT Internet Suite 2 - £112.00

Bitfolio7 CD- £47.95

Blinds- £24.95
Bit 7 & R. Duncan Cartoon Kit - £85.90

The Cobalt Seed - £22.00

DarkWood- £22.00
DataPower - £110.50

DrawWorks2- £20.40

Dune II- £31.00

Dune II CD- £45.00

Empire Soccer 94 - £22.00
Fire & Ice- £17.50

Flashback- £24.00
Game On! 2.5- £15.00

Global Effect- £31.00

lmageFS2- £45.95
Impression Publisher - £135.00

Impression Style - £88.00
Keystroke- £34.95

Kingfisher Ch. Micropedia - £64.95
Klyeko- £34.50

My 1st Incredible Amaz. Diet. - £36.25
Ovation Pro - £174.50

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Photodesk Light - £125.00
Photodesk 2-£247.95

Play It Again Sam 1,2 or 3- £22.00
Premier Manager - £22.00

Prophet 3-£160.00
Proposal - ECall

Starflghter3000- £26.00
StrongGuard- £25.00

Tanks- £22.00

TopModel-£109.95
Textease 2- £54.50

Talking Textease - £71.95
Undelete- £18.95

Virtualise- £23.50

The Way Things Work- £42.95

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual - £21.95

Impression Tutorial Guide - £9.95
RISC OS 3 PRM - £104.00

RISC OS 3 PRM V5a- £32.75

Cables
We do hundreds of dllferent cables.

Data switches are also available.

3.5mm stereo jack to same (2m) (audio
lead for additional output to Yamaha

speakers etc.) - £4.95
MIDI cable (0.5m) - £2.20

MIDI cable (1m)- £2.50
MIDIcable (2m)- £3.50
MIDI cable (4m)- £5.25
MIDIcable (5m) - £5.95

MIDIgender changer - joins two MIDI
cables together- £2.40

Null modem cable (2m) - £8.95
Null modem cable (5m) - £10.95

Null modem cable (10m) - £14.95
Two Phono plugs to same (o.g.

PowerWAVE to Hi Fi) (1.2m) - £3.95
As above (5m) - £5.95

As above (10m) - £6.95
9 or 15-pin Scart leads - £10.95

Bargains
Other bargains are available.

A3000 User/Analogue Port - £30.00
A3000 1-2Mb RAM - £10.00

Acorn 14" mon. nylon cover - £4.95
RISC OS Style Guide - £5.00

Tech. Publications Style Guide - £5.00
10/10 Dinosaurs - £10.00

Carnage tnc - £10.00
Sleuth V.1 - £35.00

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

All prices INCLUDEVAT & UK carriage
Official orders and callers welcome "^rm
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The results of the

Circle Challenge plus
more psychedelic
sensations from

the two Daves

*
*

* *

Hello, good evening and Welcome Author: Andrew Booker

NOT THREE programs, we're afraid, just one - the last one, Wel
come. This is a small desktop utility that allows you to change
the text in the welcome banner displayed while the desktop
starts up.

We have covered this in the past, but Andrew Booker has
written a very neat little wimp task which handles just about
everything. Load the program as normal, and click on the icon-
bar icon. A window will open showing the current four lines in
the start up screen. By default, these will be:

Line 1: RISC OS 3

Line 2: © Acorn Computers Ltd, 1992
Line 3: Initialising ...
Extra: <blank>

You can alter the text as you wish - the size of the start up
screen 'box' will be adjusted automatically to fit the text. The
'Extra' line is displayed under the default 'box'.

When satisfied with the message, click on the save icon in the
main window and use the normal save box to save the module

created somewhere, probably inside your '.Boot application. The
module must then be loaded in the boot sequence BEFORE enter
ing the desktop, with a line such as:

RMLoad <Boot$Dir>.WelcomeScr

You can't change the default Acorn sprite used on the start up
screen.

Andrew says 'If you are interested take a look in ResourceFS,
you will find a file 'Resources:$.Resources.Desktop.Messages'.
This contains, among other things, four message tokens R03,
CopyRt, Init, and Pre. The text after these four tokens is what is
shown on the start up screen. Now, look in the PRMs (page 2-
414), and you will find the SWI 'ResourceFS_RegisterFiles'.

This allows you to add new files to ResourceFS, or replace exist
ing ones. The module created uses this SWI to replace the above
mentioned file with the text for the new start up screen. How-
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ever, the module must also contain all the other message tokens,
unaltered, otherwise other bits of the desktop might complain.

To ensure that these tokens are left untouched, we have modi
fied Andrew's program so it reads the old contents of the
messages file and replaces the four relevant lines when it comes
to them. All other lines are copied to the new file untouched.

Andrew has also sent in an entry for our occasional series of
'Most Useless System Call'. He directs us to page 3-695 of the PRM
and the call PDumper_CopyFilename. Actually, we think Andrew
is not being entirely fair with the word 'useless' as this call takes
a pointer to a buffer in rO, its size in rl and a pointer to a string
in r2. It copies the string at r2 into the buffer at rO, stopping at
any control character and replacing it with an ASCII 0.

This is exactly the sort of thing you end up doing all the time
in WIMP programming and in C. What is useless is burying it
away in the PDumper module.

Summit's up Author: Les Thurlby

HERE'S A little party trick from Lcs Thurlby you can try at
your next, er, adding-up party. Pascal's triangle with an eight-
digit base is formed by commencing with a line of eight
randomly chosen digits. The sum of each adjacent pair is then
placed above them, the sum first being reduced by subtracting 7
or 14 where possible - this is known as casting out 7s.

This process is continued for successive lines until an apex of
one digit is reached. The value of the apex digit can be calcu
lated by merely adding the first and eighth digit of the original
line, again casting out 7s. Aska friend or colleague to supply the
commencing eight digits, then immediately state the value of
the apex digit and you will appear to be brilliant at mental
arithmetic.
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Snow on Snow on Snow Author: Keith Wood

THAT LINE must surely score highly in the
'worst line in a carol' stakes!

As I write this the South East is still

buried under thick snow. By the time the
magazine is out it will probably have all
melted away, so just to remind you what
January was like, here's Keith Wood's
interpretation of falling snow. The cunning

twist in SnowFall (if you can have a twist
when it comes to falling snow) is that the
flakes are viewed from above and are seen

falling to an admittedly rather black
ground.

The flakes can be made to fall either at

the mouse pointer, by holding down the
left hand button and waving the mouse or

randomly by holding down the right hand
button.

Keith plots the flakes using pre-scaled
sprites for speed. He uses a two-colour mode
to reduce memory and also make the plot
ting as quick as possible. The flakes arc
generated by plotting a random squiggle
and copying it and transforming 12 times.

Stinger Beats &Techno Rays
Author: David Hyde
HERE IS A pair of classic demented colour cyclers from David
Hyde that areguaranteed seriously to do your head in. Both can
be altered by holding down the left hand mouse button to
choose different random colourings. Don't hold the button too
long, or you might give yourself brain damage!Spiralis particu
lar!

A three Stoner Author: Nigel Stoner

. . . OR A collection of three graphical excursions from Nigel
Stoner. First we have Henon2. We've visited the world of strange
attractors and particularly the henon curve a number of times
now. Nigel's demonstration is nice and fast and uses some psyche
delic colour cycling to spice things up a bit. Some patterns are not
as quick as others, so if you think the display is a little boring, give
it a chance! And as you may have guessed, this is the sequel to
Henon which we carried a couple of issues back.

Second from Mr. Stoner is, in his words we stress, 'A lame attempt
at a lava lamp (I will make one eventually, I promise!)'. Well, it may
be a lame attempt at a lava lamp but it's still quite interesting. Per
haps version 2 will be more lava-y. In the mean time would anyone
else like to have a good at Matmos' finest? We'd like to see the
results. (No prizes for recognising the reference.)

Finally from Nigel is journey and this will take you right back to
sitting in the back of the car watching the countryside go past and
constantly asking "Are we nearly there yet?" and crying when your
choc-ice melts.
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z Out on the tiles

H

Author: Matthew Wilson

PROJECT ISAdemonstration of what would happen if you tiled the
kitchen floor with a sprite, then accidentally shrank yourself to a
height of three inches and were then pursued at great speed by a
large and particularly ugly beastie. (We would say spider, but that
might be just too scary.)

Author Matthew Wilson has supplied a sprite of a wall with
which to try this effect but you can use your own graphic. First run
'.Here to set the current directory correctly and then run Project.
Enter a tile sprite name or press Return for the wall. Press 0-3 for a
resolution, 0 is the highest. Type a number for the depth of view
(about75 isgood). Move the mouse about. Press Escape to quit.

The system works by translating lines on the screen into lines on
the large sprite, rather than plotting every pixel from the sprite

(which would be wasteful of time, and wouldn't always work). The
distance from the bottom of the viewer (not the eye) to the line we
want to draw is proportional to the TAN of the angle to that line. By
taking the angles 0° to 89" (90° would give infinity!!), we can find
the distances to the lines on the screen which we want. This gives us
the offset into the sprite. Then the line is plotted with an appropri
ate scale factor.

'To use your own graphic, the sprite must be mode 13, and have
no mask or palette. The width and height must be powers of 2 (eg.
2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128). When you have drawn the sprite, change its
width to twice the original. Now copy (by using 'Use sprite as
brush', with 'Shape' off) the left half into the right half — this
allows the program to run much faster.

', •

X
^
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Eerrrrrccch! Author: The Daves

FOLLOWING ON in the great Jan Vibe tra
dition of disgusting graphical demos, we'd
like to present our own contributions to
the great circle challenge. Writhe is very
much in the same league as its forefathers
Guts and Tentacles, but possibly veers into
the arachnid field just a tad.

There are four species - sorry - versions
of Writhe. The first, and quite possibly the
best, is just plain Writhe. It plots a collec
tion of, er, writhing, tentacles, limbs,
feelers, whatever, randomly snaking and
scuttling about the screen. Really rather
creepy and can seriously put you off
lunch.

Writhe2 produces only two feelers, but
plots each one eight times at 45 degree
intervals. This produces a much more reg
ular shape than the first version, but can
still make some particularly unpleasant
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effects. You can adjust the number of ten
drils and the number of plots by editing
the first few lines of the program.

Writhe256 and Writhe256c are attempts
to add colour to the proceedings. Both
programs need fully definable palettes and
are Rise PC only. The first is merely a 256
colour version of the original Writhe.As is
often the case when extending colour
cycling to 256 colours, the extra palette
entries make the cycle physically too long
and the original effect is lost. Writhe256
instead splits up the 256 colours into 16
individual palettes of 16 colours and plots
each tentacle with a different set.

The other thing about colour, is that it
can detract from the desired effect and

although Writhe256 is indeed coloured, it
doesn't seem quite as creepy as the origi

nal Writhe. In an attempt to bring back
the yuk-factor, Writhe256c was written.
This is based directly on Writhe256, but
each set of 16 colours slowly mutates.
Unfortunately this is a very time consum
ing process and you'll need a StrongARM
to be able to run the program at original
Writhe speed!

A non-animated 32,000 colour version

was also written, but, surprisingly enough,
without the colour cycling, it didn't so
much writhe as, not writhe. Further devel
opment ideas included splitting each
tentacle into many segments and either
animating them along the whole path, or,
more adventurously, squirming them
maggot-like about the screen. These ideas
have never been implemented - would
anyone else like to take up the story?
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MenuBar
...for an organised desktop!^
Arrange your files to suit the way you work 4* jflfaf
Up to 30 separate bars of pull-down Menus -^*J/Jj t\~
StrongARM-compatible (requires RISC OS 3.1+) /''-f'' N
Costs only £15 (single-user), including p&p '
Demo disc available from APDL or the Datafile

• Please state name for registration
• Make cheques payable to Graham Crow

Graham Crow, Manor Lodge, Llangattock, Monmouth, Gwent NP5 4NG
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Our *NEW* demo/catalogue disc
for just £1 or buy any pack and
get our demo disc free. Sorry,

16 no credit card facilities available.
OUTSTANDING HIGH QUALITY PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFfWARE

EXCELLENT PACK OFFERS
Games 1: Games 2: Games 3 : Games 4 : Draw Clipart 1
Draw Clipart 2: Draw Clipart 3 : Draw Clipart 4 : *NEW*
Draw Clipart 5: Educational 1: '"NEW4 Educational 2
Utils 1: Utils 2: Utils 3: *NEW* Utils 4 : Soundl: Sound2

Each pack has three fully archived discs. One pack far £3.75 •
Two packs for £7.20 • Three packs or more at £3.50 for each pack.

We are distributors ofeducational software from Sherston and 10 out
of10. We offer at least 10% saving on their recommended prices.
Official orders are welcome. For free educational catalogues and
further information write to the address below or call 0181 950 4973.

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ.

(Tactical Armoured Nuclear Komb.it Stations)
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your Acorn computer
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T.A.N.K.S. retails for £25.95.
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1st now seriously upgraded version 2
products give a choice of user interfaces
with even more statistics and graphics.

1st provides UNEQUALLED statistical
facilities. Drawfile graphics. Easy CSV
interface. Spreadsheet type data entry with
extensive manipulation features. Automatic,
context sensitive manual. Mouse driven,
with optional keyboard shortcuts.

Our products cover statistical require
ments at levels from GCSE to advanced
research. Education prices from £50 to
£164 depending on the version.

New, unique features for Value Added
Analysis in School Administration.

FREE loan copies. Further info
available from:

Serious Statistical Software
Lynwood

Benty Heath Lane
Willaston

S.Wirral, L64 1SD
Tel: 0151 327 4268

The established statistical packages.

Winner of the 1996 Acorn User Award
for best Pocket Book Softwarel

The WHOLE WORLD in your HAND?
We can't promise that, but NSTORI for

the # ACORN POCKET BOOK II gives
you all this for only £49.95+V.A.T.

sophisticated automated report writing
+ National Curriculum Record Keeping

+ National Curriculum word/phrase search
+ a large bank of over 750 teacher comments

+ all the National Curriculum Level Descriptions
+ comprehensive exporting and importing of data

# an ARCHIMEDES version is also available for only £38.25 + V.A.T.
buy both versions together for £69.95 +V.A.T. and fave over £201

Full details from: H.S.SOFTWARE, FREEPOST, SWANSEA SA2 9ZZ
Tel: (01792) 2Q4519 Internet: http://www.argonet.co.Uk/h.f.ioft
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> Symphony no. 2 Author: Nytrex Trance would be a fine thing
Author: Clem Edmond

CLEMEDMOND from Neath is a name that will feature a lot in forthcom

ing *infos. You mayalreadyhaveheard hisSheeps in the Januaryissue,
and this month we feature Trance, one of his best Digital Symphony
tunes (inour humble opinion).

Ifyouhaven'tgot a copyof Digital Symphony, remember that you
can playthe fileswith good old Flux whichwillalso bedazzle you with a
suitable lightshow.

Clem describeshis general style as 'happy hardcore' and who are we
to disagree?One point of debate though iswhat the strange androidy
fellow saysduringTrance. "Fourteenth step activated" isone possibility,
or maybe even"Maud and Tedget back to basics." Ifyou haveany sug
gestions,you know where to send them...

z NO, STOP. Don't quit Flux just
yet, because we have another
Digital Symphony offering to
tempt you. This one is called
SpaceWavc and conies from a
musician who is rather enig
matically called Nytrcx. We
can confirm that Nytrex (or is it
Mr Nytrex?) lives/exists in
Inverurie, near Aberdeen.

SpaceWave weighs in at just
25K - quite an achievement.
Incidentally, if you've written a
DS, Tracker, or MIDI tune that

you think might entertain the

impeccable *info readership,
send it in. Because disc space is
limited, we generally don't
carry anything longer that 100K
and the smaller the better

really. (The same goes for all
submissions.)

Digital Symphony features a
'packing' option which can
help bring down file sizes. And
if your tune is still too long,
maybe it's time to ask yourself
whether the 200K sample of the
Bolivian zither is vital to the

integrity of the piece...

Wing commander Author: Jan Vibe

THE COMMANDER of these wings is none
other than Jan Vibe, ace doodler and all-
round psychedelic good-guy. This month's
collection includes variations on two

themes.

Jan is perhaps one of the most famous
ColourCard Gold users and many of this
month's offerings are written using Colour-
Card modes. We have however made the

necessary (minor) alterations for Rise PC
users who will find versions for their

machines in the appropriate directory.
SpiderWeh creates a sort of tiled web

thing. Perhaps someday the Pinboard may
be able to tile like this. Then

again... SpiderWeb uses the
ColourCard mode 103, Jan's
favourite it seems. This is 800 x

600 with 256 colours. Spider-
Weh2 is just a colourful variant
of the original. The palette is
changed to colourful scales in
blocks of 32.

We apparently delighted Jan
by introducing the SWI OS_Set-
Colour into one of his previous
programs, and since the com
mand works on the ColourCard

as well as the Rise PC, be uses it
all the time now.

In 256 colour demos, particu
larly those where you redefine
the palette to suit your require
ments, the GCOL command is

pretty useless if you want to choose a par
ticular colour from the palette. This all
dates back to how colours are arranged in
'old' 256 colours modes (like mode 13)
where you only have limited control over
the palette. To select palette colour N, use
this instead:

SYS "OS_SetColour",,N

For completeness, RO actually contains
flags: bits 0 to 3 are the plot action, bit 4 is
set if you are selecting the background
colour, bit 5 is set if you are choosing a
colour pattern rather than a straight colour,

Hidden benefits Author: Dan Ellis

and remaining bits are zero. The plotting
action is one of the following:

0 overwrite with colour

1 OR with colour

2 AND with colour

3 EOR with colour

4 invert colour

5 leave unchanged (!)
6 AND with (NOT colour)
7 OR with (NOT colour)
8-15 as above, but background colour

is transparent.
Wings again uses mode 103. It's one of

those Lissajous-like affairs, with gradual
progression from the colour at
one 'wing' end to the other.
The Rise PC version is virtually
identical with just our faithful
PROCmode included and a

ColourTrans call replaced by
GCOL r,g,b which is neater and
a little quicker I dare say.
Wings2 is simply a mode 21
version which will work on all

machines with multisync mon
itors. Wings3 is a 32 thousand
colour version. On the Colour-

Card this is achieved with the

rather bizarre mode 107 - 576

by 424 pixels.
Finally, Wings4 just asks you

which of the available modes

you would like to use, and
probably saves a lot of bother.

A somewhat sneaky module now from Dan Ellis. HideTask does just
that - allows a task to be run without it appearingin the task manager
window. Now, we're not quite sure what sort of dodgy software
might require such a module but we're sure someone will find it
invaluable.

Once installed, use the single SWI provided as follows:

SWI"HideTask_SetName","TaskName"

just before the task you wish to hide is started. Now, when the task
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does start, it will not appear alongside the others. It goes without say
ing that this is only really useful for tasks which don't put an icon on

the iconbar or open any windows! Dan explains how it works:
"When a new task starts up (using Wimp Initialise) the wimp broad

casts a message informing any interested task of the name, wimpslot
size and CAO pointer of the new task. The task manager uses this mes
sage to produce its list of tasks. This module applies a filter to all tasks
(including the task manager) that prevents them from hearing about
the new task starting up."
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Doings the rounds - part II Authors: Richard Wilson and Ray Taylor

LAST MONTHwe presented the best of the Basic submissions to our
circle challenge. To do them proper justice, we waited until this
month to publish the two best machine-code entries.

Runner-up is AlienBlohs by Ray Taylor from Birmingham. These
spooky little pulsating chaps bounce around their green world,
merging from time to time as only alien blobs can. Apart from being
an excellent circular demo, you will see by looking at the program
that is also an excellent example of
how to convert Basic into assembly lan
guage painlessly. Ray has described his
method, which will be useful for new
or infrequent assembly programmers:
• Step 1. Write the program in Basic as
a series of short procedures, without
parameters, in a style that is easy to
translate into assembler:

a) Split complex calculations into stages
b) Use only global indirected integer

arrays

c) Use only integer variables
d) Use local variables wherever possible
e) Identify global and local variables

and constants

• Step 2. Thoroughly test and debug
the program.

• Step 3. Add a skeleton assembler section with labels for the global
variables and array addresses of the Basic program.

• Step 4. For one procedure at a time:
a) Copy the Basic procedure into the assembler section
b) Translate into assembler, line by line. Keep original Basic state

ments as comments. Name registers for the global and local vari

ables used in the procedure
c) Change the top-level PROCto a CALL
d) Save and re-test the program: any errors must be in the last-

translated procedure
The winner in the machine-code section is Richard Wilson of

East Markham near Newark. He has written four variations on a

theme. 3Dspiral is a classic 'spinny thing' and a worthy winner. The
graphics are quite simple, and very
effective as a result. Basically, a line
of spheres of decreasing radius are
animated in 3D space.

Version 1 is the plain, circle-only
version. Version 2 allows the speed
and direction of the motion to be

altered using the left and right mouse
buttons. Version three permits palette
alteration: keypad 1/4 change red,
2/5 green and 3/6 blue. Finally, ver
sion 4 features an interesting
variation in the way the spheres
move.

Congratulations to Richard and
Ray who will shortly receive a small
quantity of cash for their efforts, as

will the authors of all the other circle programs published. Thanks
again to all those who participated - we hope you enjoyed the
challenge.

Don't forget our current Cloud challenge - see the February
issue for details. Please let us have your submissions by February
21st. And if you have any suggestions for future challenges, do let
us know.

(Not very) hard lines Author: Graham Campbell

YOU KNOW how it is. King Gustav is on the blower, wonder
ing how your getting on with that symphony he asked you to
write in honour of his favourite niece's birthday and you just
can't think of a good ending. Then, in a flash, inspiration! You
rummage through the piles of discarded tunes but disaster -
you cannot find a single fresh sheet of manuscript paper.

It wouldn't be a problem if you had Graham Campbell's
Manuscript application though - you could just print some of
your own. Apparently, manuscript paper costs a bob or two
these days, so with the rising number of GCSE music pupils out
there, Graham thought a simply little prog like this might be
the answer to many a music teacher's prayers.

Just run the program, select whether you want a single or

QUIT
All submissions - application, doodles, music and mayhem - to
the usual address please, viz:
*INFO, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, if your submission (including screen shots, text etc) is 100K
or less, e-mail us (including your real address please) at:
austarinfo@idg.co.uk

You needn't include a letter but please put your name,
address and program title on every disc and include a text file
containing your name, address, disc contents and program
details. Diagrams, examples and background information are
most welcome and an SAE will ensure your discs are returned.
•info submissions only please.

double stave, and then choose the size required. The pro
gram doesn't use a printer driver but instead controls the
printer directly. It was written for an HP InkJet but should be
easy enough to convert to other major flavours of printer.

You may need to alter the IRun file if your printer is con
figured to have line feeds disabled. Simply remove the
double bar characters before the *FX6 commands in IRun

before you start.

Compatibilitytable

Program RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3.1 RISC OS 3.5+

Writhe No Yes Yes

Writhe 2 No Yes Yes

Writhe 256 No (Yes) Yes

Writhe 256c No (Yes) Yes

Snowfall (Yes) Yes Yes

Project No Yes Yes

Wings2 No Yes Yes:
Wings4 No Yes Yes

Spiderweb No No* Yes

Spiderweb 2 No No* Yes

Wings No No* Yes

Wings 3 No No* Yes

Pascal Yes Yes Yes

Henon2 (Yes) Yes Yes

Journey No Yes Yes

Lavalamp Yes Yes Yes

PsycheOut (Yes) Yes Yes

Spiral Yes Yes Yes
HideTask No Yes Yes

30 Spiral No Yes Yes

3D Spiral 2 No Yes Yes

3D Spiral 3 No Yes Yes

3D Spiral 4 No Yes Yes

Alien Blobs No Yes Yes

Welcome No Yes Yes

Manuscript Yes" Yes** Yes**

* Only with a colour ca d ** Needs HP printer

z
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Mike Cook explains

the software for his

serial I/O board project

Last month I looked at the design of a serial
input/output board. It was quite a complex

design as it had an on-board microprocessor
doing all the work. It is capable of working in
two link-selectable modes and last issue I only
had space to cover the simple Mode 0. Here 1
will wrap things up by looking at the more
complex Mode 1.

This mode is selected when the mode select

link is removed and, as explained last month,
this results in the power LED flashing. This is
called the command mode because the board

accepts single byte commands from the com
puter connected to it.

In all there are 28 commands built into the

current version of the firmware and they are
summarised in Table I. Some might not make
much sense on first examination so I would

like to look at the rationale for including
some of them.

Each command is simply a single byte in
the range 0 to 27 and triggers off a different
action in the interface board. Some require
additional bytes of data to complete them and
others send back bytes of information to the
computer - it's like a two-way conversation.

To show what extra bytes are needed, each
command has a Receives and

Sends entry in its description.
This is the extra bytes as seen
by the interface in addition
to the command byte. So if
an instruction says it receives
one byte and sends two, the
computer will have to send the board an extra
byte in addition to the command and it will
get (receive) two bytes back.

The thinking behind the commands are two
fold: First of all to make a flexible input/out
put system and secondly to utilise the
hardware resources inside the embedded

processor.

To start with the simple stuff, the basic
requirement of an input/output interface is to
input and output bit patterns. Therefore, there
are commands to read and write each of the

two ports separately. In addition there are
commands to read and write these ports as if
they were 16 bit.

Now initially port A is set up as an input
and port B as an output, just like the board's
mode 0. However, these ports are bi
directional - they can be an input or an out
put. Unlike the printer port that has to be set
as either all inputs or all outputs, each indi
vidual bit can be set to be either an input or
an output.

To use a bit as in output simply write the
appropriate bit value to it. However, if the bit
is needed as an input you must first write a

Mike Cook's hardware series

Making
it go
logic 1 to it. After that all you need to do is
read the bit back to see if it is being pulled
down to a logic zero. This alone gives a very
flexible 16-bit input/output system.

Remember that there is a processor control
ling all this, so it is possible to make the board
behave in a more sophisticated manner. Let's
look at the hardware capabilities of the
processor that we can use to create more com
plex commands.

The 87C750 processor has a 16-bit counter
timer, 48 bytes of memory and three interrupt
generating sources. There is actually a total of
64 bytes of memory but eight bytes are used as

• the processor's registers and I use the another
eight bytes for storage and the return stack
leaving the board with 48 bytes free. 1 decided
that the first eight bytes of this memory

would be used for specific
commands and command

vectors, leaving the last 40
bytes available as a buffer,
see Table II.

This memory is volatile -
its contents are lost when

the power is removed - but I made sure that I
didn't initialise it so that resets have no effect.

I thought I could make good use of the buffer
memory. Torexample, the board could rapidly
gather a buffer full of data and then send it
back over the serial link, thus relieving the
bottle neck of the serial speed.

So there are commands that store the bytes
on port II in the buffer and then send them to
the computer when they have gathered a cer
tain number.

In addition if you want to monitor just the
level of a single bit the
board will do this and

assemble them into

bytes before it sends
them. In this way you
can look at a maximum

sequence of 320 logic
levels, clocked in at one
microsecond intervals.

On the output side
the buffer can be filled

with a series of bit pat
terns that could be

output sequentially

...the board could rapidly
gather a buffer full of

data and then send it back

over the serial link

The serial I/O board
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Making it go
without the main computer having to inter
vene. This is command 19 and can be used for

producing the bit patterns for driving a step
ping motor among other things.

The counter/timer is a 16-bit register that
can be made to increment from a number of

different sources. Tor example, it can count
the transitions on one of the input pins, or it
can increment automatically at a speed deter
mined by the processor's clock - in our case
this is every luS.

Finally, the automatic increment can be
gated, that is enabled and disabled by an
external pin. When the counter/timer reaches
the limit, that is a value of &FFFF, it is
reloaded from a 16-bit reload register.
Therefore I included commands to read and

write the counter timer as well as the control

register that determines its behaviour. The
actual bits to control how this operates are
shown in Figure I.

In addition, when the counter/timer is
reloaded, the processor can execute an inter-

Table 1: Command Summary
No. Command Receives Sends

0 Version Number 0 N( null terminated)
1 Write/read Mode 0 1 1

2 Write ports A&B 2 0

3 Read ports A&B 0 2

4 Read all memory 0 48

5 Read Timer 0 2

6 Write reload timer 2 0

7 Read interrupt enable 0 1

8 Write interrupt enable 1 0

9 Read counter/timer control 0 2

10 Write counter/timer control 2 0

11 Read memory N 1 1

12 Write memory N 2 0

13 Bit Gatherer, on +/- 0 N+1 or 1

14 ByteGatherer on +/- 0 N+1 or 1

15 Bit Gatherer on- 0 N+1or 1

16 Byte Gatherer on - 0 N+1 or 1

17 Toggle bit on B 0 0

18 DelayCall 0 0

19 Output buffer 0 0

20 Read port A 0 1

21 Read port B 0 1

22 Read and stop timer 0 2

23 Start timer 0 0

24 Read serial data 0 N+1 or 1

25 Write to port A 1 0

26 Write to port B 1 0

nipt service routine. There are two other situ
ations that can trigger an interrupt service
routine - either a low level or negative edge
on bits 5 and 6 on port A. These interrupts are
enabled using the interrupt enable register
shown in Tigure I. Note that the master
enable can't be set by the user as it is used by
the internal program of the board.

To have access to these interrupting condi
tions I have arranged some of the memory
locations to act as command vectors - that is

the memory contains a command number to
execute when the interrupting condition
occurs, see Tables II and III. This allows exter

nal events automatically to trigger the
execution of commands thus freeing up the
main controlling computer from a lot of pol
ing of (or looking at) signal levels. In this way
commands can work together.

I have also implemented a pseudo-com
mand vector for use by the Delay Command
command. When received this does nothing
but decrement a counter. However, when that
counter reaches zero it executes the command

stored in the delay command vector. This
allows the board to respond not to every
external event but, say, one event in every 10.
I feel the need for a concrete example coming
on:

Supposed you wanted the board to send the
logic levels on port B every 10 seconds. This
could be done by using the timer to count for
a specific time and then execute a read port B
command. However, with a 16-bit counter

. going at luS per count there are not enough
bits to last 10 seconds, the maximum is about
half a second, therefore you have to use the
delayed command. The complete sequence of
operations would follow this sort of path.

To make port B an input you would first
write all logic Is to it. Then you would load
the reload register to 15536 which means that
it will take 50,000 increments to fill up. At
luS per count this means the timer will
reload every 0.05 second. The timer interrupt
command, memory location 2, should con
tain the value 18 - the delay call command.

To prime the delay command parameters,
location 7 and 6 should be set to 200 and

location 3, the delay command vector should
be set to 21 - the read port B command.

This will insure that every 200 timeouts, ie.
10 seconds command 21 will be executed

which will send, to the computer, the value on
port B. To set it going clear bits 7 and 6, and
set bit 4 in the timer/counter control register.
Finally you need to set bit 1 in the interrupt
enable register to set it all going.
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Table II: Memory Usage
There are 48 internal memorylocationssome are used by certain com
mands but all locations can be accessed and used for anything. Memory
locations are numbered from 0 to 47 and are used as shown below:

0 INT0 Command

1 INT 1 Command

2 Timer overflow Command

3 Delay Command
4 Numberof bytes, used in commands13,14,15,16,17,23
5 Toggle mask, used in command 17
6 Delay counterincrement command 18
7 Reload Value, used in commands 18,19

8 onwards40 bytesof bufferspace, used in commands 4,
13,14,15,16 and 24.

Table III: Counter Timer Control

Gate

C/T

TF

TR

IE0

ITO

Counter / timer controlled by software or hardware;
=0 Software control will run when bit TR=1;

=1Hardwarecontrolwill run while bit 5 on port A is=1 and TR=1.
Timer or counter selector;

=0Timer operation, inputfrom internal system clock 2uS;
=1 Counteroperation, input from bit 7 on port A
Timer overflow flag,set by overflow cleared by hardwareon
entry to interrupt service routine.
Timer Run when set the timer is on.

External Interrupt 0,edge detected on bit 5 on portAcleared by
hardware on entry to interrupt serviceroutine.
Interrupt Type 0control. Determines thewayinwhich bit5onportA
generates aninterrupt.; =0 Interrupt generated ona low level; =1
Interrupt generatedon a falling edge.
External Interrupt 1,edgedetected on bit 6 on portAcleared by
hardware on entry to interrupt service routine.
Interrupt Type 1control. Determines thewayinwhich bit6onport
Ageneratesan interrupt.;
=0Interrupt generated ona lowlevel
Interrupt generated ona falling edge.

/
Interrupt Enable register

\

EA EX1 ETO EXO

'. /

Figure I:Interruptenable register

EA Master enable

EX1 External interrupt 1, bit 6 of port A
ETO Timer interrupt

EXO External interrupt 0, bit 5 of port A

IE1

IT1

the send button to issue the command.

Any bytes received from the board are
displayed in hex in the fields at the bot
tom of the window.

The exception to this is for command
0 where the ASCII of the returned bytes
are sent. For each command there is a

draw file which describes the com

mand in detail along with useful
diagrams, this is accessed by hitting
the Help button once a command
has been selected. The application is
designed not to crash if no board is
attached so go ahead and experi
ment with the help files.

Well that's about all for an intro

duction to this project. Now that it's
in our armoury of interfaces no
doubt it will be making future ^tt
appearances as I run the rise. ii\J

You can see how you can get quite
sophisticated behaviour by linking com
mands together like this.

The board is designed to be used in
your own projects but in order for you to
become familiar with the command

operations I have written an application
called SerialCom which is on the cover

disc. This is another in my series of mon
itor applications and has a similar
themed icon. It allows you to send com
mands to the board and look at the data

sent back.

You can either type in the command
number or select it from a pop-up menu.
Any additional bytes you need to send
are shown in the extra bytes field and
should be typed into the bytes to send
field these can be in decimal or, if pre
ceded by &, in hex. Then simply click on

The components for this project:
Programmed PCF87C750 £12.00

Printed Circuit Board £6.00

Full set of components i £25.00
Assembled Board £35.00

Assembled Lead £8.00

Prices include VAT and P8iP

Cheques and orders to:
Musbury Consultants, 5 Helmshore Rd, Haslingden,
Lanes. BB4 4BG
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Your accounts may even become
enjoyable with Prophet 3, the award
winning business accounting application from
Apricote Studios.

From simple book-keeping to invoicing, stock
control, VAT and final accounts, Prophet 3 does it.

Tlfhether you are doing your accounts by hand or with
a spreadsheet, database and DTP software, changing

to Prophet 3 will make the whole job that much simpler -
no more manual adding up, entering formulas,
incrementing invoice numbers etc., just open the relevant

ledger and type in your data - everything else is
automatically done for you.

It is no wonder that we have won the Acorn User Best

Business Software Award two years running.

"¥¥7'hy not give Prophet 3 a test drive today - telephone or
fax us on 01354 680432 or visit our WWW site:

http://homepages.enterprise.net/apricote and ask for our
free brochure and demonstration disc.
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The actual process of saving a file is rela
tively straightforward - in this case I've

simply opened a file with write access,
then cycled through all the structures
within the linked list, printing out their
values to the open file.

Once the last record in the chain is

reached, the file is closed, and at that stage
can be filetyped according to the value
originally submitted with the DataSave
message. We've used the fopenQ function
before; we call it with two parameters - a
filename and an access mode - and the

value that it returns can be used as a

handle to access that file.

To actually save the data to the file, I've
used the fprlntfQ function - as its name
suggests, it's very similar to printf() in
layout and the only extra parameter it
requires is a file pointer to determine the
destination of the output it produces. The
output can be formatted in exactly the
same way as if you were printing to the
screen. The general structure of the proce
dure is shown below.

FILE *file_ptrj

char filenoma[] « «test£il«"j
filejptr o fopen(filename, "wb");
do {

fprintf(file_ptr, »%d\n»,
current_record->jump_no);

/* Write data for each record here

I*
) while (FILE_END 1=

fclose(filejptr);

TRUE);

However, as discussed before, it's a good
idea to include extra flags here and there
to indicate such things as the program

Steve Mumford reads

and writes data to the file
version number, the end of each record
and the end of the file - the more work

you do now to lay your data out in a rigid
format, the easier it'll be to load the file
again.

Loading files tends to involve a little
more work - in this case, that's because the
memory for the data structures has to be
allocated as we go along, and we don't
immediately know how many records
we're going to read. Because I've used a
textual format for the representation of
our data, I also need to translate a couple
of the strings into integers so that they
match with the variable type that holds
them in memory.

Be careful when reading in text from a
file - some of the input functions in C
terminate their input at any 'whitespace'
character. So if one of the data fields

contains more than one word and you
were to load it using one of the above
functions, everything after the first space
would be lost. There would also be a

chance of the 'lost' input clogging up the
buffer and throwing the loading sequence
out of step.

I've used the fgetsQ function to read
each line of the saved file. This will termi

nate at a newline character and will treat a

'space' as a normal character - exactly
what we want. It's wise to use a bit of
'scratch space' so that you can load a line
of the file into a buffer, translate it if
necessary and from there store it to its
final home in memory.

Programming

char buffer[256];

FILE *file_ptr;
char filename[] » "testfile";

file_ptr * fopen(filename, "rb");

do {

/* setup storage space */

fgets(buffer, 255, file_ptr);
/* translate line and store it */

)

Several 'conversion' functions are avail
able within C; I've been using atoi() to
translate a string of characters into an inte
ger - both the altitude of each parachute
jump and the delay are stored in this
format.

temp_ptr->altitude » atoi(buffer);

All that remains is to intercept the
WIMP's message telling us that the user is
trying to drop a file on us - it's got a
message number of 3 and the full path
name of the file is stored 44 bytes from the
start of the pollblock. It also contains data
on the type of the file and its estimated
size, as well as which window or icon the
file was dropped on to.

All this information should be checked
carefully - you don't want to go about
loading any old file that comes your way,
and you might want to respond to files
dropped in a window in a different fashion
to those deposited on the icon bar — merg
ing instead of loading anew.

Finally, once you've loaded the data
successfully, reply to the original message
with Message_DataLoadAck so that the
WIMP knows the operation has j
been a success. /IU
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free gift or oU'dT from

the world's number 1 Acorn magazine

You already know what a great magazine ACORN
USER is. After all, we've been the main source of
information for all Acorn enthusiasts for the past
13 years.

What you might not know is that by taking out a
subscription today, not only are you guaranteed
never to miss an issue of the biggest and best Acorn
magazine in the world, but you can also claim an
excellent free gift or special offer, available
exclusively to all new ACORN USER subscribers.

As an Acorn User subscriber you'll benefitfrom:

• Free delivery, every issue, direct to your home

• One of our amazing free gifts or special offers

BINDER &TWO

FREE MAGAZINES

Exclusive to Acorn User this binder will
hold up to 13 issues of your favourite
magazine. PLUS receive an extra two
magazines absolutely FREE!
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1 Printers, Upgrades, Internet, CD ROM, etc. etc.

"Ve\y helpful pee/tie"
with a 13year long reputation tor exceptional servlee andsupport.
HEasy parking,

96 High Road, Byfleet,
Surrey KT14 7QT

Tel: (01932) 342137 Fax: (01932) 336435

SOUTH WALES

IlNiQUEway
-S" SOUTH WALES' ONLY DEDICATED

5 ACORN DEALER AND ACORN CENTRE
OF TECHNOLOGY

WE'VE MOVED TO BIGGER

NEW PREMISES
Technical Support •Repairs •Hire •Internet Connections
Low eosrt finance available onallsystems,

3 Clarendon Road,Cyncoed, Cardiff CF37JD
Tel 01222-4M020 Fax 01222-463325

KSAS&KOYE OUR NEW MIUKKSS AMI PHONKMMRKR tWUM IM MAY \m

L

MIDLANDS AND OXFORD

•Horn iM

• Bitiatst
• Education

• Specialtfetds
• Software TraiBhf
• Jtoora approved

notworfc iflffaStra
• Complete rango of

Accra iqaJpawut
CoBtattaaoy

THE RISC DISC - VOLUME 3

The StrongARM Special
Due to thedesire to make Rise Disc 3 a StrongARM special wedelayed launching itat Acorn
World 96toallow all our contributors asmuch time aspossible toupdate their programs for
use with StrongARM.
We hope that you will find it worth the wait.
Following the features ofThe Rise DiscOne and Two, Volume 3 has sections on Commercial
Demos, PD/Shareware, Resources files (including Artworks, MIDI, Replay, Sprites, Drawfiles,
JPEG, GIF, Electronic Books) and much moreall presented in theunique easy to useformat.
ThePD/ Sharewaresection has all the latestversionsand includesover 30 Games,35
Graphics programs and28 Internet utilities, infact over400 programs in total. Essential
Utilities include ZAP andStrongED as well as a large number ofgraphics files and utilities
suitable for creating your own Web pages.
Subject to availability wealso hope to have the full 1.2 Release of RiscBSD along with the
latest StrongARM info and updates from Acorn.

Background texture generated in
Texture Garden

Demoof Kiyckoand the LostNightCI) StrongARM

PLUS BUY Rise Disc 1+2 for only
£20.00 extra with Rise Disc 3

M\(B(D
459-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley, Birmingham B11 2JP

Tel: 0121 706 8933 Fax: 0121 706 4306

For oxparl adhriea
&Wtndly sarvica
coma and sac ui.

Weareopen
Monday-Friday

9JJQam-630pm

Uniqueway Ltd
3 Clarendon Road, Cardiff, CF3 7JD
Tel 01222 464020 Fax 01222 440071
Email sales@uniqueway.co.uk

£25.00
inc P&P and VAT

£23.00 CLAN members

CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME
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Mike Cook wanders

about in the undergrowth

Only a page of Rambles this month so let's
dive straight into the tangle with Peter

Miller from London who is wanting to expand
his system:

I have a Rise PC SA-110 with a normal 3.5 inch
floppy disk drive and CD-ROM drive. I recently
took my old Amiga 500+ apart and freed the
disc drive. Il is an Upson SMD-300. I wanted to
see if I could put it in the free 3.Sindrive in my
second slice.

First of all I tested it instead of the other

floppy drive. I took the power and data con
nectors out and put them in the Amiga one. I
put a DOS 1.44Mb disc in it and then clicked
on the disc drive - it gave the error message:

the disc drive is empty

Therefore I put a native HI) ADFS 1.6 disc in
it and the same message appeared. I thought
that it was probably a double density drive
(although the HI) options were there in the for
mat box) so I went to the format option and
chose 640K(I.) (just to be on the safe side).

The format bar went across and just as it was
going to verily it, it said that the drive was
empty. 1 noticed that on the data pins at the
back (the long strip of pins) there was one
missing and on the same place on the cable
that was used in the Amiga there was a white
block. 1 therefore thought that this might be a
pin stuck in the connector so I used that cable
and still the same results.

If I could get this drive or anything else for
my second slice, firstly how would I remove
the panels where the front of the drives would
go, and secondly where would I connect it as I
don't see any spare ports or data wires inside
the computer?

Let me say that fitting a second floppy disc to a

Rise PC is not officially supported by Acorn.
That's not to say it can't be done but Acorn
accepts no responsibility if it doesn't work which
it won't do with all disc drives. As you have
found out an Amiga disc drive is a non-standard
type having more in common with the Macin
tosh ones.

It is possible to fit a second floppy but the
work involved depends on what issue of mother
board you have - it becomes easier the later
board.

Basically you make up a daisy chain lead with
the existing floppy drive and then add in the
drive select line, pin 14 of the floppy bus and the
motoron, on pin 16.

If you have an Issue 1, the drive select line was
never tracked off the 37665 pads. You need to

It is possible to fit a second
floppy but the work

involved depends on what
issue of motherboard you
have - it becomes easier

the later the board

locate pin 3 (DSl) on the 37665 and solder a fly
ing lead to it and then take it to a buffer. Also
pin 18 appears to be the motor on for Drive 1
that will need buffering as well.

Issue 2 PCBs, which were shipped from Octo
ber 94 until the release of RISC OS 3.6, had this
track on (a useful note when it comes to distin
guishing the boards) and some buffering.
However, it was found, that the buffering only
worked with a small number of drives.

Issue 3 PCBs came in with RISC OS 3.6, and
involved some further improvement in the
buffer logic, however, this still didn't fix the
problem with all floppy drives and so the option
remained officially unsupported.

So, if you have an Issue 2 or Issue 3 board,

most of the support logic is there and it's just a
matter of buffering.

Norwich Computer Services now have an
adaptor called an "Actilead" which does some
extra buffering and line level amplification, and
as such enables more drives, but by no means all,
to work. Thanks to David Walker at Acorn for

some of that information.

Robert Furness from Brighton is having problems
with his monitor, he writes:

1 have an Acorn A3000 which connects to an

RGB monitor using a 9 pin to SCART lead.
Recently I purchased a 14in Sony Trinitron
colour TV Model KV-14M1V which has a

SCART socket. When I connected the A3000 to
the TV the desktop display appears on the
screen briefly then the picture blanks out com
pletely.

I am fairly sure that the TV is working cor
rectly and I suspect that some additional signal
is needed to be sent to the TV to stop it blank
ing out.

Assuming you have tried the TV options of
switching over to the SCART socket on the
remote control I think the problem might be one
of the switching signal. The SCART plug has two
pins that control the switching between the
internal (TV) and external video source. Pin 16
selects the video and pin 8 selects the source of
sync signals.

This was designed so that teletext decoders
could be plugged into the socket and overlay the
display on the picture. Therefore what you need
to do is to ensure that both these pins carry the
same signal. You will probably get away with
just giving a 5 volt signal on these pins although
some TV sets need as much as 12 volts to switch

over.

By the way SCART is a French acronym which
stands for Syndicatdes Constriicteurs d'Appareils
Radioreceptenrs et Tcleviseurs which,
roughly translated, means The Association /Jtt
of Radio and Television Manufacturers. £*\J
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Internet not so great?
I read with great interest Mike Tomkinson's
comments in the January issue. However, 1
wonder if the Internet is as much use as he

suggests. Sure, it's useful for those in the
publishing industry for transferring large
documents to and from a printer, and net
access is vital for journalists to obtain press
releases and the like.

But for the vast majority of companies, it
is totally useless. For a small business — and
a not unsubstantial number of Acorn users

do run these — the world wide web is a use

less advertising medium simply because
their potential customers will never see it.
After all, if you want a builder, you look in
Yellow Pages, not on the Internet.

Mike also suggests that the fax machine
should be consigned to the scrap heap. Yet
a plain paper fax has a number of advan
tages over e-mail. Firstly, it is immediately
on someone's desk screaming to be read
and many people only download e-mail
once a week. Secondly, while you can't
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prove what you have sent, you can prove
that you've sent something because you get
the transmission report and the number on
your phone bill. Thirdly, it is not possible to
transfer signed contracts by e-mail, while
you can by fax. Finally, faxes are immedi
ately received — some e-mails can take a
day to receive their destination.

In conclusion, Mike is right to suggest that
online communication is the way forward, but
I think it needs to be more widely accepted
before it will be of use to most people.

Alex Singleton
singleton@moosc.co.uk

Appreciate Chuckie Egg!
I'm sure all your readers will all be
delighted to learn that the Chuckie Egg
Appreciation Society is now online at
http://dj.s55.robinson.cam.ac.uk/chuckie/
and at http://www.geocities.com/Silicon
Valley/5812/chuckie.html during university
holidays.

Jon Miller

jliu30@cam.ac.uk

3D Power?

I've beard that a new 3D graphics system
known as the PowerVR, can be linked up to
PCs to produce amazing images. However,
the PCs involved seem only to be Pentium-
based machines. Will it be possible for
PowerVR systems to be used with Rise PCs?

Shashi Chancier

c9581454@wlv.ac.uk

This is both a simple anil difficult question to
answer. There are lots of 3D accelerator
boards for IBM-compatible PCs, the PowerVR
is just one of them. All of them plug in to PC-
standard buses, and Rise PCs don't have one

of those — but they will, eventually.
Once they do, it will he a relatively simple

mailer for 3D applications and games to
detect such a board and feed it with polygon
information instead of rendering the shapes
themselves. But only if the authors bother to
support them, these boards are an added

expense and it's doubtful whether many peo
ple will buy them. Games are less likely to
support them than specialist applications.

Having said that the speed of desktop
machines is increasing all the time and
while the potential of a multi-StrongARM
machine may not match a dedicated proces
sor, it will be plenty fast enough for most 3D
applications.

Web index
In the December 1996 issue of Acorn User

Mr Clint Lees wrote a letter requesting that
the magazine publishes a Web pages list like
the advertiser's index. Well I've taken up
the challenge and published a list on my
web site at:

http://village.vossneC.co.Uk/d/drmadge/ac

orn.htm

I hope this page proves useful, any com
ments always welcome as this is my first try
at setting up a web page.



David Madge
drmadge@vossnet.co.uk

Madge_D@msn.uk

Building blocks
I am a second year Architecture student in
Manchester and I own a Rise PC 700 with

4Mb RAM. As most people know architecture
is about communicating your ideas for a
design to the people who matter, either tutors
as in my case, or clients. The vast majority of
this communication is in the form of mea

sured drawings and 3D perspectives.
I've found most of my time is wasted redo

ing the same drawings but altering only
minor details and clearing up mistakes. So I
have decided that investing in a CAD pack
age could be a good idea. I'm mainly
interested in doing 2D design but also some
3D. Are there any good (low cost!) CADpack
ages available for RISC; OSthat I can print out
in college? I think they use the DXFstandard
for their plotters.

I really need something cheap since I am
on a limited budget and the student loan

was used for the computer. Does anyone
have a second hand package they are will
ing to sell? Alternatively, is their any way of
converting drawfiles into DXFfiles?
Andrew Wall,

8 Kingswood Road, Fallowficld
Manchester, M14 6SB. Tel: 0161 225
9235. E-mail: 95052534@mmu.ac.uk

You should take a look at ProCAD from
Minerva.

Let's hear it for the NC
I really hate having to say this, but I cannot
see the NC being a success for Acorn. They
deserve it more than anyone else but out
side the Acorn press I haven't heard about
the NC at all.

That's right, no adverts, no nothing. The
audience Acorn are aiming at will be people
who have never had access to the Internet.

This means that they don't currently pop
down to the newsagents every month to get

your magazine, the only place, other than
my Clan mailings, where I have heard about
the machine which is. Acorn's got a good
machine but they really need to advertise
and ram it down people's throats like that
herbert by the name of Gates when launch
ing Windoze 95.

J Robinson,
Y91.ROBINSOJJ@bgoresch.demon.co.uk

Well ifyou haven't heard anything about the
NC then you just haven't been looking in the
right places. Although it's quietened down a
bit now there was plenty in the computer
press over the last few months.

You can expect the individual companies
that sell Acorn-based machines to do their

own promotion in the popular press when
they are released. They may not mention
Acornthough.

Get Netted
I want to thank everybody who has been
writing to me about the letter I had pub
lished in the January issue. I have had very

helpful discussions with some of the corre
spondents, and because of them, I do not
feel so alone in my support of Acorn in the
design world.

Now a quick plug. I have a Web page
called Get Netted which provides links to
all sorts of sites. Each month, a themed
article is put online containing links to
various places. These articles are pub
lished in Staffordshire University's
student rag, Get Knotted. So it was a nat
ural progression to get a Web version up
and running.

All the graphics and original HTML were
done on a Rise PC using Artworks, and vari
ous freeware Web design utilities (Zap,
Wehite, Web2Gifetc.), so if nothing else, it's
an example of some form to those who want
to run a Web site. And the graphics look
fresher on an Acorn browser than Netscape!

The page is at: http://www.
geocities.com/SiIiconValley/Pines/2760/Ne
tted.html

If you remove the Netted.html bit, then

you will find a page of Acorn stuff I have
done, along with my brother. Software,
piccies and (if I can fit them on the
server) movies by myself from my degree
course.

Thanks for your attention and keep up
the good work.

Stephen Scott,
dc5bass@cr47c.staffs.ac.uk

IMS Readers
Although I work for IMS, this letter is from
me personally and not official company
correspondence. In the letters section of the
February Acorn User,John Uurchmore states
that the Dorling Kindersley Family Library
are actively promoting IMS' conversions of
Dorling Kindersley CDs.

Although DKFL did at one time purchase a
number of readers from IMS, they are no
longer doing so because the independent dis
tributors were not really geared up to selling
Acorn versions. There were many instances
of Readers being sold with the wrong CDs
and packages being sold to owners of under-

specced machines such as
A4000s ("It's got RISC OS 3 -
that must be the same as

ARM 3").
So for the time being

DKFL have stopped buying
Readers - for example they
do not have any for the
Ultimate Human Body. They
will continue supplying old
readers — all are several ver

sions older, and far less

efficient than those cur

rently supplied by IMS —
for other products until they run out.

Note though, that this certainly does not
mean the end to such conversions as several

usenet pundits extrapolated. Dorling
Kindcrsley themselves are still supporting
the development of more readers - it just
means that they will not be buying any
more for the Family Library.

Paul Corke,

Innovative Media Solutions Ltd

Correct Angband
In NetHack and Slay, Feb 97 pg54-55, the
ftp address to acquire Angband as given no
longer gets you there.

ftp://ftp.export.andrew.emu.edu

does, then look in /angband/Acorn and oh
dear, it IS very addictive!

Jonathan Conner,

jonathan.conncr@argonet.co.uk

Yes it is.
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nies we bought get us known.'

So many people I meet are coy about suc
cess that Stephen's easy self-confidence is
very refreshing.

T always liked money,' grins Stephen, whose
venture into business started young, i set up a
bank for my family when I was younger. You
see, we never got pocket money on time. My idea
was to have the money and then pay my brother,
my sister and myself on time, so I managed to
extract large sums of money from my parents in
order to do this.'

Ibis uncanny ability to get people to invest
money in his ideas seems to have stayed with
Stephen. Eidos was set up at what was probably
the worst time ever. It was 1990, the '80s were

over, Margaret Thatcher was enjoying her last
Prime Minister's question time and business
interest rates were at 15 per cent. Stephen was
PhD-ing in London - where better to acquire a
venture capitalist from?

'Normally you set up companies with £100 but
I could not afford that, so my initial investment
was 4 shares for £4. I started with a guy who was
a video editor, who could help us with video
editing and that was our first product. He put in
£4 too.

Then we did a 10,000 for 1 share issue. We
ended up with 40,000 shares each, with 20,000
on share issue which our venture capitalist
bought at one pound each. This £20,000 was just
a speculation to see if it was possible to build the
system we were doing on an Acorn machine. I
built a prototype with £10,000 and we blew the
rest exhibiting at the IBC Biennial which hap
pened to be in Brighton.

'We got 40 people saying it was amazing and
that they might buy, so the venture capitalist
thought it was worth going the whole hog and
getting a floatation on the stock market. This is
very unusual for a company which is actually
new technology. We decided to raise a million
pounds and value the company at 2.2 million. It
was high risk.'

How to be a millionaire in the Acorn market;

sounds simple if you say it quickly. But Stephen's
ambitions are a bit higher: 'My first billion.
When you have a billion pounds you can actu
ally change the world. Anyway, as Bill Gates
said: "Once you have made your first 50 million
the rest is just for fun"...'

If I've got to be a passenger for a day, at least
it's to a man who knows where he's going. A*t

JillRegan /UJ

Stephen Streater

c My
favourite

hobby is
sleeping
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My great uncle Richard used to say: in
life there are two types of people: dri
vers and passengers. And you, my dear,

will always be in the driving seat.' (An inter
esting observation from someone who was
Lawrence of Arabia's driver.)

Today, for once, I feel like a passenger. I am
with Stephen Streater, the co-founder and
director of video technology at Eidos pic. F.idos is
the company much envied in the Acorn market
because of its immense success. Its original
product was Optima, a digital editing system on
Acorn machines which is widely used by profes
sional video editors. Next time you watch
something like Tomorrow's World, think Lidos.

Stephen learnt his most vital lesson about run
ning a business at college, which was not to be
afraid of employing people who are better than
him. Having been taken ill in his finals, he
'under-achieved' and only got a 2:1.

'I realised that I didn't want Eidos to suffer

just because I might be ill,' reasons Stephen, i
feel a lot of people running businesses employ
less able people so they can have an ego trip, or
they do not let other people run things because
they cannot bear to lose control of their com
pany. Both are bad; I hope in the end the
business will nin without me.'

If that ever happens, he's got plenty to occupy
himself. He plays the viola and is involved with
several orchestras, although he admits: 'My
favourite hobby is sleeping.'

Eidos is fast becoming a High Street name due
to the games it has developed and published.
These aren't Acorn games - and may never be -
but games like Tomb Raider regularly feature in
the bestseller lists.

'It is a bit hard to convince the world's

biggest companies that you are the guy they
should be dealing with when they've never
heard of you,' explains Stephen. 'Eidos - the
name - had to be bigger and the games compa
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'.NEW!

Removable Harddrive System
Total Data Security & Harddisc Backup
The removable harddrive system fits into a 514"
drive slol in the RiscPC and harddrives are
available in many si/.cs which can simply plus:
in and out of the slot as required. The drive may
he locked in place lo prevent unauthorized
removal. For total security the drive may he
removed and stored in a safe place lo prevent
unauthorized access to your data. Because the
removable drives are available in any size (up

lo at least 4Gb) they are also ideal for use as backups for existing drives, and may be
transported between different computers.

PAL TV Coders
The PLC/3 PAL TV Coder works in any of the 'Standard' Modes,
e.g. mode12 and 15 on all Acorn computer models. The PLC/3
has a 15 pin RGB output for the monitor, a BNC for video and
an S-VHS connector for S-Vidco. The PLC/3 will work with

PLC/3 £104.57 RiscPC computers although the AKF60 and AKF91 will not
t£*f workat the same time.

The AVK/3 will work with all computer models in all screen
modes up to 800 x 600 resolution in 16 million colours. It has a
remote control with facilities for zooming, freezing & panning
the TV picture. The AVK/3 includes all connecting cables
including a SCART which gives TV frequency RGB O/P for

AVK/3 £325.00 lame screenTV's, a phono socket for composite video and an S-
VHS socket for S-Video.

A new model, the AVK/5 is similar to the AVK/3 but has the added
feature of remote mouse operation using the infra red hand held remote

control. This enables lectures and demonstrations to be done without having to sit at the

computer keyboard. AVK/5 £425.00
ArtWorks Video Tutorial

Walter Briggs is the tutor for this l hour video which shows how to use all
the ArtWorks tools and then goes on to show how Walter produced his
famous Tiger head picture. Walter also draws an impressive landscape
picture which can be copied by those with no artistic talent at all!

ArtWorks Video Tutorial £19.99

24 Bit Colour Scanners
Pineapple offer a wide range of Flatbed A4 colour
scanners. (At NEW LOWER PRICES - see opp.)
The cheapest in the Epson range is the GT5000
with an optical resolution of 300dpi. This is
adequate for virtually all home use. The GT5000 is
available with either a parallel or a SCSI interface.
The NEW GT9500 is the top of the range with an

optical resolution of 600dpi and both parallel and SCSI interfaces. Imagemaster
and Twain software are included in the price, but we also offer our Studio24Pro
Photo re-touching software at just £80.00 inc vat with every scanner purchase.

Internet & World Wide Web
For all our latest prices and news
of new products tryour Web Site:-

http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk
20; 20 Finance available on all RiscPC's

Studio24 v1 FREE with any RiscPC purchase
FREE membership of the Virus Protection Scheme with any RiscPC

Studio24Pro at just £49.00 with any RiscPC purchase
Try our 'Choose your own RiscPC' deal and save money

Virus Protection
The Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme will allow you to detect
and remove over 100 viruses
from your Acorn computer.

'If you're interested in
virus protection, join the
Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer.
Accept no alternatives.' -
Acorn User Feb 96

Multimedia Speakers
Yamaha 10 Watt YST-M15 £63.00

A4 Colour Scanners
Primax Flatbed A4 £359
Epson GT5000 (parallel) £399
Epson GT5000 (SCSI) £469
Epson GT8500 £529
Epson GT9500 £679
All scanners include Imagemaster & ^_ .
Twain. Studio24Pro at just £80.00

A7000 Computers
4Mb HD540 14" Mon £1069
4Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1159

RiscPC 600 Computers
4Mb HD540 14" Mon £1275
4Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1375
4Mb HD540 17" Mon £1675
4Mb HD540CD 17" Mon £1775

RiscPC 700 Computers
5Mb HD540 14" Mon
5Mb HD540 17" Mon
5Mb HD540CD 14" Mon
5Mb HD540CD 17" Mon

iviai iy /-\ouiii wool mwiii ouvcio nave uccn

created from scratch using this program
alone, concrete proof of the power of this

creative tool'. - Acorn User March 96

Studio24Pro
£149.87 inc vat

Special Offer!
Studio24 vl £35.00

!NEW!
Casio Q\ 10

Digital Cam

£410.00

The Casio QV10 Digital Camera is now
available for Acorn Computers. It is

supplied complete with all cables and
software. Stores up to 96 images.

Printers

timm

10Mb HD1Gb 14" Mon
10Mb HD1Gb 17" Mon
10Mb HD1GbCD14"Mon
10Mb HD1GbCD17"Mon

PC Cards/StrongARM
Separately with RiscPC

SXL-33Card £233.83 £116.32
DX2-66Card £289.00 £169.00
DX4-100Card £349.00 £229.00
586-100 Card £468.83 £351.32
StrongARM £279.00 £116.32

CDRom Drives
x8 Speed CDRom £120.00

Memory Upgrades
1Mb Vram (Simtec) £80.00
2Mb Vram (Simtec) v... £129.00
4Mb SIMM Ram | g £ 23.50
8Mb SIMM Ram &•§ £ 45.00
16Mb SIMM Ram «£ £79.00
32Mb SIMM Ram |= £179.00
RiscPC Sound Card 9-m £70.44

£1525

£1900

£1600

£2025

£1750

£2100
£1850

£2250

§

Citizen
PRINT/Va 600C £399.00
Hewlett Packard
Laserjet 5L 4ppm £399.00
Deskjet 690 colour £269.00
Deskjet 870 colour £399.00
Canon
BJC610 col 720dpi £360.00
BJC4100 col 720dpi £249.00
BJC210 mono £169.00
BJC210 colour £199.00
BJC4550 A3 Colour £399.00
Epson
Stylus Colour 500 £269.00
Stylus Colour IIS £199.00
Stylus Pro XL+ (A3) £999.00

3.5" Bare Harddrives
540Mb IDE £125.00
850Mb IDE £139.00
1.2Gb IDE £165.00
2.0Gb IDE £249.00
3.2Gb IDE £349.00
1.0Gb SCSI £225.00
2.0Gb SCSI £349.00
4.2Gb SCSI £665.00

Removable Harddrives
IDE Mounting Kit £ 15.00
IDE Removable Case £ 10.00
SCSI Mounting Kit £ 19.00
SCSI Removable Case £ 10.00
External Mounting Box £ 89.00

SCSI Systems
SCSI Card £116.32
SCSI Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI External Cable £19.99
SCSI II Card £189.00
SCSI II Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI II External Cable £ 22.32

Monitors
14" 0.28mm SVGA £199.00
15" 0.28mm SVGA £299.00
17"65KhzSVGA £525.00
17"82KhzSVGA £599.00
20"82KhzSVGA £1115.00
Ilyama Visionmaster
17" 0.26mm MF8617E £595.00
17" 0.25mm MF9017E £669.00

!! Choose your
own RiscPC !!

CO

1

o

US Robotics Voice Modem £189.00
ANT Internet Suite Software £116.32

Pineapple Software have moved!
Come and visit us in our new showroom

Easy Parking

352 Green Lane, llford
Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

By allowing us to construct your RiscPC using some Acorn and
some third party components you can obtain a high specification

computer and save lots ofmoney! Prices start as low as £999
including vatfor a basic RiscPC. Ask for our special application

form andjust tick the boxes for the extras you require.
Terms:- All prices include

17.5% vat. Carriage £5.00+vat
on all hardware. Other items
free. Phone for quote outside
U.K. Official orders, cheques

and all major credit cards
accepted at no extra charge.

'Pineapple offer some of the
finest andfriendliest after-
sales support you will find' -

Acorn User Mar 96
Why not come and visit us (easy
parking) where you can see most
of the Acorn range of computers
and other hardware in action.

Monday - Saturday 0900 - 1730



There are two ways to get on the Internet:

Ulanual

TCP/IP, PPP, SLIP, SMTP, P0P2, POP3, IMAP, MIME,

UUencode, FTP, HTTP, HTML3.2, NNTP, GIF, JPEG, Telnet,

Gopher and more.

If the Internet is a superhighway, the directions can be

pretty confusing.

When you use the ANT Internet Suite Release II, you don't

need to worry about all the technical jargon. Our software

takes care of setup and configuration. All that most users

need do is put our disc in the floppy drive, type in name

and serial number, and choose their Internet

provider and access point from pop up lists.

The new version includes some of the most

powerful and up-to-date Internet software

available for Acorn computers such as our Web
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browser Fresco'- (also used in Network Computers), so you

won't be left in the slow lane as new Internet technologies

emerge.

So you can sit back and enjoy the ride. And if you do

experience any difficulties, our dedicated customer

support team won't leave you stranded on the roadside.

For further details, get motoring and contact ANT at PO Box

300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG, or visit our Web site at

http://www.ant.co.uk

The ANT Internet Suite is £99 + VAT. If you use

another commercial Internet product for RISC OS

we'd like you to try the Suite for £49 (inclusive)

plus proof of ownership. Upgrades from release

I are £10 (inclusive).

ANT Ltd, PO Box 300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG. Tel: 01223 567808. Fax: 01223 567801. Email: sales@ant.co.uk
fresco is a registered trademark ot ANT Ltd. September 1996. E8.0E.


